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Category: 1851 Exhibition of All Nations (1 to 4)
The London Crystal Palace - the First World's Fair

Picture

Description
Lot # 1 - Needlepoint of the Crystal Palace. This hand made cloth item has the colors blue, red, pink,
brown, beige, and a few other colors. It pictures the building with "1851" below it and roses at the
bottom and branches and leaves all around the building. It is framed in a beautiful Burled Walnut
Frame. Because this is hand made it is truly a one of a kind. This is a wonderful item. (There is a
little reflection in the picture due to the fact that the needlepoint is framed behind glass) Size: Frame:
23 3/4" high by 24 1/8"wide. Image inside frame: 20 1/4" wide by 19 7/8" high. Condition: Overall
this piece is Very Fine although there is about 1 1/2" square inches of missing needle work in the
upper right corner and light overall age darkening.
Estimate: $ 500 - $ 750
Lot # 2 - "Lane's Telescopic View of the Ceremony of Her Majesty Opening The Great Exhibition of
all Nations. Designed by Rawlins. 1851." This item is also known as a Peep Show. This piece has 5
cut out colored pieces that are connected by linen sides that allow the item to be expanded or
flattened. The back piece is solid and the front piece has a hole in the center. You look down the hole
in the center (see the third picture) and you see the inside of the Crystal Palace. The scene inside
shows the steel structure above, a fountain in the center and lots of small people near the front. The
inside and cover are hand colored. There is a cardboard sleeve, a box, that the piece fits into (fourth
picture). Size: Box (with item closed) is 6 1/4" wide by 7 5/8" high by 1/2" thick. Opened the item is
20" long. Condition: Very Fine, the inside is nice and bright, but the cover has a couple of stains. The
box is good with the bottom flap missing, tape holding the front to one side and the back. The bottom
of the back is ripped and damaged.
Estimate: $ 350 - $ 500
Lot # 3 - White Metal Medal with image of the (written around top) "International Industrial
Exhibition London 1851" building in the center. Under the building is: "Proposed by H.R.H. Prince
Albert, Designed by Joseph Paxton Esq. F.L.S., Erected by Fox Henderson & Co., The Materials are
Iron and Glass; Length 1848 Feet; Width 456 Feet; Height of Principal Roof 66 feet; Height of
Transept 108 feet; Glazed Surface 900,000 Sup. Feet; Occupies 18 Acres of Ground; Estimated
Value L150,000" (British pounds). Reverse: Embossed bust of "Price Albert consort of Queen
Victoria" looking to the right. Size: 2 1/2" in diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with rim nicks and
light age toning.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250
Lot # 4 - Official Catalog: "Great Exhibition of 1851. Official, Descriptive, and Illustrated Catalogue
Part I. Classes I to 4. Raw Materials". Inside this Blue Bound Volume of 280 pages with 2 fold out
floor plans you find the book separated into 2 distinct parts. The first 205 pages are devoted to
information about the fair. The last 72 pages are the "The Official Catalogue of Advertiser." The
information includes over 30 pages of "Construction of the building" with drawings of trusses,
connection points, interior view and much more. The four classes in this volume are the "Descriptive
Catalogue of the Mining and Mineral Products", "Chemicals and Pharmaceutical Products",
"Substances used as Food", and "Vegetable Substances". This is a very interesting book that contains
detailed information about the exhibits at the first World's Fair. Size: 10 7/16" high by 7 1/4" wide
by 15/16" thick. Condition: Fine, there is some staining of the back cover and brown staining on the
pages throughout. The pages are still very clear and easy to read.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

Minimum
Bid

$ 150

$ 150

$ 75

$ 25

Category: 1853 New York Crystal Palace (5 to 6)
The First World's Fair held in the United States. The New York Crystal Palace was located on 5th Avenue and 42nd Street, also known
as Bryant Park.

Picture

Description
Lot # 5 - White Metal Medal. Obverse: Seated Liberty with American Shield above "1853". Around
the edge "In Unitate Nationum Scientia Artesque Florebunt". (In unity the science, arts and wisdom
of a nation will flourish) In small letters directly under Liberty is "C. Stubenrauch St. Louis Mo."
Reverse: In the center is the picture of the (written above) "New York Crystal Palace". Below
building "For the exhibition of the Industry of all Nations." In small writing under the building
"Desig. By Carstensen & Gildemeister". (HK 6) Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Would be excellent except for some age toning and light rim nicks.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300
Lot # 6 - 1855 Stock Certificate for "The Association for the Exhibition of The Industry of All
Nations" with an engraving of the New York Crystal Palace in the center. This 100 shares stock
certificate, at 100 dollars per share, is for the Company that was formed AFTER the Fair Closed to
utilize the building, and is dated 1855. Two years later the building burned down and this business
was dissolved. The back of the certificate is visible through the 2-sided framing, it contains printed
transfer information. I have included this item because of its relevance to the first World's Fair held
in America and its rarity. Size: Frame: 15 7/8" wide by 13 7/8" high by 3" deep. Condition:
Excellent, there are a few old fold lines from before it was framed but there is no damage from them,
and some darkening in the area that is exposed on the back – the back is open to show the text.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

Minimum
Bid

$ 100

$ 75

Category: 1855 Paris Exposition Universelle (7 to 7)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 7 - White Medal. Obverse: Image of bust of Eugenie Imperatrice. Reverse: Picture in the center
of "Palais de L'Industrie". Under the building is "Medailles De L'Exposition Universelle Frappees
Dans Le Palais De L'Industrie au Moyen d'une Presse Monetaire de la Maison Cail & cie Paris
1855." In small writing at the bottom is "(etain) Massonet Editeur" Size: 1 15/16" diameter by 1/8"
thick. Condition: Very Fine with a few rim dents, wear and scratches on the obverse and overall age
toning.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Category: 1867 Paris International Exposition (8 to 8)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 8 - Stereoview of "Parfumerie, Section Francaise" (French Perfume Section), "Exposition
Universelle de 1867", Photographed and published by "M. Leon & J. Levy", The image shows a
statue on a display for "Botot" with a beautiful cabinet behind full of bottles. Size: 6 11/16" wide by
3 1/4" high. Condition: Very Good because the right bottom corner of the card is ripped off, however
the image is complete. Also a few light brown spots on the image.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Category: 1873 Vienna International Exposition (9 to 10)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 9 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Raised bust in the center and around the edge "Franz Joseph I.
Kaiser von Oesterreich, Koenig von Boehmen etc., Apost. Koenig von Ungarn.". In small print at the
bottom "J. Tautenhayn". Reverse: Picture 3 women and a winged figure holding a wreath. One
woman is sitting with her hand on a shield. The other 2 women are standing. At the top is "Dem
Fortschritte". At bottom is "Weltausstellung 1873 Wien". In small letters under the picture is "J.
Tautenhayn". Size: 2 3/4" diameter by 3/16" thick. Condition: Excellent with a couple of light age
spots.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 10 - Chocolate Bronze Medal. Obverse: A seated woman holding out a wreath with
"Participation de La France" underneath. Around the edge "Exposition Universelle De Vienne en
1873". Reverse: Wreath around the edge with "Ministere de L'Agriculture et du Commerce" between
the wreath and the rim. Size: 2" diameter. Condition: Excellent except for a couple of lighter spots
behind the head.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 25

Category: 1875 Chile International Exposition (11 to 11)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 11 - Award Medal from (marked on reverse) "Esposicion Internatcional De Chile en 1875". It
is also marked "Medalla de Honor" all inside a wreath. The obverse pictured a bust wearing a helmet
inside a wreath. In small writing at the bottom is "Alphee Dubois". Size: 2 5/8" diameter by 3/16"
thick. Condition: Excellent with a little roughage on the rim and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Category: 1876 Centennial Exposition (12 to 30)
This World's Fair commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of the United States was held in Philadelphia Pennsylvania.

Picture

Description
Lot # 12 - Pair of Tear Drop Shaped Earrings made out of a black material with an image of the Art
Gallery in the center below stars. The word "Kunsthalle" below the building. We sold the matching
pin in the October 2008 auction and it was marked Centennial and Philadelphia. The back of each
earring is marked "Registered". It is not clear exactly what material this pin is made out of, but it
seems to be coated with a black material. Size: Each earring is 1 1/2" high by 3/4" wide. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60
Lot # 13 - Perfume giveaway from the French Perfume display. This Round Wooden Composite
token would be doused with perfume and then placed in a ladies purse. Obverse: "Souvenir
d'Amerique 1776-1876". Reverse: Pictures a crest with 3 lions with "Amulette Odoriferante De
??rse" written around the edge. Hole drilled through top center and through the word “??rse” on the
reverse. Size: 1 3/8" diameter by 1/4" thick. Condition: Fine, hole may not be original; has a chip on
edge that may be as old as the piece, and shows signs of light wear.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

Minimum
Bid

$ 20

$ 12

Lot # 14 - Brass 2-part Badge with ribbon on original card. "Centennial" written on the top bar.
Below is an eagle perched on American shield with stars and "1776", "1876" on a ribbon above the
eagle. Behind is a red white and blue ribbon. Original card with "Souvenir of the Centennial
Exhibition at Philadelphia" around the edge. Size: Badge: 1 1/2" high by 1" wide. The ribbon is 1
1/16" wide. Card: 3 1/4" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: The badge is Very Fine because the ribbon
is faded. The card is Fine with a brown spot on the bottom, a crease in the upper left corner,
something stuck to the lower left corner and light browning of the paper.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 20

Lot # 15 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Image of the Liberty Bell in the center with "1776" to the left and
"1876" to the right. Around the edge is "Proclaim Liberty Throughout the land and unto all its
Inhabitants Thereof". Reverse: Image of "Independence Hall" with "1776" to the left and "1876" to
the right. Underneath is "Commenced 1729 Finished 1734" Has a loop for hanging from a necklace.
(HK #24). Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a tiny spot of corrosion at 6 o'clock
on reverse rim. Also the "Commenced 1729" was lightly pressed into the medal.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 16 - Pair of brass shell clothing buttons or studs with raised images of the Main Building with
"International Exhibition" written across the top and "Philadelphia 1876" under the building. Size: 1
1/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, one has a small dent in the sky and they both are tarnished.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
Lot # 17 - Wooden Medal. Obverse: The medal has a high relief image "George Washington", "Feb.
22. 1732.* Died Dec. 14. 1799*". Reverse: Contains writing and a couple of stars. "The 100th
Anniversary of American Independence" around the edge. In the center "Great International
Exhibition Fairmount Park Philadelphia", "4th of July 1876". The medal was made by Manufactured
by the Philadelphia Ornamental Wood Co. 1129 Cherry Street, Philadelphia. Size: 2 7/16" diameter
by just under 1/4" thick. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 12

$ 20

Lot # 18 - Rectangular Wooden Medal with a raised picture of "Memorial Hall". The back is blank.
Size: 3 7/8" wide by 2 11/16" high by 5/16" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 19 - Centennial Stevensgraph ribbon with "Memorial Hall, International Exhibition 1876";
black on white background; fringe on top and bottom Size: 5 1/2" x 3 1/2" Condition: Good adhesive residue in top left corner.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 20 - Round clear pressed glass dessert plate with eagle "Centennial 1776 Exhibition 1876" in
the center and alphabet on outside Condition: Good, Numerous chips along rim
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 21 - Newspaper. "The Centennial Record", April 1876 issue, 16 p. with info about the Fair and
events planned Size: 16" x 12" Condition: Fair - very yellowed; some pieces missing from right
edge; creased in half; brittle
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 22 - Small hardcover booklet "Centennial Exhibition and Philadelphia" with red cover.
Contains 20 black and white engravings of prominent Philadelphia buildings as well as exhibition
buildings, and 2 overviews of Philadelphia and the exhibition grounds. Size: 4 7/8" wide by 3 1/4"
high. Condition: Very Good, Binding is loose, but completely intact. Slight wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 23 - Small hard covered booklet red with gold accents "Centennial Exhibition Philadelphia
MDCCCLXXVI" with one fold-out with twelve connected pages of sepia tone drawings of the
Centennial exhibition buildings as well as important U.S. Revolutionary-era landmarks. Logo is
embossed on front cover "In Commemoration of the Hundredth Anniversary of American
Independence 1876." Size: 4 7/8" wide by 3 1/8" high. Condition: Good, Page attached to the front
cover is almost completely separated from the other pages along the fold. Some creases of corners of
the pages. Binding is loose.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 24 - Boxed set of 15 large (4 1/4" x 7") sepia tone photographic stereoviews of the exterior and
interior of the Exposition grounds and buildings. Produced by the Centennial Photographic Co.
Stamped on the reverse side of each card "N. Clifford Cottrell" and address.
124 - Horti. Building Promenade; 356 - Main Bldg. Transept from S. W. Tower
378 - Corliss Engine, Mach. Hall; 462 - Horitcultural Hall, From Grounds
565 - Memorial Hall; 603 - Agricultural Hall 630 - U.S. Government Building;
655 - Machinery Hall, East; 656 - Main Building, North Side;
716 - Agri. Hall, N. Ave., Looking North; 737 - Rhododendrons, Horti. Grounds;
754 - Horti. Hall, East Front ; 778 - Bird's Eye View from George's Hill;
913 - Hort. Hall from W. End ; 966 - Mach. Hall, S. Ave. from E. End
Condition: Fine to Extremely Fine, Little staining on edge of 2 cards and a little fading on a few. Lid
of box has several stripes of masking tape.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100
Lot # 25 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring the exterior of the House of Public Comfort and the
Entrance Gates.Off-white mount with gold detail "Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia 1876/ L.E.
Walker Publisher, Warsaw, NJ." 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition L.E. Walker Size: 6.75" x
3.5" (l x h) Condition: Good Light wear around the edges.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 26 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring the exterior of the Agricultural Hall.Off-white mount with
gold detail "Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia 1876/ L.E. Walker Publisher, Warsaw, NJ." 1876
Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition L.E. Walker Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Good Light
wear around the edges.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 27 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring the exterior of the Main Exhibition Building, looking
West.Off-white mount with gold detail "Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia 1876/ L.E. Walker
Publisher, Warsaw, NJ." 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition L.E. Walker Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x
h) Condition: Good Light wear around the edges.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 28 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring the exterior of the Horticultural Hall.Off-white mount
with gold detail "Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia 1876/ L.E. Walker Publisher, Warsaw, NJ."
1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition L.E. Walker Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Good
Light wear around the edges.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 29 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring the exterior of the House of Public Comfort.Off-white
mount with gold detail "Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia 1876/ L.E. Walker Publisher, Warsaw,
NJ." 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition L.E. Walker Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Good
Light wear around the edges.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 30 - Set of 10 Souvenir Cards, each with a colored image.
"Japanese Pavilion" Condition: Very Good, Light wear.
"Women's Pavilion Length 160 ft./Width 160 ft." VG, Light wear and small corner crease
"Judge's Hall Length 152 ft./Width 115 ft." VG, Wear and light staining.
"Horticultural Hall Length 383 ft./Width 193 ft." Excellent, Light wear.
"U.S. Exhibition Building." "Length 400 ft./Width 300 ft." VG, Light wear.
"Main Exhibition Building." "Length 1875 ft./Width 464 ft." Excellent, Light wear.
"Machinery Hall. Length 1402 ft./Width 360 ft." Excellent, Light wear.
"Art Gallery Length 365 ft./Width 210 ft." Condition: Very Good, Light wear.
"Agricultural Building. Length 820 ft./Width 540 ft”. Condition: Excellent, Light wear.
"Bird's Eye View of the Exposition grounds" International Exposition/ Area/ Acres, 236. Condition:
Good, Two areas of light brown staining, at the top center and lower right corner.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$7

$ 25

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$ 15

Category: 1878 Paris Exposition Universelle (31 to 34)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 31 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Pictures the "Palais du Champ de Mars, Paris 1878" with
"Exposition Universelle" around the edge. In small writing at the bottom is "LaGrange" Reverse:
Pictures the "Palais du Trocadero" "Republique Francaise" on edge above and "Admin. Des
Monnaies et Medailles". In tiny print at the bottom is "Alphee Dubois" Size: 2" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine with a few spots of corrosion.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 32 - Large Bronze Medal. Obverse pictures 7 figures in front of the Champ De Mars and a
figure of a semi-nude woman lying underneath. Around the edge is "Exposition Universelle
Internationale MDCCCLXXVIII". At the bottom in small print is "Oudine". Reverse pictures 2
cherubs holding up a pole with a map of the fairgrounds suspended below. Listed on the side of the
map are the names and offices of the President and commissioners of the fair. Around the edge is
"Republique Francaise" and Plans des Batiments de L'Exposition Universelle du Champ de Mars et
Trocadero". The back is also marked "Oudine: Size: 3 3/8" diameter by 1/4" thick. Condition:
Extremely Fine with light wear and toning.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125
Lot # 33 - Multicolor lithographed Trade Card picturing the "Restaurant Belge", "Expon Univile de
Paris 1878" written above the building. This card has beautiful strong colors. The reverse is blank.
Size: 4 3/4" wide by 3 1/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little discoloration to upper left corner
and slight paper loss on back.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 34 – Sepia toned picture of the "Exposition Universelle 1878 Palais du Trocadero". Pictures
several smaller pavilions in front of the Trocadero. "B. K., Editeur" in small print, lower left corner.
Size: 6 7/16" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, light age toning and a bend in the
lower right corner.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$ 30

$4

$5

Category: 1884-85 World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition (35 to 37)
Held in New Orleans

Picture

Description
Lot # 35 - Large Bronze Award Medal. Obverse: 2 women in front of factory, wheat, tools and
artist's pallet and more with a shield in front of them and "New Orleans" written in a crescent and
"1884-5" below. Reverse: has corn, tobacco, plants and crests around the edge. In the center is
"Awarded by the World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition". Size: 2 7/8" diameter by
5/16" thick. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150
Lot # 36 - Stick Pin made of brass shell with "Ind'l.Cotton.Cent'l." at top with a building in the
middle and "Exposition" at the bottom. It seems to be quite fragile. Size: Top: 7/8" high by 5/8"
wide. Overall with pin it is 3 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little edge wear and overall
toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 37 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring the sculpture "The Vagabond.". The card is marked "1884.
New Orleans 1885." The card was published by the "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/
International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the information for the
photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Extremely Fine with light wear
around the edges.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

Minimum
Bid

$ 50

$ 12

$3

Category: 1888 German National Fair, Munich Germany (38 to 38)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 38 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Woman standing with each arm on a shield. Around the edge is a
wreath. Reverse: In diamond in center is "Zur Erinnbrung an die Deutsch Nationale Kunst-GewerbeAusstellung in Munchen 1888" with a decoration around the edge. This medal is beautiful. Size: 1
7/8" diameter by 3/16" thick. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Category: 1889 Paris Universal Exposition (39 to 40)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 39 - Bronze Award Medal. Obverse: Pictures a woman placing a wreath on a man's head with
"1889" between them and the fairground's buildings below. The man is sitting on an anvil. Around
the top edge is "Exposition Universelle". At the bottom is "Louis Bottee" in small letters. Reverse:
Pictures a semi-nude winged woman blowing a trumpet (Victory) with the bust of France to the
right. "Republique Francaise" is written to the left side and in the rectangle below (the place for the
winner's name) is "SMITH Freres & Cie." (Could this be the famous cough drop maker?). This side
is also marked with the designer's name "Louis Bottee". Size: 2 7/16" diameter by 5/32" thick.
Condition: Extremely Fine with a couple of spots and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 40 - Brass Medal with a Braided Brass Decoration all the way around the edge. Obverse: Ariel
View of the Fair grounds with a large Eiffel Tower on the left. "Souvenir" across the top in a ribbon
and "Exposition Universelle 1889" at the bottom. Reverse: Image of an oval plaque with "Souvenir
de Ma Visite a L'Exposition 1889". Size: 2 3/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine because there
are a couple of dots of corrosion on the obverse.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Category: 1892 Genoa Exposition (41 to 42)
To commemorate the 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America. Genoa Italy was Columbus' Birthplace. .

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 41 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit # 427. Obverse: Beardless bust of Columbus unrolling a map.
Around edge "Christoforo Columbo". On his right "Nato 1456" and on the left "Morto 1506".
Reverse: In center pictures exposition building with Caravel and sunrise in background. Below
building "1492-1892 IV. Centenario". Around edge "Ricordo Dell-Esposizione Italo-Americana.
Genovi 1892". Looped as made. Size: 1 1/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent and brilliant with some
light surface scratches on the obverse.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 42 - Gilded (?) Bronze Medal. Obverse: Raised Bust of Columbus. Around bust "Christoforo
Columbo". Reverse: In center picture of a Caravel in front of the rising sun with rays, heading
toward America with North, Central and South America in the foreground (lying on its side). Below
"Nel 1492 Scopri L'America". Around edge of coin "IV Centenario Colombiano Genova 1892".
Looped as made. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with wear to the gilting.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Category: 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (43 to 133)

Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America. Held in Chicago, Illinois
For Medal references:
HK refers to Hibler & Kappen
McGlothlin refers to Chris McGlothlin's "World's Fair Spoons" Book

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 43 - White Milk Glass Salt Shaker with embossed lettering "Columbian Exposition" in orange
and "1893" in blue. Size: 2 3//4" long by 1 3/4" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with wear on the
writing on 3 letters.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 44 - Very Rare Deck of Playing Cards. Not your standard deck but rather 48 cards, numbered 1
to 12 with pictures of sun faces, arrows, Indians, pottery and something that looks like a staff. This
deck was make by :The United States Playing Card Co., Cincinnatii, Estasdos Unidos de America."
The box is also marked "La Gran Exposition Universal, Chicago". The card game is "No. 81
Columbiano. There are no rules on how to play this game. Size: 2 1/2" by 3 3/4" by 3/8" thick.
Condition: Box (which is thin, almost just paper) is Fine with a one side separated on 2 edges (box is
complete) and overall soiling. The cards are Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60
Lot # 45 - "Columbus Dominoes". A complete set of dominoes with bust of Columbus and "1492",
"1892" on the back of each one. The box features the 3 ships of the Caravel and has "The Embossing
Company" and patent dates, the last being 1884. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 2" deep by 1 1/2" thick.
Condition: Box is Fine, although there are 2 large pieces of paper missing from the center. The
dominoes are Extremely Fine showing very little wear.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
Lot # 46 - Compass with map inside on the bottom marked "World's Fair Grounds" under the needle.
Around the inside edge are the compass points "N", "E", "S", & "W". Each building on the map is
marked with a number. The round copper casing has "The Columbus Needle", "The simplest and
most complete Guide to the World's Fair Chicago - 1893", "Souvenir" embossed on the lid. Size: 1
7/8" diameter by 9/16" thick. Condition: Excellent, however, the index that should be under the lid is
Missing.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80
Lot # 47 - Needle Case in the shape of a hard bound book with "Souvenir of the World's Columbian
Exposition" and a full figure of Columbus holding a flag on the cover. In small print at the bottom of
the cover is "Turner's Best Needles. Redditch, England". Inside there is a flap on both sides that open
to reveal the needles. Only a few needles remain. There is a brass clasp that keeps the book closed.
Size: 3" wide by 4 1/4" high by 1/2" thick. Condition: Very Fine with some wear to the picture on
the cover.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 48 - Stanhope inside a Vegetable Ivory (bone) piece that unscrews near the bottom and reveals
a pen end (no pen point). The Stanhope pictures "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893",
"Bird's Eye View". There must have been a bottom piece that is missing, because the bottom is
broken and there is a broken off threaded piece of metal in the broken part. This would probably
have been part of what converted it into a pen. Size: 4 1/2" long by 1/2" diameter. Condition: The
Stanhope is Extremely Fine with only one little pop in the sky. The holder is Fine, except that the
bottom is broken and it is missing something.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 49 - Sterling silver bracelet with inscription in raised letters "Recuerdo De La Reina Ysabel
1492 1893 La Esposicion De Chicago." Bracelet is split at the back so it can be stretched around a
wrist. Printed on inside of bracelet "Gorham Mfgs./ Sterling/Registered/1892." Condition: Very Fine,
with tarnish.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 20

$ 12

$ 25

$ 10

$8

$ 15

Lot # 50 - Reverse Painting Stand Up of "Machinery Hall World's Fair 1893" in diamond shaped
metal frame. Size: Picture is 3 1/4" diameter, the frame is 6 9/16" wide by 5 5/8" high. Condition:
Fine with a lot of flaking in the water area in front of the building and a dent in the left edge of the
frame.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 51 - Paperweight with Black and White picture of "Pennsylvania State Building", "Columbian
Exposition, 1893", "Made at World's Fair by Libbey Glass Co. Patented". Size: 4" wide by 2 9/16"
high by 11/16" thick. Condition: Fine, there are many surface scratches in the glass some with dirt in
them, an area of the picture in the center is missing (as made) and it looks like there is a scratch on
the image under the glass (this paperweight might have been a second if they had such a thing in
1893).
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 52 - Paperweight in the shape of a stack of 10 medals (supposed to look like a stack of gold
coins). On top is a bust of Columbus. Around the top's edge "Christophus Columbus 1492 Chicago,
U.S.A. 1892". On the bottom it has "Pat. Attl-d For." It weighs 7 ounces. Size: 1 1/4" diameter by 1"
high. Condition: Very Good, there are several dings in Columbus' head and a lot of gilting is worn.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 53 - Mother of Pearl coin purse with color transfer of Landing of Columbus scene and
"World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago 1893" underneath. The back is just shell. Size: 3" wide by
2 1/4" high by 5/8" deep. Condition: Very Fine, with a few spots missing on the transfer, but the
image is nice and clear. The inside is clean.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 54 - Mother of Pearl coin purse with color transfer of "The Administration Building" (above)
and "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893" underneath. The back is just shell. Size: 3 1/4"
wide by 2 1/2" high by 1" deep. Condition: Fine, there are a few scratches in the decal, but they do
not detract from the piece. The inside has no damage.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 10

Lot # 55 - Multicolor plate of the Landing of Columbus. "To Castille and Leon was Given a New
World", "San Salvador A D 1492". Four vignettes are around the edge: one pictures Columbus, 2
picture flags and one crest at top. Size: 8 3/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent, with light wear to gold
on raised portions.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 20

Lot # 56 - White china plate with multicolor picture of "The World's Fair Chicago 1893", "Art
Building." The back is marked "Made in Austria". Size: 7 516" diameter. Condition: Fine, the picture
has strong color but the gold trim on the outer and inner rim is mostly worn off and there are several
hairline cracks.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 57 - Wedgewood Plate with image of "Machinery Building. World's Columbian Exposition" in
black in the center. There is a design all around the edge also in black. It is marked with the maker
name "Wedgewood, Etruria, England" on the back. Size: 8 5/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely
Fine with a little crazing and edge wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 58 - Wedgewood Plate with image of "Horticultural Building. World's Columbian Exposition"
in brown in the center. There is a design all around the edge also in brown. It is marked with the
maker name "Wedgewood, Etruria, England" on the back. Size: 8 3/8" diameter. Condition: Good, It
has a chip on the edge at 11 o'clock, some surface scratches, browning on the edge and crazing that is
starting to get brown.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 59 - Square plate with "Transportation Building", "World's Fair". Back on plate is marked
"Porcelain Opaque, Trade Mark, Bridgewood & Son., England". Size: 6 3/4" square. Condition:
Fine, the image has a little wear and there is wear to the dish and a flaw near the bottom right corner.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 60 - Sepia toned photograph of the "Ferris Wheel World's Fair 1893". The photo also has a
little pink coloring. The photo is in a pot metal frame. Size: Photo is 3 3/4" wide by 5 1/8" high.
Frame: 5 15/16" wide by 7 1/4" high. Condition: Photo is Very Fine with some light spotting. The
Frame is Fine overall, but the stand that was attached to the back is gone and there is a break in the
upper left corner of the frame (near the photo) where the back that holds the photo is attached to the
lattice frame, along with the lower left where the frame is also cracked. There is a little wire (not
original) in the back to hang the frame on the wall.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 61 - Stereoview, marked "21 Ferris Wheel. Part End View." The picture is an end view of the
wheel making it look like it is almost rolling on the ground. This card was published by "New
Educational Series. Stereoscopic Views.", "Liberty Brand -- Stereo. Views.", "Made Especially for
Fine Trade." Size: 7" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Fine with some overall light browning and
fading and a couple of spots in the field. There is a little edge damage to the card.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 62 - Paper Envelope marked "Souvenir Nails made at the World's Fair, Chicago, 1893". "The
only Machine that makes Perfect Nails without waste of metal In forming the point.", "Capacity, 750
nails per Minute.", "McKay Metallic Fastening Ass'n, Boston, Mass., U.S.A." There are nails in the
envelope, some are the old flat nails and some have heads and these may not be original (I don't
really know). Size: 2 13/16" wide by 1 3/4" high. The nails are varying sizes. Condition: Very Fine
with wrinkles, a couple of stains and holes where it looks like a staple was used to close the
envelope. There is also a little tear at the end of the flap.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$6

$ 10

$6

$ 10

Lot # 63 - Metal Box with embossed sides and legs. On the top is etched "World's Fair 1893" along
with some flowers. Size: 5 3/8" wide by 4 3/8" deep by 3 3/16" tall. Condition: Fine with overall
wear, a couple of dnts on the top and some corrosion on the bottom.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 64 - Small metal box with embossed top with bust of Columbus, one ship of the Caravel, two
hemispheres and "Souvenir World's Columbian Exposition", "1892". Inside the top and bottom have
paper attached. The bottom is a map of the fair and the top is an index of the buildings on the map.
This originally had a compass that when used with the map and index would help you figure out
where you wanted to go. Size: 3 7/16" wide by 1 3/4" deep by 3/8" thick. Condition: Incomplete item
so it really is Fair. As a box, the bottom paper (the map) is ripped with 30% of it is missing. The
outside is heavily tarnished with spots of coorosion.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 65 - Pin Back in the shape the cote of arms shield with full figured griffins on each side. The
material appears to be silvered steel. Marked on back "Chicago 1893". According to Howard
Rossen's book page 27 "This shield was sold to raise funds for the Teacher's Home Fund". Size: 1
3/8 inch wide by 1 1/4 inch high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 66 - Brass Medal in the original box, Eglit 109. Medal made by Roty. Obverse: Pictures a
woman's bust in high relief with a helmet, around her is "Republique Francaise". At the Top is
"MDCCCXCIII". At the bottom is "Souvenir Offert Au Nom de la Rebulique Francaise" (Souvenir
offered on behalf of the Republic of France). Reverse: Pictures an olive branch running through the
center and 2 shields, one has the American Eagle in it, the other "RF". Above is "World's Columbian
Exposition Chicago, 1893". Below is "Camille Krantz Commissaire General du Governement
Francais" The box has "RF" and a branch in gold leaf printed on the top. Size: Medal is 3 13/16"
high by 2 11/16" wide. Condition: Medal is Extremely fine with age toning and light wear to the
lettering on the obverse (the image has no wear, so the lettering may have been made muted). Box is
Fine with overall wear and some damage, also the top and bottom are no longer connected.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

$ 75

Lot # 67 - Britannia Medal, Eglit #337. Obverse: In center 2 full figures, one is Columbus steering
the vessel, the other is a woman who Eglit describes as "Light". Around the edge is "Chicago 1893"
at top. At bottom "Guanahane Oct. 12th, 1492." Reverse: In the center is a full figured "Santa Maria"
with "To Commemorate the Discovery of America" written around the edge. At Bottom is a spread
wing eagle sitting on a shield. Size: 2" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250
Lot # 68 - Brass Mechanical Calendar Medal, Eglit # 155. Obverse: In center "Perpetual Pocket
Calendar". Around the center "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago. Ills. 1893". Around outer
edge "Norris, Alister & Co.", "Wholesale Jewelers. Chicago, Ills." Reverse: Movable Calendar with
the days of the week around the outer edge and in the moveable center are 7 sections each containing
the numbers of the days of the month. Each day section has a starting number and then the numbers
below are that number plus 7. The calendar works by turning the inside wheel so that day 1 aligns
with the correct day of the week. Then you can tell which day of the week any date will fall on. Size:
1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, shiny but has a couple of spots of corrosion. In working
condition.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125
Lot # 69 - Irregular Diamond Shaped Aluminum Medal. Obverse: In center are 3 allegorical figures
under a flag with eagle on top. Around the top on a ribbon "Recuerdo De La Exposicion Columbiana
De Chicago". At bottom "1893". Reverse: In center Aztec Calendar. At top is a bust of Columbus. At
right a train. At left a boat. At bottom are scientific instruments (telescope, globe, dividers, and a
gear). Looped at top as made. Size: 2 1/8" wide by 2 3/16" high to top of loop. Condition: Brilliant
and Near Mint with the slightest of surface scratches. This is an absolutely beautiful and very rare
medal, a treat to have in the auction.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 75

$ 40

$ 50

Lot # 70 - Stick Pin, Eglit #525, with incused brass medal shell at top of bust of Columbus with
"World's Columbian Exposition" around the edge. Size: Medal: 3/4" diameter. Overall height to pin
bottom is 2 3/8". Condition: Extremely Fine, however the pin is slightly bent with a bit of corrosion.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 71 - Pin back bar with "Chicago Day" written on it, Eglit #74. Suspended from it is a red
ribbon with a 1893 Columbian Half Dollar (in Very Fine Condition) at bottom. Size: 2 7/8" height,
bar is 1 3/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine, the Ribbon is frayed, the bar has nice age tone.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 72 - Purple Translucent Circular Charm with a groove all the way around the edge where a
wire used to be (the wire would have a loop for hanging). The material is probably glass. The
Obverse pictures the bust of Columbus with "World's Columbian Exposition 1892" around the
image. The Reverse is exactly the same as the reverse of the Columbian Half Dollar with the image
of the Caravel above 2 globes with "World's Columbian Exposition 1892" around the edge. Size:
3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine because there is a chip at 10 o'clock on the rim of the
obverse, and the wire holder around the edge that has a loop at top for hanging is missing.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 73 - Crown Shaped Watch Case Opener, Similar Eglit 403. Obverse: "Watch Cases" on broad
part of crown, with "H. Muhrs Sons" with "Trade Mark" below. On Reverse: "Watch Cases",
"Highest Award", "Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893" (this is different from the Eglit reverse).
This is the less common version of the watch case opener from 1893. Size: 1 5/16" height by 1 1/4"
width. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 74 - Gold Toned Medal. Obverse: Pictures bust of "Queen Wilhelmina" with wreath around the
edge. Reverse: "Souvenir Netherlands Day World's Columbian Exposition Chicago Aug. 31, 1893."
Size: 1 1/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent with very light surface scratchs. Holed at top, not as
made.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 75 - 10 Point Star Shaped Bronze Medal, unlisted. Obverse: Bust of "Christopher Columbus"
(written above bust) in center with "1893" below. In the outer Circle is "Columbian Exposition",
"Chicago, Ill. U.S.A." Between the outer and inner circles is a 5 sided star pattern. Reverse: In the
center is a globe in a circle. The five sided star surrounds the globe's circle. The outer circle has
"Colon's New World", "1492". Size: Overall 1 3/16" maximum diameter. Condition: Fine. It is a
lightly stamped medal so it appears to be more worn than it is.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 76 - Bronze Medal Eglit # 23 (H&K # 154). Obverse: Pictures "U.S. Govt Building" around
rim at top. At bottom "length 421 F", "width 351 f.", "area 3.3 acres". Reverse: around edge
"Treasury Department", "United States Mint Exhibit" in center "World's Columbian Exposition
1893". This medal was minted in the Mint's exhibit at the WCE. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition:
Veryy Fine with a couple of spots of corrosion and slight surface wear (has a bright look).
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 77 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #21. Obverse: Landing Scene of Columbus. Around the scene
"Souvenir of the Opening of the World's Fair Chicago 1893". Reverse: Pictures Administration
Building in center and around the rim "Souvenir Birds Eye View of the World's Fair 1893". Some
joke, it only pictures the Admin Building and not the birds eye view ! In small letters it also has
"Blumenfeld T. O. C." Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a die flaw in rim and
the letter 'E' at 11 o'clock on the reverse, not significant and still very lovely.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 78 - Silvered Brass Shell, unlisted. This one sided shell has written on it in embossed letters
"World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893" (the reverse is the incused mirror image). Size: 7/8"
diameter. Condition: Fine with most of the silver worn away.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 79 - Single sided, double looped medal with raised image of the "U. S. Government Bld." in
the center. Stars around edge. Probably hung from a pinned bar. Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition:
Fine with overall light pitting.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 80 - Brass medal, Eglit #549. Obverse: Cloaked bust of Columbus. Around bust in Spanish
"Cristobal Colon". Reverse: Inside a wreath, "World's Columbian Exhibition 1893". Size: 15/16"
diameter. Condition: Fine with a couple of dark spots on both sides and a little rim damage.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 81 - Brass Metal medal Eglit #2. Obverse pictures "Columbus". Reverse pictures "Machinery
Hall". Holed at top for hanging. Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear and
overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 82 - Bronze medal, Eglit #119. Obverse: Bust of Columbus in center with around the rim "The
World's Columbian Exposition", "Chicago 1893". Reverse: Pictures "Casino and Music Hall",
"Imitation Battleship" and "Manufacturers and Liberal Arts". At bottom "737/1687 feet 31 acres" and
"Cost $ 1,500,000" Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, wear and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 83 - Muled Aluminum medal, Eglit #507, 1904 Pax Dollar. This medal is for both the "St.
Louis World's Fair 1903-4" (obverse) and "Chicago World's Fair 1892-3" (reverse). Also on the
obverse is a liberty head with a sun burst behind her (holding pax) and "Louisiana Purchase 1803".
The reverse pictures the caravel and also says "Commemorating the Discovery of America 1492".
Eglit did not have this medal, he referenced it from an auction in 1963. Size: 1 1/2" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine, brilliant with many small surface scratches and slight rim dings.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 84 - Large Type Medal. Obverse: Raised image of the "Administration Building" with
"World's Columbian Exposition" around the top edge with "Chicago 1893" under the building.
Reverse: Raised image "Masonic Temple Building" in the center. Around building "Highest building
in the world", "Chicago, U.S.A.". It also has written "Observatory 302 Feet", "16 Elevators", "16000
tons of fireproofing", "6200 tons of Steel". Size: 2 3/4" diameter by 3/8" thick. Condition: Extra Fine
with a little wear to some lettering on the reverse, and there is a hole in the top edge.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 85 - White Medal, Eglit #327. Obverse: Laureated bust of "Christopher Columbus 1492".
Reverse: Around edge "Memorial Miss. Society Ev. Association". In center "1893". Size: 1 1/4"
diameter. Condition: Very Good with wear, rim dings and hole at top is not original.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 86 - White Medal, looped at top (as made). Obverse: High relief bust of "Christopher
Columbus" above spread wing eagle. "K.W.Z.Edit." in small letters at 5 o'clock. Reverse: Image of
Administration Building in center with "In Commemoration of the World's Columbian Exhibition",
"1893" around the edge. Size: 1 7/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with one bad rim ding, a little
wear to Columbus' face and few small surface scratches. It is nice and bright.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 87 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit # 34. Obverse: Bust of Columbus in Wreath. Legend on ribbon
entwined in wreath "World's Fair Chicago 1893". Reverse: Around the edge "The Presidents of the
United States of America". In the center are raised images of all the Presidents from Washington to
Cleveland. Their names are listed under each bust. Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent with
a few light hairline scratches and a hole that may not be original.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 88 - White Metal Eglit #308. Obverse: Pictures bust of "Christopher Columbus 1492".
Reverse: Pictures 3 buildings in the center. Around the edge "World's Fair Buildings Chicago, Ill.",
"Dec'd (sic) Oct. 21, 1892". Size: 1 7/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with scuffs on bust and
light toning on reverse. Holed not as made.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 89 - White Medal, Eglit # 195. Obverse: Pictures "Christopher Columbus" around the bust.
Reverse: "Columbus Centennial World's Fair Naval Review". In Diamond shaped depression is
pictured a caravel, with "flag ship of Columbus" above and "Maria Santa" below. Holed at Top, not
original. A scarcer medal. Size: 1 9/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with some rim dings and
surface scratches, some are serious on reverse.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 90 - Aluminum medal, Eglit #E501, obverse pictures "The Manufactures and Liberal Arts
Building" " 1687 Feet long, World's Fair Souvenir, 787 feet wide" written around the edge. Reverse
has writing "Established 1858 Berry Brothers Ltd. Manufacturers of Varnishes..." There are
American city names around the edge. Size: 1 13/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, with wear and
surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 91 - Aluminum Medal, Similar Eglit # 512. This medal is a thick planchet and only has an
image on the obverse, the reverse is blank. Obverse: Around edge "World's Columbian Exposition",
"Chicago, Ills. 1893". In the center is a raised relief image of Columbus planting the flag in the New
World, with the caravel in the back ground. Size: 1 3/8" diameter by 1/8" thick. Condition: Extra
Fine with slight corrosion.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 17

Lot # 92 - Silvered Brass charm of the cut out bust of Columbus with loop attached for chain. Eglit
#235. Reverse: 1492 World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893". Size: 1 5/16 tall (including
loop) by 1 inch wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight wear.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 93 - White Medal, with heavy relief. Obverse: In center is image of "Administration Building".
Around the edge is "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago", "1893". Marked "Made in Germany".
Reverse: Pictures "Landing of Columbus" scene, "1492". There are stars all around the edge. Size: 2"
diameter by 1/8" thick. Condition: Fine because most of the silvering has been worn off and with rim
dings.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 94 - Large Aluminum Medal with encased 1 cent stamp, Eglit # 136. Obverse: Pictures bust of
"Columbus" in center with "World's Columbian Exposition" and "Chicago" around edge. Reverse:
"Columbian", "1893" above rectangle with real 1 cent Columbian Expo Commemorative stamp and
"Souvenir" below. Size: 2" diameter by 1/8" thick. Condition: Medal is Extremely Fine with some
light surface scratching. The stamp is stained and has a few small holes.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 65

$ 22

Lot # 95 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit # 113 in a very small size. Obverse: In center head of a Liberty
Phrygin cap on which is "Liberty". Around the bust "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893".
Outer edge has band of stars. Reverse: Landing scene of Columbus with "1492" at bottom with
"Made in Germany" in small letters below. Size: 7/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent with minor
wear and minor rim dings. Nice mirror finish.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 96 - White medal, pewter, Eglit # 8. Observer: pictures bust of Columbus. Reverse: Around
edge "Columbian Exposition". In center "1492 Chicago 1892". Size: 11/16" diameter. Condition:
Good with lots of wear and corrosion.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 97 - Gilt Bronze Medal, Eglit 242 with attached loop for hanging at top (as made) of Columbus
Landing Scene on obverse "1492" underneath and stars all around outside boarder. Reverse pictures
spread winged Eagle with a ribbon above "E Pluribus Unum", and "World's Columbian Exposition"
and "Chicago 1893" below. Size: 1 1/16" diameter. Condition: Fine, images are worn, gilt is worn in
background and has a spot on the reverse.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 98 - Bronze Medal, Eglit # 504. Obverse: Bust of "Cleveland". Reverse: "1893 World's
Columbian Exposition Chicago Ptd. April 4th 93". Holed at top probably as made. Size: 11/16"
diameter. Condition: Almost Good, well worn.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 99 - Brass Medal, Eglit # 452A. Obverse: Beardless bust of "Columbus" with "1492-1892" on
the side. Reverse: Has the Lord's Prayer in tiny little writing. These medals were made by the George
Soley at the fair on United States first steam coining press. Hole at top is not original. Size: 9/16"
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 100 - Elongated Nickel with raised letters "Columbian Exposition 1893" and 3 stars. On the
reverse you can see the "United States of America" and the "V" in the center. Size: 1 1/2" long by
7/8" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 101 - Elongated Silver Plated 1893 Indian Head Cent. Obverse: "Columbian Exposition 1893"
with no stars. Reverse: Has good image of the face of the coin. Size: 1 1/4" long by 13/16" wide.
Condition: Very Fine with a few corrosion spots.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 102 - Elongated 1885 Nickel raised letters "Columbian Exposition 1893" and 2 stars. The
reverse has a very clear image of the obverse of the coin and Miss Liberty. Size: 1 1/8" long by
13/16". Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 103 - Elongated Indian Head Cent with raised letters "Columbian Exposition 1893" and no
stars. Reverse is not clear. Size: 1 1/8" long by 13/16". Condition: Fine with pitting in the
background, looks like the coin was in bad shape when rolled.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 104 - Glass Magic Lantern Slide with black and white image of Illinois State Building (hand
written on edge). "copyrighted by William Garrison Reed". Size: 4" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition:
Extra Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 105 - Glass Magic Lantern Slide with black and white image of Santa Maria. This is the picture
of a drawing of the ship. There is no information written on the slide at all. Size: 4" wide by 3 1/4"
high. Condition: Extra Fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 106 - Magic Lantern Glass Slide with multicolor drawing of the Fisheries Building. Size: 2" by
2" (image is 1 9/16" diameter). Condition: Very Fine with a few small spots in the building and
several light spots in the sky.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 107 - Reverse Glass Painting on round disk. Multicolor image of "Machinery Hall World's Fair
1893". These were inserted into pewter frame souvenirs. There were many that were never used and
this is one of them. Size: 3 7/16" diameter. Condition: Fine+ with some flaking at the bottom around
7 o'clock.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 108 - "Porcelaine Opaque" Bone Dish picturing the "Lagoon looking South World's Fair", in
brown. Made "Bridgewood and Sons, England". On the bottom is also the number "R 184695". Size:
6 1/2" at the widest by 3 1/4" at the center by 3/4" deep. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little roughage
on an edge.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 109 - Frosted Glass Slipper with gold lettering (half worn off) "World's Fair 1893". No other
markings on the glass. Size: 5" long by 2" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: 3/8" Chip on heel, much
wear to writing, otherwise (not including the chip and lettering) Extra Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 110 - Coin purse. Oyster shaped embossed brass lid pictures "Fisheries Building". It is also
marked "World's Fair" (with the 'S' reversed). Size: 3 inches wide by 1 3/4 inch (at the widest parts).
Condition: The top is extremely fine with some age toning. The bottom of the purse has separated at
the seam and can be easily re-sewed.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 111 - Coin Purse. Leather purse with hinged metal top. Embossed top pictures "World's Fair
Horticultural Building". Size: 3" wide by 1 1/2" by apx. 1" tall if bag is opened. Condition: Fine, the
building has no color but the border still has most of its gold tone with a bit of corrosion. The leather
bag shows aging but is not torn or separated.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 112 - Linen Towel with red borders at each end that have "The World's Fair 1893" woven into
the border. There is fringe at each end. In the center has a full figure of Columbus holding the sword
and the flag and "Columbus Discovery of America" (This is woven white on white so it is hard to see
and impossible to photograph). Size: 38 1/2" high by 18 3/4" wide. Condition: Fine with some stains,
a few minor pin holes and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$7

$ 10

$5

Lot # 113 - Silk handkerchief designed like the American Flag with a bird's eye view of the Fair.
"Souvenir of World's Fair Chicago 1893" in the upper left hand corner. Colors are black, red, blue
and brown on a white background. Size: 16" wide by 16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50
Lot # 114 - Linen Cloth with image of the landing of Columbus in the center with "America 1492
Discovered" on the left and "World's Fair 1892 America". Above is the Statue of Liberty. The image
of George Washington, the Capital and stars that contain the state names inside them. The colors are
red, blue, brown, beige and light blue on a white background. Size: 25" wide by 17 1/2" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 115 - Linen Handkerchief printed in pink and light brown on white with, in the center, the
landing of a boat with Columbus in it and the Caravel in the background. Below is "Souvenir of
Columbus Exposition Chicago". Around the edge are 8 vignettes including Columbus, American
Shield with eagle, a Caravel, someone in front of an American Flag and more. Size: 28" wide by 23"
high. Condition: Fine with some staining and small tears and a small hole near the right edge.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$ 20

$4

$4

Lot # 116 - Woven Silk Handkerchief with image of "Manufacturers Building". In the sky is
"Souvenir Woven at The World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893". It is woven in a light
pinkish color. Size: 14 1/2" wide by 13" including the fringe. Condition: Fine, it has an 1/8" hole in
the sky and a little light soiling.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 117 - Silk Handkerchief with embroidered American Flag and "World's Fair Chicago 1893"
around the flag. The lettering is in yellow and the flag is in Red, White and Blue. There is a little
flower design below the writing. Size: 9 7/8" wide by 10 5/8" high. Condition: Good with a 1" tear
on the fold and the red in the flag has run.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 118 - "The Magic City" book of Black and White photos. The inside cover page states "A
Massive Portfolio of Original Views of the Great World's Fair and its Treasures of Art, including a
vivid representation of the famous Midway Plaisance, with graphic descriptions by America's
brilliant historical and descriptive writer J. W. Bell". "300 Magnificent Views", Published by
"Historical Publishing Company, Philadelphia, Pa." The book has blue cover with gold writing. Size:
Overall: 13 3/4" wide by 11 3/16" high by 3/4" thick. Image of the photos is 10" by 7 7/8".
Condition: Very Fine. The photos are clean and clear. The top of the spine and the top left of the
cover are damaged. Inside the cover are 2 blank pages, they are both damaged and the first one is
ripped in half.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45
Lot # 119 - "Portfolio World's Columbian Exposition 1893", "Illustrated by C. Graham", "Copyright
1891 by the Winters Art Litho. Co. Chicago." Inside are 16 color illustrations of buildings with a
description of the building in the picture. Size: 9 3/8" wide by 6 3/16" high. Condition: Fine with a
corner missing from the cover and some spots on the pages and on the cover.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 120 - "Art Portfolio Series, Part IX Beautiful Scenes of the White City It's Marvelous
architectural groups, statuary, interiors, lagoons and vivid scenes from the famous Midway Plaisance
Published in Chicago by Lard & Lee, Publishers". Folio contains 16 pages of black and white
pictures of the World's Fair with descriptions below. Each picture image is 10" by 8". Overall folio
size is 13 1/4" by 11" Condition: Contents are Extra Fine, cover is brittle with chips out of the edges
and tape on the binding edge.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10
Lot # 121 - "Photographic Panorama of the World's Fair Published by Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick,
Springfield Ohio Part 1". 16 pages of black and white photos including "Ferris Wheel", "Ostrich
Farm", "John Bull Locomotive", "Entrance to the Egyptian Theater", "Bedouin Arabs, Midway
Plaisance", "Cliff Dwellers", "Liberty Bell", "Old Vienna", "Irish Village". Image sizes are 5 1/8"
wide by 4 1/4" high, or 12" wide by 9" high. Size: The overall size is 13 3/4" by 10 3/4". Condition:
Very Good ; there is a tear on every page but no staining and the cover is brittle with tear and chips
and is separated from the rest of the publication.

$ 17

$7

$3

$1

Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4
Lot # 122 - "The Illustrated World's Fair for April 1893". Cover pictures directors, commissioners,
heads of departments, allegorical figures and a train wheel with different train lines that travel to the
exposition between each spoke. Inside are 26 illustrated pages including 4 pictures of the
construction of the Ferris Wheel. Also 8 additional pages of lead in and great old advertising.
Contents are educational with an article on the Libbey Glass Company. Size: 10 3/4" wide by 15 5/8"
high. Condition: Extra Fine with slight soiling to the cover.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 123 - "Dr. King's: New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds", "Souvenir of the
World's Columbian Exposition Chicago, 1893”. 32 pages including 17 multicolor lithographs of
buildings and features of the fair (the center is a bird's eye view 20 3/4" by 7 5/16") along with
descriptions. Size: 10 1/2" wide by 7 5/16" high. Condition: Very Good with paper loss to cover and
staining on cover. Inside the top middle of every page is crushed, there are edge tears and some
staining. Still a great collectible.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$4

$5

Lot # 124 - Large trade card with image of huge stove from the Michigan Stove Company's display,
reverse side is ad for company. Size: 7" wide by 5" high. Condition: Good - the upper right corner is
missing, 2 tears in the right side there are creasing to the edges
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 125 - "Children's Special Ticket" admission ticket #467374 Size: 3 1/8" wide by 1 3/4" high.
Condition: Extreme;y Fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 126 - Admission ticket #155562 with portrait of an unidentified Indian in full headdress on the
left. On the right is printed "World's Columbian/Exposition/ Chicago/Admit the Bearer/1st May to
30th Oct. 1893" with an orange scalloped design in the background Size: 3 13/16" wide by 2 1/4"
high. Condition: Very Good, Paper is slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 127 - Admission ticket #979001 with portrait of Abraham Lincoln printed "World's
Columbian/Exposition/ Chicago/Admit the Bearer/1st May to 30th Oct. 1893" with a green scalloped
design in the background. reverse side "Good for/One/Admission/at/Pay Gates" on a green design
background. Size: 3 13/16" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Very Good, Paper is slightly yellowed
and printing is a little off center.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 128 - Admission ticket #303068 with portrait of George Washington printed "World's
Columbian/Exposition/ Chicago/Admit the Bearer/1st May to 30th Oct. 1893" with blue scalloped
design in the background. Reverse side is printed "Good for One Admission at Pay Gates" Size: 3
13/16" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, Paper is slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 129 - Admission ticket #57104 with portrait of Handel printed "World's Columbian
Exposition/ Chicago/Admit the Bearer/Music/1st May to 30th Oct. 1893" with olive green scalloped
design in the background. Reverse side is printed "Good for/One/Admission/at/Pay Gates" Size: 3
13/16" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Very Good, Paper is yellowed and areas of other paper
adhered to the reverse side.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 130 - Unused Official Souvenir Postal card with Fisheries bldg. at top and portrait of
Christopher Columbus on left - Series No. 1, Design No. 8 Size: 6" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition:
Very Good, slightly yellowed
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 131 - Unused Official Souvenir Postal card with Administration Building at bottom left; blue 1
cent Columbus stamp on reverse side; Series No. 1, Design No. 2 Size: 6" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Good, Very good - slightly yellowed
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 132 - Unused Official Souvenir Postal card with Electrical Bldg at top and woman and two
cherubs with wheel at the left; blue 1 cent Christopher Columbus stamp on reverse; Series No. 1,
Design No. 5 Size: 6" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good, Very good - slightly yellowed
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$7

$7

$8

$7

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 133 - Used postcard with red ink design of canals with Expo bldgs in background; note written
on front and address in Germany on reverse. Size: Condition: Very Fine, slightly yellowed
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$1

Category: 1894 California Mid-Winter Exposition (134 to 135)
Held in Golden Gate Park in San Francisco

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 134 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: "Administration Building" pictured in the center with a
walking bear below. Around the edge "California Midwinter International Exposition", "1894". In
small letters under building base is "A. Hylen Chi.". In small writing below "Blumenfeld S.F.C."
Reverse: Pictures the Tower of Light in the center with "1894" next to it. Around the edge "Souvenir
of San Francisco" with a walking bear at the bottom. (HK 246) Size: 1 9/16" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine with light age toning and light surface wear.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 135 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse picture "Electrical Tower" in the center with "California
Midwinter International Exposition", "1894" around the edge. Reverse: Pictures a wreath around the
edge and "Aluminum Souvenir Stamped in the Mechanics Bld. San Francisco, Cal." in the center.
(HK 252). Size: 1/2" diameter. Condition: Fine with rim dings and a little damage to surface.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Category: 1895 Cotton States and International Exposition (136 to 136)
Held in Atlanta, Georgia

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 136 - Reverse Painted Paperweight "U.S. Government Building Atlanta, GA". Pictures the
building with grass and people in the front and flags flying from the top. Colors are blue, green,
brown, beige, yellow and white. Size: 2 15/16" by 2 15/16". Condition: Fine, with some flakes in the
foreground and on the lower right side of the building and light scratches on the top. Most of the
paper behind the image is gone.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Category: 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition (137 to 139)
Held in Omaha, Nebraska

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 137 - Celluloid Button "Have you Met Her?", "German Village", "Trans-Miss. & Int. Expo.
Omaha, 1898" with the picture of a woman in the center. Colors are green, red and black on white
background. The paper insert in the back promotes the German Village as "The Gaiety Resort of the
Exposition", "Continuous Vaudeville". A rare one. Size: 7/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine,
there is a slight separation of the celluloid on the under rim.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 138 - Red, White and Blue Ribbon for "Nebraska Day" with black printing. Picture of "Dewey" at top. Below is "Belong to the J. D. Kilpatrick Hose Co ?", "Well I should say we Do. And
we're from Beatrice too.", "N.S.V.F.A.", "Nebraska Day at the Trans-Miss Exposi'n", "Sept. 6, '98".
Size: 1 3/4" wide by 7 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a couple of spots of discoloring,
not really significant.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 139 - Celluloid Badge. This is a 2 piece badge. Top bar is a brass shell with a celluloid insert
"Omaha" printed blue on white. The bottom piece is a 2 sided celluloid. Obverse: Around edge "Odd
Fellows Day. October 17th, 1898", "Trans-Mississippi Exposition". In the center is the Eye logo with
the 3 rings above with "FLT". Colors are dark blue, light blue, yellow, red and black on a white
background. Reverse: Pictures the Government Building in black on white. Interestingly the reverse
side of the celluloid is inserted into the front piece and there is not the more familiar method of
having a metal band that held both halves. There is the remainder of an old red string between the 2
pieces. I believe this is not original to the piece (probably a price tag from 80 years ago), but since I
can't be sure, I must state that something else may have been hanging there originally. Size: 2 3/8"
high by 2" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine, there are a couple of light spots that do not detract.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 30

Category: 1900 Paris Exposition Universelle (140 to 144)
Picture

Description
Lot # 140 - Bronze Medal in original box. Cover of box is marked "Exposition Universelle
1900". The medal is silver plated and is marked "Bronze" on the bottom side. Obverse:
Pictures a woman sitting against a tree with a winged person handing a torch to the woman.
"1801-1900" at top and "Lumen Venturis Tradit Moritu Ra Perenne" in the sky. The bottom of
the tree is marked "O. Roty" in small letters. Reverse: At the bottom are expo buildings. At the
top is "Exposition Universelle Internationale de 1900" with some branches and leaves below.
Size: Medal: 1 3/8" wide by 2" high. Box: 2 9/16" wide by 3 1/4" by 3/8" thick. Condition:
Medal is Very Fine with light wear and tarnish overall. The box is Very Fine except the top
and the bottom are separated at the hinge.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75
Lot # 141 - China Urn with Multicolor image of "Palais De La Navigation et du Commerce.",
"Exposition de 1900." surrounded by Cobalt Blue. The top edge and handles are decorated
with gold trim. Size: 4 5/8" wide by 2 9/16" deep by 2 7/8" tall. Condition: Very Fine, with a
hairline crack down the left side of the image. The hairline has browned a bit over time.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
Lot # 142 - Stereoviewer. The viewer is made of metal with a wooden handle (that folds up),
card holder and sight divider. There is a round impressed logo on the top of the metal part with
"Exposition Universelle Internationale." written around the edge and 2 figures an small
buildings in the middle. It's the only way to view World's Fair stereoviews. Size: 12 inches
long by 7 1/2 inches wide by 7 1/2 inches high (with the handle down). Condition: Extremely
Fine.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Minimum
Bid

$ 20

$ 12

$ 20

Lot # 143 - Silk Handkerchief with a multicolor aerial view of the fair grounds and 11
vignettes around the edge. In the sky is "1900" and under each vignette is the name of the
pavilion. Size: 16" by 16". Condition: Poor, there are several rips and even loss of material in
the lower and upper right tears. Still it is quite beautiful.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 144 - Postcard of the "La Tour Eiffel" (Eiffel Tower) "Exposition Universelle 1900".
This black and white postcard pictures the full tower and surrounding pavilions including the
Ferris Wheel. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 9/16" high. Condition: Fine because there is a tiny nick
out of the upper left corner. There is also light overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1901 Pan American Exposition (145 to 158)
Held in Buffalo New York.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 145 - Round Multicolor Celluloid Mirror of "The Land of the Midnight Sun" picturing a
building shaped like and Arch. On the right side is "Ed. M Bayliss, Jno. G. Marchand,
Concessionaires." At the bottom is "Pan-American Exposition 1901." The mirror was made y
"Whitehead & Hoag". Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with a few light spots
throughout. It has strong colors
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 146 - Celluloid Button printed in blue, yellow and red of the continents logo and
"Lumbermen's Week" in the center and "Pan-American Exposition. 1901. Buffalo.
N.Y.U.S.A." around the edge. Size:1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Good with foxing around
the edge, a dent on the left side and some fading to the edge writing on the left. Still an
uncommon piece.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 147 - Multicolor Celluloid Button, "Compliments Government of Salvador, C. A.",
"Pan-American Exposition, 1901". In the center is pictured a volcano with flags on each side
surrounded by green plants and 2 cornucopia above. In small red letters is "15 de Setiembre
1821". This is an uncommon piece. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine with some foxing
on the edge.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 15

Lot # 148 - Celluloid Button for "Missouri" at the "Pan-American Exposition". This button
was designed to promote the St. Louis World's Fair since it pictured the state logo in the center
with "Buffalo 1901. and St Louis 1903." below. The colors are red, blue, brown, gold and
black on a white background. Made by "Whitehead & Hoag" Size: 1 5/16" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine with very light spots and the surface feels is a little bumpy. The colors
are strong.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 149 - Copper colored metal stickpin attached to a charm in the shape of a frying pan;
embossed in the center of the pan is a buffalo head, looking to the right, and the words "Pan
American 1901" Size: 1 1/2" x 7/8" Condition: Very Fine, has a couple of spots of corrosion at
3 & 5 o'clock.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 150 - Celluloid 2 sided flat holder with "Presented by Berry Brothers, (Limited) Varnish
Mfgs., Detroit.", "Pan-American Exposition, 1901." on one side and "If a good thing is worth
sticking to, stick to Berry Brothers" on the other side. Inside are 5 pieces of paper (or tape that
you moisten). Size: 2 1/2" by 1 9/16". Condition: Excellent holder, a couple of the pieces of
paper are cut shorter and there is a hole (as made) at one end where a clip might have gone
through.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 151 - Metal Letter Opener with "Pan-American Exposition 1901" on the blade and a
picture of a Buffalo and the "Electrical Tower" on the handle. The back of the handle has a
design. Size: 6 9/16" long by 15/16" at the widest. Condition: Extremely Fine with light toning
and wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

$5

Lot # 152 - Circular silver metal pendant/coin with hanger; front is Beck logo of North and
South America holding hands; reverse: "To unite the Americas in bonds of prosperity and
peace" Condition: Poor, significant wear to coloring
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 153 - "Official Views of Pan-American Exposition" C.D. Arnold; 53 photos Size: 6 3/4"
wide by 5 1/8" high. Condition: Good front cover is separated; otherwise excellent condition
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 154 - Aluminum napkin ring with an engraved buffalo in the center with the words "PanAmerican Exposition/Buffalo, U.S.A. 1901" around it. On either end is etched a crude flower
design. 1901 Buffalo's Pan-American Exposition Condition: Excellent Crisp and clear design
with minimal wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 155 - Gold colored metal souvenir tray shaped with curls and fancy edging. The center is
etched with a buffalo with "1901 Pan-American/Exposition Buffalo" surrounding it. Size:
Diameter: 4 inches, Length: 6 inches. Condition: Good (Some general wear. Some color is
worn off on the reverse side.)
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 156 - Fry pan Spoon 3 5/8" long. In the bowl is a buffalo and says "Souvenir 1901
Niagara Falls". On the handle is pictured "Niagara" Falls, and "Pan Am 1901". The back of the
handle is the "Electric Tower 391 ft high", and says "Buffalo". Condition: Poor, the end of the
handle is supposed to picture an Indian, but the end of the spoon has been removed and
smoothed.
Estimate: $ 1

$2

$1

Lot # 157 - "Official Catalogue and Guide Book to the Pan-American Exposition"; 224 p.;
fold-out map of Expo grounds inside front cover and Buffalo inside back cover. Size: 5" wide
by 7" high. Condition: Very Good, Very good - Some wear and yellowing
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 158 - Official Daily Program of the Pan-American Exposition for Chautauqua Day and
Mining Engineers' Day, Tuesday, July 16, 1901. 12 pages of information about the events of
the day. Plain black and white cover, the red cover may be missing. Original sale price five
cents. Produced in the Bazaar building on ... size: 32 p. Condition: Fair Some wear around the
edges. Pages are yellowed. Program is creased from being folded horizontally through the
middle and the original cover is missing.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Category: 1901 South Carolina Interstate and West Indian Exposition (159 to 159)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 159 - Booklet "Verses from the Cotton Boll/Official Souvenir of the Women's
Department of the South Carolina Interstate and West Indian Exposition" Henry Timrod.
1901-1902 Charleston Inter-State and West Indian E. Souvenir pamphlet with the words of the
song "The Cotton Boll" by Henry Timrod. Published by the B.F. Johnson Publishing
Company. ... Size: 1 booklet; 12 pp.. Condition: Good (Slightly musty.)
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$4

Category: 1904 St. Louis World's Fair (160 to 196)
Also known as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it was held to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Purchase from France.
R L H refers to Robert L. Hendershott's book "1904 St. Louis World's Fair

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 160 - Small Woman's Power Box with hand painted porcelain top. The image on the top
is the Government Building and "St. Louis 1904" is written in the sky. The colors in the top
are green, blue brown and beige. The base is china with a blue and pink swirl design. The
porcelain top is attached to the bottom with a hinged brass piece. Size: Base is 2 1/4" diameter.
Top is 1 1/2" diameter. Height is 1 1/8". Condition: Extremely Fine, there is crazing in the
base and the clasp on the brass hinge is broken off. The picture on the top is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 161 - Cloth Pillow Cover. This cloth square has blue printed images of "Liberal Arts
Bld.", "Varied Industries", "Louisiana Purchase Monument", "Electricity Bld.",
"Manufacturers Bldg." and in the center is the "Cascades" which is inside a frame with
"World's Fair 1904" at the top of the frame. This piece of cloth would be sewed together with a
plain backing, stuffed and made into a pillow. Size is 18 1/8" wide by 17 3/4". Condition:
Excellent with very very light discoloration. A beauty.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50
Lot # 162 - Pocket Knife with one blade and Aluminum sides. One side pictures "Palace of
Machinery World's Fair St. Louis 1904". The other side pictures the "Louisiana Purchase
Monument" The blade is marked "Magnetic Cutlery C Phila PA" on the bottom of one side
and something "Germany" on the other. The blade also has a barrel with a cross at the top on
the blade. Size: 2 5/16" long by 1/2" wide. Condition: Very Fine, there is wear to both
aluminum sides.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 163 - Aluminum "Mystic Ring Puzzle", "Worlds Fair", "St Louis 1904". This is a flat
piece of aluminum with several holes and a ring fitted thru them. Around the center hole is
"Try to take ring off". Size: 4 1/8" long by 2 1/16" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little
wear to the writing.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 164 - Key Ring. The piece at the bottom is marked "Souvenir St. Louis 1904 Worlds
Fair". On the back is a little metal piece you push down so that you can slide the bottom part to
expose the gap in the ring so that you can add or remove keys. This little locking mechanism
also prevents the bottom from sliding and the keys falling off. It was "Pat May 1, 1883". (RLH
67-190) Size: 2" high by 1 3/8" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine, there is some wear to the
bottom piece.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 20

$ 12

$ 10

$8

Lot # 165 - Celluloid Mirror with multicolor picture of "Palace of Varied Industries". At
bottom in red is "The World's Fair St. Louis 1904". (RLH 31-350) Size: 2" diameter.
Condition: It has nice color, but there is a missing piece of celluloid at the bottom cutting off
the "04", a little foxing right next to it and some light foxing around the top edge. However, I
still want to say it if Fine overall, because it looks nice and presentable.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 166 - Bronze Hanging Badge, on top bar "Missouri Day". Medal below Missouri State
logo with 2 bears in the center and "Missouri Empire State of Louisiana Purchase" around the
edge. On the back in the center pictures the "Missouri Building" and "St. Louis Oct. 11 1904".
Around the edge is "Presented by Missouri Commission World's Fair". (RLH 2-970) Size: 2
1/4" high by 1 1/2" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with light age toning.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 167 - Official Badge with brass bar at top, 4 color ribbon suspending a Brass Medal. The
bar at top pictures an eagle with "St. Louis 1904". The ribbon is red, blue, white and yellow.
The brass medal below has obverse: Profiles of Thomas Jefferson and Napoleon. It has
"Louisiana Purchase Exposition Official Souvenir" around the edge. The back shows a map of
the United States outlining the Louisiana Purchase and has "Louisiana Territory 1803
1,000,000 sq. miles $15,000,000." Above the map and below "St. Louis 1904." (RLH 2-580)
Size: Overall length is 3 1/8" Medal: 1 5/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with overall age
toning, soiling on the ribbon and little corrosion on the eagle's head.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
Lot # 168 - Bronze Badge. Marked on the bar "St. Louis 1904". The Medal below pictures a
soldier, with "2D Co. Gen. Foot Guard", "New Haven, Conn." around the edge. In the center is
"org'z'd 1776". There maybe something missing as the back of the top bar has 2 rough spots in
the bottom corners that may have held something else like a ribbon in the back. Marked on the
back "Whitehead & Hoag". Uncommon. Size: 2 5/16" high by 1 9/16" wide. Condition:
Extremely Fine with age toning, but possibly incomplete.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 12

$ 20

Lot # 169 - Brass Badge. Marked on the bar "Souvenir" and as written at the top of the lower
portion is from the "Dedication" Ceremony. It pictures the "Liberal Arts Bldg." In the center
and has "World's Fair", "St. Louis", "1903" around the picture. (RLH 2-750) Size: 2 1/4" high
by 1 9/16" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with light age toning.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 170 – Watch fob with four sections. The top: "1803" with a Fleur de Lis on both sides.
Bottom: "1904" with the American Shield on both sides. Center : Pictures "Palace of
Machinery" and "Cascade Gardens" on one side and "St. Louis Union Station" and "Eads
Bridge" on the other. (19-520) 4 1/2" high by 1 3/16" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with a
little wear and tarnish, but incomplete (missing the medal that hangs from the bottom)
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 171 - Celluloid Stick Pin with "LPE" in large letters and in small letters, running through
the middle inside a ribbon "St. Louis", "1904". Printed in red, blue and yellow on a white
background. Made by Whitehead & Hoag". Size: Celluloid is 5/8" diameter. Length to end of
pin is 1 1/2". Condition: Very Fine with light age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 172 - Celluloid button "St. Louis Day", "Sept. 15, 1904" with photo image of the St.
Louis Statue. Colors are brown and light blue on a cream background. This is an unusual
button I could not find it in RLH. Size: 1 5/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with light
surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 173 - Celluloid Button "Celebrate Japanese Victory", "At the Fair Japan Restaurant on
the Pike", "Victory to the Japanese Army and Navy" along with the Japanese Flag and some
Japanese writing, printed in red and black on a white background. (RLH 39-150) Size: 1 1/2"
diameter. Condition: Excellent with a few very light surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 174 - Celluloid Button picturing the "Kansas" Pavilion in front of a Sunflower with
"World's Fair St. Louis '04" at the bottom. Colors are back, red and yellow/orange. (RLH 391740) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine because there are a couple of light fox spots
on the curl.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 175 - Celluloid Button with brown colored bust of Jefferson with "World's Fair", "St.
Louis, MO. 1903" around the blue border edge. To the left of the bust is "1803" and "1903" to
the right". Under the bust is "Louisiana Purchase". (RLH 39-1010) Size: 1 1/4" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine with one light brown spot (at 10 o'clock) and the surface is a little
bumpy.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 176 - Celluloid Pin back button. "Louisiana Purchase Exposition St. Louis 1904",
"Varied Industries". Multicolor picture of Varied Industries pavilion. Colors are yellow, blue,
green, black and red. (RLH 39-960) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 177 - Celluloid Button. "Ireland Day", "Saturday Nov. 5 1904", with 3 leaf clover and
"World's Fair St. Louis" in the center. Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Fair, the writing is
badly faded and there is foxing on the edge and a few spots in the middle.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 178 - Multicolor Celluloid Button picturing the "Missouri State Building" with
"Missouri" across the top and "1904" at the bottom. (RLH 39-430) Size: 1 1/4" diameter.
Condition: Very Good with foxing on the bottom, overall light darkening of the rest of the
field and the middle is bent flat.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 179 - White china plate with black transfer and lattice border with gold trim. In the
center is a design and 3 buildings: "Palace of Electricity", "Cascade Gardens" and "Palace of
Textiles". In the center is "Souvenir of St. Louis World's Fair". On the back is backed
"Victoria", "Austria" Size: 8 1116" diameter. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 180 - White Plate with image of Uncle Sam giving Ms. France a bag of money and she is
handing over a piece of paper with the Louisiana Territory on it. Behind Uncle Sam is the
Capitol and behind Ms. Liberty is the Eiffel Tower (neither of these structures existed in
1803). Below the figures are 2 steamboats and the American and French Flags. The sides have
a ribbon containing the names of the states that were carved out of the Louisiana Territory.
"Historic Souvenir of the Louisiana Purchase". "Saint Louis 1904". Size: 8 1/4" diameter.
Condition: Good, several chips around the edge, hairline cracks and some brown spots.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 181 - Napkin Ring with Celluloid image of "Palace of Electricity St. Louis Exposition
1904". The ring has a design engraved in the edge. By lifting the celluloid piece, the ring will
fold closed. (RLH 33-140) Size: 2 1/ 4" wide by 1 3/16". Celluloid disk is 7/8" diameter.
Condition: Very Good with foxing on 40% of the celluloid and most of the color is gone.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$4

$4

Lot # 182 - Enamel Pin with a stylized "LPE" in the center, surrounded by 2 Fleur de Lis, at
the bottom is "St. Louis", "1904". On the back is stamped "Mermod & Jaccard". Colors are
blue, white, red and yellow enamel. Size: 1 1/8" wide by 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 183 - Enamel Pin "St Louis" in script writing and "1904" below. The letters have blue
enamel in them. (RLH 39-2400) Size: 1 3/8" wide by 5/8" high. Condition: Good, because
70% of the enamel is missing.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 184 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: Pictures the Ferris Wheel in the center with "World's
Fair St. Louis" around it. On the edge is "You have got to show me, I'm from Missouri".
Reverse: Pictures a Cock at the bottom center and about it reads "Presented for having the
Largest" with the Rooster below (Oh, those Victorians!). (RLH 61-660) Size: 1 3/8" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine, there is some light wear and a couple of light dings.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 185 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: "German Heater" with the image of their heater in the
center. Reverse: Around edge is "Gen City Stove Mfg. Co.", "Gold Medal World's Fair 1904".
In the center is "Buy the German Heater" and all the benefits of owning one. Hole is not
original. (RLH 61-90) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with overall age toning and
some small black spots. Hole is not original.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 186 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Around edge is "Universal Exposition St. Louis United
States of America". At Bottom "MCMIV". In the center are 2 female figures. Reverse:
"Replica of one of four Gold Medals given to I.W. Harper" with more information. (RLH 61110) Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with light wear and some age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 187 - Brass medal Obverse: 2 busts with "Napoleon Sold It April 30th Jefferson Bought
It" and "1803" around the edge. Reverse: "Louisiana Purchase" and "Stars and Stripes Forever"
around the edge and in the center "St. Louis 1903-4 Exposition" in a ribbon which is
intertwined with a horse shoe that has "Good" "Luck" written on it. Size: 1 7/8" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine with wear to the obverse.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 188 - Aluminum Medal, single sided with raised image of the Cascade with "St. Louis
1904" written above. Around the edge is a blank area where a name could be printed (last
auction we had one of these with a different building and a name around it). This was probably
made at the fair in a machine where the buyer or the vendor entered the name to be printed on
the side. Holed as made. The reverse is blank. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely
Fine with wear and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 189 - Advertising Medal. On the front are 3 men (perhaps Huyler's company executives)
and the words "Compliments of Huyler's St. Louis." On the other side are 3 other men - Teddy
Roosevelt, Thomas Jefferson and Napoleon, and the words "In Commemoration of Louisiana
Purchase Exposition 1803-1904." Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Good, the original
ring at the top for hanging is broken off and the gold finish is mostly worn and there is light
pitting.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$5

$5

$4

Lot # 190 - Nickel Metal. Obverse: Bust of "Joseph Wharton Sc. D. L. L. D.", "Malleable
Nickel First Introduced in 1865 by". Reverse: Around the edge "American Malleable Nickel",
"St. Louis Exposition". In center "International Nickel Company 1904". (RLH 30-360) Size: 1
5/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent, slight age toning and light rim nicks.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 191 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Head of Ceres the Goddess of Agriculture. Signed
"Daniel Dupuis". Reverse: "1803 Louisiana Purchase Exposition St. Louis 1904" and in small
writing "Bronze". (RLH 30-270) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, overall wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 192 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Bust of Teddy Roosevelt with "World's Fair" above, "April
30" to the left, "May 1" to the right and "1803 St. Louis" below. Reverse: The center pictures
"Liberal Arts Palace" with "Dedication" above and "April 30 - May 1 1903" below. Around
the edge is "Louisiana Purchase Exposition", "St. Louis". Holed as made. (RLH 61-540) Size:
1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Fine, there is wear overall especially the word "may 1" on the
obverse.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 193 - Aluminum Punch tag. This make it yourself souvenir from the fair has a six
pointed star cut out in the center with "St. Louis Expo 1904" in the center of the star. Your
message or name is printed around the edge. This one has "H.V.Swallow Lambertville N.J."
around the edge. (RLH 47-80) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little
wear and toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 194 - Berry Brothers "World's Fair Album". 30 black and white photographs of fair
buildings and different countries’ and states’ Forestry Exhibits. The unusual pictures of the
Forestry exhibits include the House of Hoo Hoo. Inside is copy about how Berry Brothers
finishes enhanced most of these exhibits. Size: 5 7/8" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with a little wear to the covers.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 195 - Booklet "The Forest City: A Portfolio of Official Photographic Views of the
Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904." Walter B. Stevens. Black and white photographs of the
buildings, prominent individuals involved in the Fair, and sculptures. Condition: Fair (Covers
are completely separated from the booklet and both covers are worn.)
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 196 - Postcard, black and white "Palace of Varied Industries." at night. "Official
Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904" in the upper right hand corner. Message in pencil on the
picture side. "Exposition" Cancellation of stamp. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition:
Poor, piece missing from the upper left and upper right corner corner have tape on the back
Estimate: $ 1 - $ 2

$1

Category: 1905 Lewis and Clark Exposition (197 to 204)
Held in Portland, Oregon this fair celebrated the 100th anniversary of the journey of Lewis and Clark to explore the newly purchased
land from France. The journey started and ended in St. Louis and went all the way to the Pacific Ocean.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 197 - Juror Badge in Bronze with a red, white, blue and yellow ribbon between the top
bar and the hanging medal. The top bar has "Juror" written in it. The bottom medal has the
logo with 3 people walking into the sunset with "Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition"
above on edge and "Portland 1905 Oregon." below on edge. Marked on back "Butterfield Bros.
Mfgr3. Portland Or." Size: 3 7/16" high by 1 3/4" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 30

Lot # 198 – Watch Fob in 5 sections: "1805" with an anvil on both sides. "Agricultural Palace"
on one side and the "Foreign Exhibits Bldg" on the other. "Forestry Building" on one side and
"European Exhibits Bldg" on the other. "1905" with an artist pallet on both sides. Bottom
Section is a round medal with the logo of 3 people walking into the sunset on one side and the
picture of the "U.S. Government Bldg." in the center with "Lewis and Clark" "Portland,
Oregon" "Centennial Exposition" around the bottom edge. Size: 4 1/2" long by 1 3/16" wide.
Condition: Very Fine with wear and tarnishing. Clasp is missing Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50
Lot # 199 - Aluminum Tray with a color transfer of Lewis and Clark in ovals and a woman
standing between them. "Lewis & Clark Centennial" written across the top with "1805" and
"1905" in the bottom corners. The corners have a raised design. Size: 4 1/4" high by 6 5/16"
wide. Condition: Extremely Fine, light fading to picture.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 200 - Die Cut Metal Stickpin for "Monarch Malleable" Stoves with a man and a woman
standing in front of their stove. On the back is "Souvenir Lewis & Clark Exposition Portland,
Oregon 1905 Malleable Iron Range Co. Beaver Dam, Wis.". Size: 1 1/2" high by 1 5/16" wide.
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 201 - Celluloid Flag Stickpin. The Logo of the fair, Lewis and Clark with Miss Liberty,
walking toward the sunset is pictured above "Lewis and Clark Centennial Portland Oregon,
1905". The colors are blue, red, yellow and brown on a white background. The back has an
advertisement for "Mason & Hamlin Pianofortes.", "The 20th Century Standard" and pictures a
grand piano. Made by "Bastian Bros. Rochester". Size: 1 1/8" wide by 1" high. Pin is 2 3/8"
long. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80
Lot # 202 - Die Cut Celluloid Advertising Bookmark, "Compliments of Pacific Coast Cond.
Milk Co. Seattle, Wash. U.S.A. manufacturers of The Celebrated Carnation Cream". At top is
a Carnation with "Souvenir of the Lewis & Clark Exposition 1905" written in the center. The
product can is pictured at the bottom. Size: 5 3/ 4" high by 2 1/8" at the widest. Condition:
Very Fine because there is a crack 3/8" long in the flower (not noticeable from the front) and
some writing in ink on the back.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$ 17

$5

$ 10

$ 25

$8

Lot # 203 - Celluloid Button for "California" "at Lewis & Clark Fair 1905", with a color
picture of the "San Francisco" Bay area including "Alameda County", "Oakland", "Berkeley"
and more. In small print is "Commissioners: Theo. Gier, W.H. Weilbye, Wilber Walker."
Colors are blue red, orange, green and black on white background. Size:1 1/2" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine because of a tiny surface dent and light aging.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 204 - Celluloid Button for "Massachusetts", "1905", "Lewis & Clark Exposition" with a
Native American holding a bow pictured in the shield in the center. Colors are blue and gold
on a white background. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Category: 1905 Liege International Exposition (205 to 205)
Picture

Description
Lot # 205 - Pocket Knife with multicolor celluloid handles, 2 blades and a small scissor. One
side is "Liege-1905", "Exposition Universelle" and pictures "Le Palais de la Ville de Liege.”
with a shield. The other side pictures "Le nouveau pont sur la Meuse a Fragnee". The bottom
of the large blade is marked "Garantie Solingen". Size: 3 1/16" long by 7/8" wide. Condition:
Extremely Fine because the celluloid on one side is popping up a little on the bottom.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Minimum
Bid

$ 15

Category: 1906 Brussels International Exposition (206 to 206)
Picture

Description
Lot # 206 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Pictures a Woman in front of a colonnade with 2 children
by her side. One has its hand on an anvil and the other is holding a statue. On the left side is
"Arts" and on the right side is "Metiers". "Exposition Internationale Bruxelles 1906". The
signature of "P. D. Kerckrove" Reverse: There is a place in the center for a name with leaves
running behind. In small letters on the edge is "Jos. Fisch". Size: 2 1/2" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine with some small black spots, the worse one is on her breast.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Minimum
Bid

$ 15

Category: 1907 Jamestown Exposition (207 to 222)
Held in Jamestown, Virginia, this World's Fair celebrated the 300th anniversary of the first settlement on North American shores.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 207 - Pennant Shaped Enamel on Sterling Pin. "1607 Jamestown" with a blue
background and "Exposition 1907" with an orange background. This pin is more common in
brass than silver. (See page 31 in Reed Book) Size: 15/16" wide by (the enameled part) 1/2"
high or 3/4" the pole length. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 208 - Celluloid Button "Ohio Day" picturing their pavilion at the fair. Under picture is
"Jamestown Exposition September 11, 1907" Colors are black, light blue and light green on
white background. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 209 - Bronze Award Medal made by "Tiffany & Co." and issued to "Elizabeth Polk".
Obverse: Pictures 2 Native Americans sitting on the shore observing an approaching sailing
ship. Around the edge is "Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition MCMVII". Reverse: Pictures a
wreath around the edge with an eagle in the center of the bottom and the Auditorium above the
eagle. In the center is "Commemorating the first permanent settlement of English speaking
peoples in America", "Awarded to Elizabeth Polk". "Tiffany & Co." is printed in tiny letters at
the bottom. Size: 2 7/16" diameter by 5/32" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little
wear, age toning and a few small dark spots.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 50

Lot # 210 - Stick Pin with Punch-out of Pocahontas head on a 1906 cent (usually this is on a
1907 coin). Size: 2 1/2" long by 3/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine with 2 spots of corrosion on
the bottom of her hair.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 211 - Polished dark gray metal napkin ring with a double decorative design engraved
around it. In the middle is engraved "Jamestown Exposition 1607 1907" with flowers on either
end. Size: 1 1/2" high by 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Good, Some of the letters are beginning
to fade from wear.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 212 - Postcard "Maryland State Building, Jamestown Exposition, 1907." American
Colortype Co. N.Y.. 1907 Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition. Official souvenir postcard
with a color drawing of the Maryland State Building. In the upper left corner is the Maryland
state seal. Description on back: A replica of the home of Charles Carroll, of Carollton
Condition: Good (Black lines (from the postmark) across the length of the front of the card.)
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 213 - Postcard "Main Street, Yorktown, Virginia." American Colortype Co. N.Y.. 1907
Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition. Official souvenir postcard with a color drawing looking
down a street with houses on either side. Condition: Fair (Black lines (from the postmark)
across the length of the front of the card. The upper left corner is torn.)
Estimate: $ 1 - $ 2
Lot # 214 - Postcard "Libby Prison, Richmond, VA." American Colortype Co. N.Y. 1907
Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition. Unused official souvenir postcard with a color drawing
of Libby Prison, Richmond, VA Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 5
Lot # 215 - Postcard "Jamestown Church Tower and Foundation." American Colortype Co.
N.Y.. 1907 Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition. Unused official souvenir postcard with a
color drawing of the remains of the Jamestown Church tower with the outline of the old
foundation in the foreground. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 216 - Postcard "Jamestown in 1907." American Colortype Co. N.Y.. 1907 Jamestown
Tercentennial Exposition. Unused official souvenir postcard with a color drawing of the
condition of the original landing site as it appeared in 1907. Condition: Poor (Small white dots
cover a good portion of the front of the card. There are two areas where portions are peeled
away (one detached, one attached).)
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 217 - Postcard "Harbor View, Jamestown Exposition, 1907" American Colortype Co.
N.Y. Official souvenir postcard with a color drawing of a bird's eye view of the harbor during
the Jamestown Exposition with the waterway lined with ships. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 218 - Postcard "Bruton Parish Church, Williamsburg, Virginia." American Colortype
Co. N.Y.. 1907 Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition. Official souvenir postcard with a color
drawing of a red brick church with a large white steeple. Description on the back: "Bruton
Parish Church, Williamsburg, Virginia. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 219 - Postcard "Beauvoir." American Colortype Co. N.Y.. 1907 Jamestown
Tercentennial Exposition. Official souvenir postcard with a color drawing of a white house
with a large front porch and columns. Description on the back: "Beauvoir. The home of
Jefferson Davis Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4
Lot # 220 - Postcard "Baptism of Virginia Dare." American Colortype Co. N.Y.. 1907
Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition. Official souvenir postcard with color drawing of a group
of people in a wood cabin, surrounding a minister holding a baby in a white dress Condition:
Good (Discoloration on the back.)
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 221 - Postcard "New York State Building, Jamestown Exposition, 1907." American
Colortype Co. N.Y. Official souvenir postcard with a color drawing of the New York State
Building. In the upper left corner is the New York state seal. Condition: Good (Black lines
(from postmark) running horizontally along the front of the card.)
Estimate: $ 1 - $ 2
Lot # 222 - "Powhatan Oak, Jamestown Exposition Grounds." American Colortype Co. N.Y.
Official souvenir postcard with a color drawing of a large tree in the middle. Description on
back: This grand old tree, by tradition handed down from generation to generation, is known to
have been in existence at the time the colonists landed at Jamestown in 1607. No stamp, but
postmarked Hudson, Mich. on Aug 1 [no year]. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1909 Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition (223 to 229)
Held in Seattle, Washington.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 223 - Pot Metal Plate with logo and "Seattle-1909", "Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition"
in the center. There are 5 raised images around the center (from top clockwise): Logo, "Fine
Arts Building", "Mining Building", "Washington Building" and "Agricultural Building". There
is raised border of flowers all the way around. Size: 5" at the widest. Condition: Fine, most of
the bright finish is worn off.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 224 - Badge and Enamel Pin, 2 separate pieces. The Badge has a metal bar at top, blue
ribbon down the center and Celluloid map with U.S. and Swedish Flag in a round metal frame
at the bottom. The Top bar has an eagle at the top and "Alaska Yukon Pacific" written across
it. The ribbon is blue with gold writing "Swedish Day July 31, 1909 A. Y. P. E. Seattle". The
celluloid disk at bottom has a map of Europe, Africa and the Western Hemisphere along with 2
flags in pink, red, blue, green, yellow and black. The enamel Pin is in the shape of a pennant
and has the blue and yellow Swedish Flag on it. Size: Badge is 1 7/16" wide by 5 1/16" high.
Pin is 7/8" wide by 5/8" high (the pole). Condition: Pin is Near Mint. Ribbon: Overall
Extremely Fine because the writing on the ribbon is a bit faded and the blue color on the right
side is faded.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 20

Lot # 225 - Multicolor Celluloid Button with 2 ribbons hanging down. The button pictures a
building with "General Offices", "Detroit, Mich." written on it. One ribbon is white with gold
writing "Maccabee Souvenir A. Y. P. Exposition August 19th, 1909". The other ribbon is
black with no writing. The Maccabees are a fraternal Order with insurance benefits to its
members. Size: Button is 1 1/4" diameter. Overall length is 3 1/2". Condition: Button is
Excellent. White ribbon is Very Fine with a little wear and the 'A' in August is missing,
probably never printed on the ribbon.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 226 - Multicolor Celluloid Button with the 3 women logo in the center and "Alaska
Yukon Exposition", "Seattle 1909" around the edge. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90

$ 40

Lot # 227 - Celluloid button with black writing "California Seattle 1909" with the picture of a
bear, on an orange background. Marked on back "Made in Los Angeles by the Wm. H. Hoegee
Co. Inc.". Size: 1 5/16" diameter. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 228 - Celluloid button with black writing "California Seattle 1909" on an orange
background. Marked on back "Made in Los Angeles by the Wm. H. Hoegee Co. Inc.". Size: 1
5/16" diameter. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 229 - Celluloid button with red "A. Y. P. E." printed on it. Size:1 1/4" diameter.
Condition: Extremely Fine with some surface wear and light age toning.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Category: 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration (230 to 241)
Commemorating the 300th anniversary of the discovery of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson and the 100th anniversary of the first
successful application of steam navigation upon that river by Robert Fulton, the Hudson-Fulton Celebration occurred during 1909 all
along the Hudson River.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 230 - Badge with double brass bar at top with "Troy" on top bar and "Committee" on the
lower bar. Suspended by orange and white ribbon is a brass piece with a shield with crest
inside at the top and busts of "Hudson" and "Fulton" and "1909", "Celebration". Size: 5" high
by 1 7/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine, with some discoloration on the top bars and fraying of
the ribbon.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 231 - Badge with Brass Bar at top "New York". Below is an orange and white ribbon
with "Hudson Fulton Celebration New York Sep. 25th Oct. 9th 1909". At the bottom is a white
medal with busts of "Hudson" and "Fulton" on the obverse. The reverse pictures the 2 ships
with "1609" and "1807" underneath. At the top is "Hudson Fulton Celebration". At the bottom
is "1909", "New York Sep. 25. Oct. 9." Size: 3 3/4" high by 1 1/2" wide. Condition: Extremely
Fine because there is a 3/8" tear under 'Hudson" on the ribbon and the ribbon is little soiled,
slight toning on the medal.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 232 - Badge with multicolor celluloid button at top, purple ribbon in the middle and 3dimensional metal boat (marked on the side "Clermont") hanging at the bottom. The button at
top pictures the Clermont with "Hudson Fulton Celebration" at the top and the "Up the Hudson
1807" on the bottom. Size: 2 1/2" high by 1 7/16" at the widest. Condition: Excellent with light
surface scratches on the celluloid.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 233 - Badge with brass shell Fleur de Lis at top and below a celluloid pin with a
decrative brass shell. The celluloid pictures "Robert Fulton" on the left and the "Clermont" on
the right. At top is written "Hudson-Fulton Celebration" and at bottom "1609-1909". Size: 2
1/4" high by 1 1/16" wide. Condition: Excellent except for one little dent in the brass shell
frame on the bottom at 7 o'clock.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 234 - Boat, the "Clermont" (marked on side) is probably off the bottom of a ribbon on a
badge. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 3/4" high by 3/16" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight
damage at the bottom of one side.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 235 - Celluloid Pin Back. 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration. Round celluloid pin with
color lithograph. At the top left is a portrait of Henry Hudson and at the top right is a portrait
of Robert Fulton. At the bottom are color drawings of the Half Moon and the Clermont.
Labeled at the ... Size: Diameter: 1.25 inches. Condition: Good (Small remnants of yellow
ribbon visible inside in edge on the reverse side.)
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 236 - Badge. On top bar is "1609", "1909", Holland Society of New York", "Henry
Hudson", "300th Anniversary". Hanging from the top bar is an orange ribbon. In the middle of
the ribbon is a die cut ship in gold wash on a steel color background. Size: 5" high by 1 1/2"
wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little wear to the center piece and tarnish to the top
bar.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 237 - Brass Stick pin with hanging medal. There is a shell eagle with a medal picturing
Hudson and Fulton inside 2 ovals with "Hudson Fulton Celebration" celebration above the
pictures and "N.Y. 1909" below the pictures. On the back of the medal is a wreath around the
edge and the Lord's Prayer in tiny writing in the center. Size: 2 1/8" long (pin length) by 1"
wing span. Condition: Very Fine, there is some corrosion on the back of the metal in the center
and at 7 o'clock.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 238 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Busts of "Hudson" and "Fulton". Under the bust are 3
initials that look like "BKB 1909" Reverse: Woman sitting inside a pair of columns with "Oct.
1st 09" above her and "Newburg" below. Four chips are pictured at the bottom, the Half Moon,
the Clermont, a naval war ship and a side wheel. On the rim of the token is "Whitehead-Hoag"
Size: 2" diameter by 5/32" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine with age toning and a white spot
at the bottom of the reverse.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
Lot # 239 - Medal, Commemorative. Round aluminum commemorative medal with embossed
images on both sides and red, white and blue strings attached at the top. On the front are three
women in robes, seated in front of pillars, with the one in the middle holding a model of the
Clermont. In the background ... Size: Diameter: 2 inches. Material: Metal/Cloth. Condition:
Good (String is frayed and it appears that originally it may have been a cloth-type ribbon. On
the reverse side there are some stains that appear to be adhesive residue. Design is worn.)
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 240 - Booklet "Illustrated Program and Souvenir/Hudson-Fulton Celebration/1609-17091909" Union Associated Press, New York. 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration. Small souvenir
booklet with one long pull-out page with seven black ink drawings relating to Henry Hudson
and Robert Fulton. These images are similar to some postcards produced in association with
the Celebration. Condition: Good (Booklet and pages are yellowed. Some wear along the
edges.)
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 241 - Booklet "Hudson-Fulton Celebration by Dr. George Frederick Kunz" Dr. George
Frederick Kunz. 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration. Booklet with a reprint of an article on the
Hudson-Fulton Celebration by Dr. George Frederick Kunz, originally in the Popular Science
Monthly in October 1909. 24 pages. Size: 1 booklet;. Condition: Poor (Significant wear around
the edges with sections of paper missing from the edges. The covers are held together by clear
tape [date of repair unknown]. Paper is very brittle.)
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$ 12

$ 12

$ 10

$ 10

$4

$1

Category: 1913 Exposition Universelle & International de Gand (242 to 242)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 242 - Small Mechanical Pencil with celluloid around the shaft. Pictured on the celluloid
is a domed building "L'entrée princiale", "Le Dome Central". Above the dome it is marked
"Exposition Universelle & International de Gand 1913." In small writing under the dome is the
maker "Bernhard Munz, Nurenberg" Size: 3 1/2" long by 1/4" diameter. Condition: Overall
Fine, but the tip is cracked and the pencil does not come out. The celluloid is nice and clear
with only light discoloration.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Category: 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International Exposition (243 to 255)
Picture

Description
Lot # 243 - Award Medal, Bronze medal with a gold wash. "Award of Honor and Gold Medal
The Cleveland Folding Machine Co.". Around the edge is "Panama-Pacific International
Exposition San Francisco" with the Tower of Jewels in the center and "MCMXV" at the
bottom. The other side pictures a naked man and woman with "Divine Disivnctaivnxit Homo"
at the bottom. Size: 2 3/4" diameter by 3/16" thick. Condition: Fine, the gold wash is worn on
all the high spots, several rim dings and various small spots of surface damage.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60
Lot # 244 - Badge from "Pennsylvania", "Commission", "Panama Pacific", "Exposition". The
top bar has "Guest" in blue enamel. There is a blue ribbon below. Suspended from the ribbon
is a brass medal with blue enamel around the edge with words noted above and in the center is
a seated woman holding 2 disks, again in blue enamel with "Pacific" in the left and "Atlantic"
in the right. In her lad is a map of the Western Hemisphere. At the bottom is a shield in
between 2 horses and "Virtue Liberty and Independence" in a ribbon below. Size: 3 1/8" high
by 1 1/2" wide. Condition: Would be Excellent except the ribbon is faded and worn/frayed
near the bottom.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

Minimum
Bid

$ 20

$ 40

Lot # 245 - Metal Pencil with a blue stone at the top. The pencil is steel and brass. The pen is
six sided and stamped on one side is "P.P.I. Exposition", on another "San Francisco" and on a
third "1915". Is the blue stone at the top supposed to remind the visitor of the Tower of
Jewels? I can't tell if it once had a cover, but if it did, it is missing. Size: 4 3/4" long.
Condition: Extremely Fine, just a little normal wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 246 - Badge with die cut Independence Hall and "Philadelphia" on the top bar. Hanging
below is a red, white and blue ribbon with "Frankford 4th of July 1915" written in gold on it.
At the bottom is a Liberty Bell Shaped white medal with "1776" across the top and "San
Francisco 1915" on the bell. Size: 4 7/8" high by 1 7/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine with some
fraying of the ribbon around the 1915 (which is not completely legible), soiling of the ribbon
and wear to the bell.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 247 - Badge with Celluloid Button at top with brass pan hanging from yellow ribbon
below. The button is printed in red and blue with "Panama Pacific International Exposition"
around the edge and "San Francisco 1915 California" in the center. The pan has "Official
Souvenir" embossed on the handle and in the pan center is the logo of the woman on the globe
and "Panama Pacific International Exposition", "San Francisco 1915" around the edge. Size: 3
3/4" high by 1 1/4" wide. Condition: Excellent overall although the ribbon is fraying.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 14

Lot # 248 - Embossed Pot Metal Plate with 9 buildings pictured on it. In the center is "The
Tower of Jewels". Around the edge clockwise from the top are: "Austrian Pavilion", "Court of
the Four Seasons", "Festival Hall", "U.S. Government Building", "Arch of the rising Sun",
"Palace of Machinery", "Palace of Horticulture" and "Palace of Fine Arts". The buildings are
in a brass wash. Size: 7 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine because the background of the
buildings the finish is worn.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 249 - Fob. One piece brass fob in the shape of an octagon. Embossed on one side is an
eagle and "United States of America" and "Fifty Dolls." [sic]. Around the edge is written
"Imitation of famous California fifty dollar gold slug. Used by the pioneers 1850." The reverse
side is embossed in the center "Souvenir Panama-Pacific International Exposition San
Francisco 1915." Around the edge is written "The Days of Old, The Days of Gold, The Days
of Forty Nine." Marked "C. G. Brinker S. F." in small letters on the bottom. Size: 1 3/4" high
by 1 9/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine with some wear and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
Lot # 250 - "Participant" Badge with Red, white and blue ribbon connecting the top bar to the
celluloid button on the bottom. Top Bar is a brass shell with a celluloid insert "Participant".
The bottom button is red, blue, gold and black on a beige background. "Panama-Pacific
International - Exposition", around the edge and in the center is a piece of paper attached to the
button with "N.S.G.W. Pioneers Sept. 9", "Good Until 1 P.M. Chas. C. Moore, Pres.", with
"N.D.G.W." at bottom of the paper. Size: 4 1/4" high by 2 1/4" wide. Condition: Good because
the ribbon is only attached to the button by a thread.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

$ 15

$7

Lot # 251 - FOB with medal on black ribbon. The medal is brass with "San Francisco 1915", a
bear, a tree, and a little buildings in the background that is supposed to be the PPIE fair
grounds. Size: 6 3/4" long by 1 1/2" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with light age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 252 - Bell. Souvenir bell inside a heavy copper metal frame. On the one face of the
frame is embossed "1915/San Francisco/Los Angeles/San Diego" and on the other face is
embossed "1915/Panama/Exposition." At the top is a figure of a bear. The bell is made of a
gold colored bell with the ... Size: Depth: 1.25 inches, Height: 4 inches, Width: 3.25 inches.
Material: Metal. Condition: Good (Copper has oxidized and most is green. Brass coloring on
the bell is scratched.)
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 253 - Pan, Frying. 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International. Small metal
souvenir in the shape of a frying pan. Copper colored and embossed in the bottom of the pan is
the image of the Machinery Hall. Beneath the hall is a globe. Around the outside of the logo is
"Panama-Pacific International Exposition ... Size: Height: 4.25 inches, Width: 2.25 inches.
Condition: Good (Some discoloration of the metal, particularly on the reverse side.)
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 254 - Booklet "Salt Lake Route" . 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International.
Advertisement for Salt Lake Route Lines- shown on opposite ends when booklet folded out
completely are three black and white pictures from (labeled thusly): Panama-Pacific
Exposition San Francisco Feb.20-Dec.4-1915, on the left. This is labeled in orange, with on
orange ... Size: 4" x 9" (l x h). Condition: Good (Pages show discoloration and some wear at
the edges.)
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 255 - Booklet: "Illumination Effects". Beige, six page booklet, describing the special
lighting effects taking place during the exposition, featured within the different buildings and
throughout the grounds. Titled: "Proframme of Illumination Effects at the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition San Francisco 1915" (black, block, print). There is another stamp ...
Size: 3 3/4" x 8 1/4". Condition: Good, there is a ripped corner thru all the pages.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Category: 1915 San Diego's Panama-California Exposition (256 to 262)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 256 - Multicolor Celluloid Button for the "Panama-California Exposition", "San Diego 1915".
Pictures a woman holding a steamship and standing over the American Continent. She is pointing to
San Diego. Made by "Whitehead & Hoag". Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent with a couple
of light surface scratches. It has wonderful color.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 257 - Brass Medal. Obverse: "Lucky Penny", "1915" around bust of native American that is in
the center. Reverse: Pictures a large ship going through the canal with "Opening of the Panama
Canal" written below and "1915" written next to the boat. Around the edge is written "Souvenir of
the Panama-California Exposition", "San Diego, CAL.". Size: 1 15/16" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine with light toning and a couple of light scratches.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 258 - Booklet "Circular No. 53-C" . 1915 San Diego's Panama-California Exposition. Circular
number 53-C, which contains information and rates for the shipping of items from Eastern Shipping
Points to the Panama-California Exposition (1915) and the Panama-California International
Exposition (1916). Issued February 17, 1916, effective February 21, 1916 to March 31, 1917. ...
Size: 1 booklet; 4 pages; 10.5"x8". Condition: Fair (Pages are almost completely separated.
Watermark on the front page near the right edge.)
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 259 - Unused official souvenir postcard number 5429 "The Foreign and Domestic Industries
Building, Panama-California International Exposition, San Diego, Cal with a color image. On the
reverse side is the Exposition logo. Condition: Good Some yellow stains along the right edge
Estimate: $ 1 - $ 2

$5

$1

Lot # 260 - Official souvenir postcard number 5427 "Russian and Brazilian Building, PanamaCalifornia International Exposition, San Diego, Cal." Unused with a color On the reverse is the
Exposition logo. Condition: Good (Some yellow stains along the right edge.)
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 261 - Unused official souvenir postcard number 5401 "Prado from West Gate, PanamaCalifornia International Exposition, San Diego, Cal." Photochrom with a color image. On reverse is
the Exposition logo. C.T. Photochrom. Condition: Good Some yellow stains across the top edge.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 262 - Souvenir postcard number 4450 "Glimpse of Formal Gardens, Panama-California
Exposition, San Diego, 1915." with the colorized image Published by I. L. Eno, Has no stamp or
postmark.. Condition: Good (Some wear and dirt discoloration. Top right corner is bent.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1925 Exposition Des Arts Decoratifs (263 to 263)
The Art Deco movement was introduced at this fair in Paris

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 263 - "Album Souvenir Exposition des Arts Decortifs", "Paris - 1925". This album is complete
with 20 postcards that can be torn out and mailed. Each card has a different black and white
photographic image of the Fair. A wonderful collection of pictures from a fair that had a major
impact on architecture and design for the next 30 years. Size: 6" by 3 1/2" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Category: 1926 Sesquicentennial (264 to 274)
Held in Philadelphia to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Declaration on Independence.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 264 - The decorative frame consists of two pairs of brass beams, flat and somewhat wide, with
leaf patterns etched into them. These pairs of frames are not straight, but are nailed to the base and
form a wave pattern, touching each other at two points, therefore forming two open ovals. Small
leafs decorate the top of the beams. Labeling the top, horizontal frame: 150 years if American
independence. Framing these words is a decorative border on the top and bottom center of the beam.
Size: Height: 9.5 inches, Length: 6.5 inches, Width: 2.75 inches (length and width of base: 8.75" x
4.75"). Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 265 - Pin. 1926 Philadelphia Sesquicentennial International. Button-like pin with a brass bell
attachment via a red, white, and blue ribbon fastened to the underrim of the pin. The pin is round and
metal, fastened with a vertical straight pin to attach to garments. The body of the pin is light green ...
Size: Diameter: 3.125 inches (measurements denote pin, measurement of bell:3.5" x 3.5" x 3" l x h x
w). Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 266 - Pin. 1926 Philadelphia Sesquicentennial International. Dark metal pin, in two sections.
The top section of the pin is accented with an eagle whose wings are spread and bears a shield at its
breast. The shield is of stars at the top, vertical bars and stripes on the bottom. Holding in ... Size:
Height: 2.5 inches, Length: 1.5 inches. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 267 - 1926 Philadelphia Sesquicentennial International. Lead souvenir Liberty Bell atop a
platform. The top support beam is detailed with the facets for the attachment of Bell, and grains of
wood; the four side support beams are decorated with leaf patterns on the top and bottom, these are
in the shape of ... Size: Height: 3.25 inches, Length: 2 inches, length of base: 2.313 inches.
Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 268 - 10 single sided typewritten pages typed on a manual typewriter
Listings of the 317 businesses to be represented inside the Palace of Liberal Arts and Manufactures.
Contains three columns from left to right that are titled: contract no. (ascending order), exhibitor, and
business. Last page has a different date at the top than the previous nine pages: May 13, 1926. All of
the pages are labeled Building #1 at the top, with the date April 22, 1926; pages are kept back to
back in pairs in clear, plastic, file folders. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Good, Paper is
discolored and paper clip markings present in rust-like form.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 12

Lot # 269 - Booklet "Official Sesqui Centennial Daily Program" . Thiry-two page black and white
program from the Sesquicentennial celebration. The cover shows a sketching of the Tower of Light
at nighttime, with crowds gathered in front, at the entrance in the background, and in the foregorund.
The building itself is lit, with ... Size: 6" x 9" (l x h). Condition: Good (Pages 15-18 are missing, the
booklet shows a visible line running through the center is each page revealing that the program had
been folded in the middle. The pages feel rough to the touch, though show little wear, with barely
any small tears.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 270 - Envelope Brown, thick, paper envelope. Rectangular in appearance, with a square paper
label affixed to the front of the paper in the upper, left hand corner. It is a shade lighter in color than
the envelope and has a thin, black lined border. Inside this border ... Size: 10.25" x 8.5" (l x h).
Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 271 - Booklet "Public Health Service" . 1926 Philadelphia Sesquicentennial International.
Eight page booklet describing the many benefits of the Public Health Service towards the
community. The pages are white, with black print, and black and white photos are included on each
page. The front and back covers are blue, with the ... Size: 5.75" x 9" (l x h). Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 272 - Booklet "Sesqui-Centennial Information Program" . Forty-page booklet filled with
various information concerning the sesqui-centennial celebration. Information included: general
inforamation about the celebration, a listing of the participating nations, federal-state-local
participation, exposition grounds and buildings, architectural arts and features, lighting effects, high
spots of the exhibit, women’s activities, significant musical ... Size: 7" x 9" (l x h). Condition: Good
(Dark staining is visible on the front cover especially on the left hand side, the back cover also is
stained. These stains are circular.)
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$3

Lot # 273 - Official souvenir postcard "Administration Building" . Hand colored, used, but does not
appear to have been mailed as there is no postmark. Pictures Administration Building, white, with
trees and road in front with people to the left and right. Top of card reads: Sesqui-Centennial
International Exposition Philadelphia, Pa. Bottom of ... Size: 5.5" x 3.5" (l x h). Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 274 - Unused Official souvenir Postcard View at night of "The Great Electric Liberty Bell" .
Hand colored picture of the Mammoth Luminous Liberty Bell lit-up at night; three people visible at
the base, on right hand side; grays and yellows, light greens, moon overhead. Top of the card reads:
40:-The Great ... Size: 5.5" x 3.5" (l x h). Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

$1

Category: 1933-34 Chicago World's Fair (275 to 377)
Also known as a Century of Progress to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the city of Chicago.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 275 - Small metal plaque in the shape of a shield with Miss Chicago at top; in center is raised
outline of the Chicago skyline and diagonally "Chicago"; at bottom "A Century/of
Progress/Exhibition"; etched on reverse side "Majestic Nov Co/Chicago/Pat. ??"; two small holes at
top and one larger at base - to hang plaque?. Size: 5.75" x 3.25" Condition: Good - wear to finish
throughout
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 15

Lot # 276 - Bank, Still Tan colored bank in the shape of a small book; leather covered front cover
has raised design of Fort Dearborn and beneath "A Century of Progress/International
Exposition/Chicago/1933"; along spine "The First Step/[by] Thompson/A.R.S. Co.". Size: 4.5" x
3.25" x 1" Condition: Very good - scratches and etching "Kay" to top of bank; minor wear
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 20

Lot # 277 - Clothes brush with celluloid handle and black bristles; on handle is colorized image of
the "Hall of Science/Century of Progress/World's Fair 1934". Size: 6.25" x 2" x 1.25" Condition:
Good - brown staining around edges of handle
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 278 - White metal license plate with raised design featuring the "I Will" maiden in the center;
at top in red "Century of Progress 1833" and "1933/Chicago World's Fair" at bottom; stamped in
black near right edge "©/Petty/32/Fair Art Service/142 W. Superior". Size: 4.5" x 13.5" Condition:
Good - some small areas of loss to paint; other painted areas (mainly the blue paint) shows crazing
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 279 - Enameled Napkin Ring with picture of the "Tunisia" Pavilion, "Chicago World's Fair".
The Napkin Ring is brass with Green Enamel. there are 3 images in circles, 2 are buildings and one
is 3 people with a palm tree. This has an uncommon image on this ring. Size: 1 11/16" diameter (the
ring), 1 1/4" wide and 2 3/8" overall length including the extended flap. Condition: Excellent with
very minor age toning to the brass.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 280 - Small pot metal handled bowl with embossed images of the "Hall of Science" on one side
and the "Federal Building" on the other. Under the names of the buildings is "World's Fair Chicago
1933 1934". There is a silver tone finish to the outside. Size: 5" wide by 1 7/8" deep by 2 5/8" tall.
Condition: Fine with damage to the finish especially at the bottom of the Hall of Science.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 281 - Brass letter opener with "Souvenir A Century of Progress Chicago 1933-34" and the Star
of Arcturus logo pressed into the handle with the letters and logo filled with blue enamel paint. Size:
8 13/16" long by 5/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine because there is a black spot on the blade and
some overall wear. The lettering and logo paint are not worn.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$2

$5

Lot # 282 - Scallop sea shell with a gold colored metal sail boat and two other sea shells in front and
"Chicago Century of Progress 1934". Has original string for hanging. Size: 4 7/8" wide by 4 1/4"
high. Condition: Very Fine, has one small chip on shell that is lower left of the boat and the writing
is little worn.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 283 - Black colored leather-type Wallet or identification holder with "A Century of
Progress/International Exposition/Chicago/1933" embossed on front cover; opens sideways with
clear plastic [I.D.?] holder on left and plain back cover on right. Size: 3" x 5" Condition: Very good minor bumps/creases to front cover
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 284 - Small, tan colored genuine leather wallet with two snaps in the front and "A Century of
Progress/Chicago 1933" in gold lettering at top center. Size: 3.5" x 2.25" Condition: Excellent - very
minor to lettering
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 285 - Leather book cover with raised design of the Travel and Transport Building in center;
decorative design on reverse side and on interior pockets; leather book marker attached with round
Star of Arcturus 1933 logo at end. Size: 7" x 9.75" Condition: Very good - minor wear at fold
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 286 - Four piece waffle iron set "1933 World's Fair Waffler" with double waffler and original
cardboard box. Outside of the box has instructions for use and a recipe. Made by the Sunbeam
Specialty Co., Cheveland, Ohio. Original purchase price $1.00. Size: Box is 9 3/4' wide by 3 1/2"
high.Condition: Good, Some wear and surface dirt on the box. Ends of the box are missing.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 287 - Brass Matchbox Holder for wooden matchbox with American Legion logo in center,
"15th Annual Convention" at top and "Chicago/1833 1933 A Century of Progress" at bottom on front
set on blue enamel background; on reverse is design of Federal & States Group on blue enamel
background; National Safety Match box ... Size: 2.25" x 1.5" x .75" Condition: Good - minor
scratches to the finish; no matches in box, strike pad was used; adhesive sticker residue on spine
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 288 - Silver colored metal cork bottle stopper in the shape of a bell; in center is blue Star of
Arcturus 1934 logo and engraved beneath "Bourbon". Size: 2 1/4" high by 2" diam. Condition: Fair pitting and original shiny finish is almost completely worn off; handle is rusty
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 289 - Metal bottle opened with figural Egyptian as the handle and raised image of "Fort
Dearborn/Chicago/1933" at base and image of Travel and Transport Building "A Century of
Progress" on reverse side. Size: 4.5" x 2" Condition: Fair - wear and loss to finish on handle
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 290 - Silver colored metal cigarette dispenser with green enamel on sides and lid; lid has raised
design on two dogs in center and blue Star of Arcturus 1933 logo sticker in the top left corner;
similar sticker (oval shaped) on right side panel; on bottom "Made in Japan". Size: 2.5" x 3.75" x 3"
Condition: Good - some wear to finish and pitting loss throughout; 1" area of loss and some flaking
to finish on bottom
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 291 - Brass colored metal napkin holder with black enamel overlay creating design of Star of
Arcturus 1933 logo on front; on reverse side is the image of the Travel and Transportation Bldg..
Size: 2.75" x 2" x 1.25" Condition: Good - minor wear to finish throughout
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 292 - Pocket size address book with red faux leather cover gold lettering "Address," the 1933
Star of Arcturus logo and "M.A.P". Unused.. Size: 4" x 2.5" Condition: Extremely Fine - minor
creases in cover, primarily on reverse side; pages are slightly yellowed
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 293 - Small oval shaped clay plaque with raised image of Abraham Lincoln's profile; at top is
embossed "1933" and at bottom "Clay from Lincoln's birthplace". Size: 3.25" x 2.25" Condition:
Good - small area of staining and repaired chip at top, near original hole for hanging, which also has
a small piece missing
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 294 - Wooden Still Bank made from tree limb; Century of Progress 1933; decorated with
image of Fort Dearborn. This was not paid for in the last auction, so it is back on the block with a
lower minimum. Condition: Good - surface dirt; image is slightly worn
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 295 - Felt Mat with color pictures all over it. In the center is the "Hall of Science". Around the
edge are pictures of the exhibits inside. On the corners is the Star of Arcturus logo. In the center area
is written "A Century of Progress", "Chicago International Exposition", "1833-1933". The felt is
black and the pictures are in yellow, blue, red, green and white. Size: 13 1/4" by 8 1/4". Condition:
Extremely Fine with some cracking in the white borders.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 296 - White "Japanese silk" handkerchief with border of dark blue spots and red stars. In one
corner is the Star of Arcturus logo and printed "1933/Japanese Silk." In orginal cellophane wrapper
with red sticker attached "The Central Raw Silk Association of Japan." Condition: Good, Cellophane
is yellowed and very fragile, with pieces missing. Condition of handkerchief looks excellent, but it's
impossible to know without damaging the cellophane by removing it.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 297 - Silk Handkerchief with lines around the edge and circles and star in the center. In one
corner is "1933" "Japanese Silk" and the Star of Arcturus logo. Colors are brown, gold and orange.
Size: 11" wide by 11 1/4" high. Condition: Very Good, there are some light pulls or little tears in
several spots.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 298 - Rectangle Cigarette Case w/faux wood background and gold Star of Arcturus 1933 logo
in center; inside is a bar to hold cards. Size: 3 3/* high by 2 3/4" wide, Condition: Good, Significant
wear to paint on front and back; scratches on inside
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 299 - Silver painted plastic thermometer in the shape of the Havoline Thermometer Tower.
Around the six sides at the base of the tower is embossed "Havoline / Thermometer / Tower / A
Century/of Progress / 1933 Chicago." Stamped on the inside of the base "The Ohio Thermometer Co.
/ Springfield, O." Size: height: 5 x 2.5 Condition: Very Good. Some wear and small reas of paint
missing around the edges.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 300 - Sterling silver spoon - handle: stepped Deco terminal, "1833/Official," Federal Building,
"Chicago," Hall of Science, "1933," "A Century of Progress." Reverse - sun with rays,
"Sterling/Green Duck Co./Chicago." Size: 5 5/8" long by 1 1/8" wide. Condition: Very Good,
Minimal wear (scratches) and tarnish in bowl.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 301 - Sterling silver spoon - handle: stepped Deco terminal, "1833/Official," Federal Building,
"Chicago," Hall of Science, "1933," "A Century of Progress." Reverse - sun with rays,
"Sterling/Green Duck Co./Chicago." Size: 5 5/8" long by 1 1 /8" wide. Condition: Good, Minimal
wear (scratches) and some tarnish.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

$5

Lot # 302 - Triangular brass bookmark with small clip cut at top to mark place; clip has Star of
Arcturus logo 1933 on it; decorative design done in blue enamel. Size: 4 1/4" long by 1" wide.
Condition: Very Good, Slight bend near clip
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 303 - Bookmark. Triangular brass bookmark with small clip cut at top to mark place; clip has
Star of Arcturus logo 1933 on it; decorative design done in blue enamel. Size: 4.25" x 1" Condition:
Fair - slight bend near clip, wear and deterioration to finish
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 304 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Pictures the busts of Washington, Lincoln, Teddy Roosevelt and
Franklyn Roosevelt. Around the top is "World's Fair". In the center "1933" and at the bottom
"Chicago - Illinois". In tiny letters at the bottom is "T. G. Gremona" and a copyright mark. Reverse:
"Prosperity Coin"< "A Page of American History", "Have confidence in out President". Size: 1 1/4"
diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 305 - Official Commemorative World's Fair Medal. Obverse: Man and "Industry", "Research",
"1833" & "1933" on it. Reverse: Aerial view of fairgrounds and around the edge "1933 A Century of
Progress International Exposition Chicago". Size: 2 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, there is
overall toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 306 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Pictures the "Italia" Pavilion with planes flying overhead. Also
has "A-XI" written to the right of the building. In small letters is "ILVA". Reverse: 2 naked men
holding up a torch in front of a city skyline. At top is "A Century of Progress". Around the edge is
"Esposisione Mondiale" (World Exposition), "Chicago MCMXXXIII". Size: 1 3/8" diameter.
Condition: Excellent with lovely age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 307 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Pictures "Travel and Transport" building with "A Century of
Progress", "Chicago 1933" below. Reverse: Pictures a horse shoe, 4 leaf clover and wishbone and
has "Keep me for Good Luck" around the edge. (HK 474a) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition:
Excellent with bright, shinny finish.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$4

Lot # 308 - Elongated penny with "Hall of Science" building embossed on it with "World's Fair
Chicago 1934" below. Image of Lincoln is visible on the reverse. Size: 1 3/8" wide by 3/4" high.
Condition: Very Fine with a little wear and a corrosion on the edge of the reverse.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 309 - Elongated penny picturing the Star of Arcturus logo and "A Century of Progress
International Exposition" and "1933", "Chicago", "USA". It has a hole at top as made. Size: 1 5/8"
high by 3/4" wide. Condition: Excellent with light age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 310 - Elongated penny with "Hollywood", "World's Fair", "Chicago 1933" printed on it along
with a few small buildings, one of which is the Brown Derby and a lamp post. The back of penny
shows the remains of the obverse of a 1926 S Lincoln penny. Size: 1 1/4" wide by 3/4" high.
Condition: Excellent with overall age toning and the printing is off center.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 311 - Elongated penny with the Sky Ride embossed on it (dated 1933); small holes on each
side (for chain?) Size: 1 1/2" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Very Good, Darkened
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 312 - Sterling Silver Bracelet with eight sections, each with a building or the logo. The images
are: "The Shedd Aquarium", "The Adler Planetarium", "Fort Dearborn", Logo with "1933" & "A
Century of Progress", "Electrical Building", "Hall of Science", "The Maya Temple" & "Travel &
Transport" building. Marked on back "Spies Bros Chi. Sterling" Size: 6 5/8" long by 3/8" wide.
Condition: Very Fine, tarnished overall and the clasp (which is just a bent over piece of silver) does
not secure the bracelet.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
Lot # 313 - Bracelet. Silver colored metal bracelet with raised oval design in the center with images
of the U.S. Government Building, Hall of Science, and Travel and Transport Building on it. Around
the outside of the oval is printed "A Century of Progress/1833 Chicago 1933." Bracelet is split at the
back so ... Size: Depth: 2.5 inches, Diameter: 1 inches. Condition: Good (Rust colored stain covers
both ends of the inside of the bracelet.)
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 314 - Sterling silver ring with design of the Chicago skyline in the center with Fort Dearborn in
front of it. On left side is the date "1833" and the figure of an Indian. On the right side is "1933" and
an eagle. The back of the ring band is expandable. Size: Depth: 0.75 inches, Diameter: 0.75 inches.
Condition: Excellent (Minimal tarnish and wear.)
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 15

$2

$8

Lot # 315 - Bracelet. Silver colored metal bracelet with raised "Star of Arcturus" logo in the center.
Dated "1934/World's Fair/Chicago." Bracelet is split at the back so it can be stretched around a wrist.
Size: Diameter: 2 inches, Height: 1 inches. Material: Metal. Condition: Good (Metal is scratched on
the face from general wear. Small gold rim is visible on the reverse side.)
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 316 - Ten 1.75" x 3" black and white photographs of the 1933 Chicago'World's Fair in a small
box with an unused address area on the reverse side. Included are photographs of:
- Government Building (at night)
- Administration Building
- Admiral Byrd's South Pole Ship
- The Electrical Group
- General Motors Building
- Golden Pavilion of Jehol
- The Belgian Village
- The Illinois Bldg.- The Hall of Science - Travel and Transport Bldg. Condition: Very Good Some
wear to the box, particularly along the edges. Photographs in excellent condition.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 317 - 1933 Chicago's Century of Progress World Sixteen miniature souvenir color views of the
1933 Chicago's World's in a small box with an unused address area on the reverse side. Each view
has a short description on the back. Included are views of:
- The Lincoln Group
- Hall of Science (3 views)
- ... size: 2.5" x 3" Condition: Very Good Some general surface dirt and slight wear, mainly to the
box.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 318 - Silver colored metal tie tack with Art Deco background and blue Star of Arcturus 1934
logo in rectangle at center Size: 2 5/8" wide. Center is 1/2" high by 11/16" wide. Condition: Very
Good, Minor wear, mainly to logo
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 319 - Silver colored metal tie tack with Star of Arcturus 1933 logo in center. Size: 2 3/ 4"wide.
Condition: Very Good, Minor wear/tarnish
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$3

$4

$4

$2
$4

Lot # 320 - Stainless steel identification bracelet with metal plate in center with "World's
Fair/Chicago 1934" and engraved "C.R.H." Size: 7" diameter. Condition: Good, Wear to the metal
plate
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 321 - Small metal "jack" from Simplex; painted red with black top; has Star of Arcturus logo,
1934, on one side. Size: 3 1/4" high. Condition: Good, Some wear and loss of paint
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 322 - Round enamel covered metal ashtray with light blue rim and writing on a blue
background. In the center of the ashtray, is a logo with a "G" in the middle. Around the outside at the
top is printed: "Chicago World's Fair 1933" and beneath the logo is printed: "Glenn Duncan." Size: 5
1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Good, Adhesive residue on the reverse side where it appears the
original felt pad was removed. Otherwise in excellent condition.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 323 - White ceramic figurine in the shape of little girl holding dog in her arm. At top her head
is a cap painted bright orange with a color logo of "A Century of Progress/Chicago 1933." Other
areas of the girl's clothes and face are highlighted with color. Condition: Good, Areas of paint have
flaked off, particularly visible on the cap.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 324 - Silver colored metal letter opener with bakelite handler; on the blade is engraved with
Hall of Science "A Century of Progress 1833 Chicago 1933"; on reverse "Green Duck Co. Chicago"
Size: 8" x 1" Condition: Very Fine - minor tarnish on reverse side
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 325 - Solid copper mug with the "Star of Arcturus" logo with the date 1933 engraved on one
side and the Travel Building on the other side. Size: 3 1/4" diameter by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Good
Some wear of the metal, particularly on the bottom, with a dull mark near the logo.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 326 - Small Bottle of Whiskey, "Bottled at A Century of Progress, Chicago 1934". Empty 1/10
pint bottle of Stoddard's Scotch Whiskey including original box" Size: 4" x 2.5" x 1" Condition:
Good, bottle is empty, box is rough and yellowing; top flap repaired with tape
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 327 - Bronze colored tray "Souvenir of Lincoln Exhibit at the Century of Progress Chicago
1933". The left side has embossed pictures of "Abraham Lincoln", "Springfield Home" and
"Birthplace". Size: 4 15/16" wide by 3 3/8 high". Condition: Fine, there are a few small corrosion
spots and overall spots of wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 328 - Rectangle silver colored metal tray with raised image of "Hall of Science, Chicago's
World Fair"; outer edge is scalloped with a decorative floral design; on reverse side is embossed
"Made in Japan.". Size: 4" x 5.25" Condition: Fair - significant wear to the finish with darker metal
showing through
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$5

$2

Lot # 329 - Small square brass colored metal ashtray with raised Star of Arcturus 1933 logo
embossed in the center; left and right rims have bands of white enamel finish, top rim is red and
bottom rim is blue. Size: 2.75" x 2.75" Condition: Very good - wear to finish
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 330 - Square bronze colored metal ashtray with raised view in center (clockwise from top left):
Star of Arcturus 1934 logo, "Administration Building," "Travel and Transport" bldg., and "Hall of
Science" embossed in the center; rims have embossed decorative design. Size: 5" x 5" Condition:
Very good - wear to finish
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 331 - Rectangle silver colored metal tray with raised image of "Travel and Transport
Building/Century of Progress Chicago 1933"; raised outer edge has a decorative design; embossed
on reverse side "Made in Japan/N. Shure Co. Importers/Chicago". Size: 3.75" x 5" Condition: Good numerous significant scratches to right of image on front; other minor wear on front; more
significant scratches and wear on reverse side
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 332 - Round brass colored metal tray with raised image of the overview of the Fair grounds,
with three figures in lower left corner, in the center; raised outer edge has floral design on it and is
the shape of a flower. Size: 3.25" diam. Condition: Fair - significant wear and loss to finish
throughout
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 333 - Rectangle silver colored metal tray with raised image of "Replica Chinese Golden
Temple/at World's Fair Chicago 1933"; raised outer edge has a decorative dragon design; embossed
on reverse side "N. Shure Co. Importers/Chicago/Made in Japan". Size: 3.75" x 5" Condition: Very
good - minor tarnish (?)/discoloration on front; more significant wear to finish on reverse side
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 334 - Metal Crumb Tray.
a. Small silver colored metal crumb pan with embossed images from left to right, top to bottom:
Soldier's Field and Michigan Avenue (visible in the background)/Federal Building/Travel and
Transport Building/Illinois Host House/Hall of Science/Electrical Group. Embossed at top: "1933 World's Fair Chicago - 1934.";
b. Smaller pan with ... Size: 5.5" x 5.5" Condition: Poor - Very significant wear to finish (copper
metal showing through most of the center of the pan on both sides
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 335 - Metal Crumb Tray.
a. Small silver colored metal crumb pan with embossed images of Federal Building/Travel and
Transport Building/Hall of Science in the center, labeled at bottom edge "1933 World's Fair Chicago
1934"; on reverse side "34A57/N. Shure Co./Importers/Chicago" and "Made in Japan";
b. Smaller pan with handle (to brush the ... Size: 4.25" x 5.25" Condition: Good - some scratches;
wear to finish, mainly at edges and on reverse side
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 336 - Handbill "Radiation Sanitation Ventilation/American Radiator & Standard Sanitary
Corporation" . 1933 Chicago's Century of Progress World. Sepia tone, fold-out advertisement for the
American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation. Distributed at the Century of Progress, 1934.
Highlights the new innovations of the company, including air conditioning. 4 pages. Size: 15.75" x
11.5"; 4 pages. Condition: Good (Creased from being folded three times horizontally. Wear and
some splitting along the edges of the folds.)
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$4

$2

$3

$3

Lot # 337 - Tri-fold brochure about the "Offical Century of Progress Exhibition of the Fine Arts"
(1933?) at the Art Institute of Chicago; includes photographs of many works in the center and
information about visiting Size: 9" x 4" Condition: Very good - minor wear mainly along the edges;
small areas of ink underlining and other marks.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 338 - "The Food You Have Never Seen"; 16 p. booklet about 6 healthy vitamins; produced by
Abbott Laboratories; World's Fair? Condition: Fine, some wear and edge folds
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 339 - Handbill advertisement for the Lakeside Hotel, 1322 East 47th Street "Near the Lake and
Walking Distance to Fair Grounds"; made of orange cardstock w/black type Size: 3.5" x 6.25"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 340 - Block of 10 (5 across, 2 down) stamps with Star of Arcturus logo, 1933, in blue in center
on a shiny silver background Size: 2.75" x 4.25" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 341 - Page of newsprint magazine, the page is titled "Thinking of Home in Peaceful Old
Chicago"; "Shown in the Streets of Canton, at the World's Fair". This is a b&w picture of nude
female sitting Size: 10" x 6 1/4" Condition: Good - bottom left corner is missing; shrink wrapped on
cardboard.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 342 - Page of newsprint magazine titled "Olga Verroff, Russian Dancer", "A little bit of
Movieland at the World's Fair". This is a b&w picture of female with scarf. Size: 10" x 6 1/ 4" wide.
Condition: Good - some loss on top edge and right side; shrink wrapped on cardboard.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 343 - Boxed set of 10 books of the Bible, each in their own booklet; souvenir of the Chicago
Bible Society. 3 1/4" by 4 3/4" by 1 3/8" thick. Condition: Fair, Box is worn w/one end missing and
significant discoloration
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 344 - "Official Guide Book" for the Chicago World's Fair. Dated 1934. Contains detailed
information about the fair as well numerous black and white photographs by the official
photographers, Kaufman & Fabry Co. Includes fold-out map of the Exposition grounds inside the
front cover as well as telegram that could be filled ... Size: 5 1/2" wide by 8 3/8" high. Condition:
Good, Several creases around the edges of both covers particularly in the corners. Light yellow stain
over most of the back cover.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 345 - Official World's Fair Weekly for the week ending August 26, 1933; guide to Fair
grounds and events; 34 p. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11 1/2" high.Condition: Very Good, light wear
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 346 - Program for the play "Wings of a Century: The Romance of Transportation"; short
description of each "act"; dated 1934; ad for subscription to WF Weekly stapled to back cover. Size:
8 1/2" wide by 11 1/2" high. Condition: Good, Good - some wear; cast list missing
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 347 - Restaurant menu from The Swift Bridge of Service - inside includes Wine List and
Luncheon Special. There is a nice drawing of fair buildings on the top of the inside. Size: 9" wide by
12" high. Condition: Menu is Very Fine, minor yellowing and rust where tbe paper clips are holding
the specials. The Wine list has a tear and repair in the lower right corner
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 348 - Unused colored postcard #36A43 "Horticultural Building, Chicago World's Fair"
showing a scene with water and a boat in the foreground; Kaufmann-Fabry photo; description on
reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortype" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 349 - Unused colored postcard #36A15 "Bird's-Eye View of Belgian Village, Chicago World's
Fair"; description on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortype" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 350 - Unused colored postcard #36A17 "Intra-Mural Bus with Hall of Science in Background,
Chicago World's Fair" showing people exiting bus in the foreground; description on reverse side;
"C.T. Art Colortone" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 351 - Unused colored postcard #36A23 "Ford Exposition Building, Chicago World's Fair";
Kaufmann-Fabry Photo; description on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortone" Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 352 - Unused colored postcard #36A29 "Sky Ride, Chicago World's Fair" showing scene lite
up at night; description on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortone" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 353 - Unused vertical colored postcard #36A34 "Rocket Cars Crossing Lagoon, Chicago
World's Fair" showing scene lite up at night; description on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortone" Size:
5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 354 - Used colored postcard #506 "Streets of Paris" w/description on reverse side; message
about Fair on back Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - black postal lines on front.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 355 - Unused black and white photo postcard "Entrance-Electrical Building/Century of
Progress-Chicago"; by The Process Photo Studios Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slight
wear to edges; some yellowing; slight curve at top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 356 - Unused black and white photo postcard "Federal Building at Night/Chicago World's Fair
1933"; by The Process Photo Studios Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slight wear to edges;
some yellowing; slight curve at top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 357 - Unused black and white photo postcard "Interior Courtyard/Hall of Science/Chicago
World's Fair 1933"; by The Process Photo Studios Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slight
wear to edges; some yellowing; slight curve at top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 358 - Unused black and white photo postcard "Replica of Fort Dearborn/Century of Progress,
Chicago"; by The Process Photo Studios Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Good - slight wear to edges;
crease down right side; some yellowing; slight curve at top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 359 - Unused black and white postcard #1 "The Midway/A Century of Progress" showing
building lined street with visitors; by Western Photogravure Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 360 - Unused black and white photo postcard "Maya Temple/Chicago World's Fair 1933"; by
The Process Photo Studios Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slight wear to edges; some
yellowing; slight curve at top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 361 - Unused black and white photo postcard "Hall of Science/Chicago World's Fair 1933"; by
The Process Photo Studios Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - slight wear to edges; some
yellowing; slight curve at top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 362 - Unused black and white photo postcard "Entrance to Social Science Hall/Chicago
World's Fair 1933"; by The Process Photo Studios Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Fair - 1" Tear along
the left hand side, wear to edges; some yellowing; slight curve at top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 1 - $ 2

$1

Lot # 363 - Unused black and white postcard with a photograph of the Illinois Host Building.
Published by the Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation, Chicago, 1933. Typed on reverse side "Official
Post Card of/ A Century Of Progress/ 229. Illinois Host Building." size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Excellent Minimal wear at edges.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 364 - Used vertical color Postcard "Havoline Thermometer Chicago 1934"; description on
reverse side;message about Fair and WF cancellation; by Indian Refining Company Condition:
Excellent
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 365 - Unused colored Postcard #36A48 "Swiss Village, Chicago World's Fair"; KaufmannFabry Photo; description on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortone" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 366 - Used colored Postcard #X-153 "Lama Temple"; dated 1934; description on reverse side;
message about Fair and green 1 cent Ft. Dearborn postage stamp; madeby American Colortype for
Max Rigot Selling Agency Condition: Very Good - some yellowing
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 367 - Used colored Postcard #WF.37 "General Motors Building, Chicago World's Fair"
showing bldg at night w/Goodyear blimp overhead; description on reverse side; message about Fair;
by C.T. Art Colortone Condition: Very Good - some type of shiny substance on top left corner of
front
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 368 - Unused colored Postcard #WF.8 "General Motors Building, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description of bldg on reverse side; by C.T. Art Colortone Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 369 - Used colored Postcard #WF.1 "Administration Building, Chicago World's Fair"
w/description of bldg on reverse side; message about fair on reverse, dated 7/23/1933; by C.T. Art
Colortone Condition: Good - dirt and some staining on reverse side
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 370 - Used colored Postcard #WF.22 "Three Fluted Towers Around Dome of Federal Building,
Chicago World's Fair" w/description on reverse side; message about Fair on reverse side; by C.T. Art
Colortone Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 371 - Unused vertical colored Postcard #WF.45 "Looking Through Morocco With the Belgian
Village in the Background," showing a scene as viewed through an archway; description on reverse
side; by C.T. Art Colortone Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 372 - Used colored Postcard #36A42 "Irish Village, Chicago World's Fair"; Kaufmann-Fabry
Photo; description on reverse side; message about Fair; green 1 cent Ft. Dearborn postage stamp;
"C.T. Art Colortone" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 373 - Used vertical colored postcard #WF-33 "Pylons Hall of Science and Science Building"
showing overhead view of scene; description on reverse; message about Fair; by the J.O. Stoll Co.
Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very good - yellowed; minor wear.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 374 - Unused colored postcard #WF-46 "The Belgian Village from Leif Erickson Drive";
description on reverse; by the J.O. Stoll Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 375 - Unused colored postcard #WF-32 "The Travel and Transport Building"; description on
reverse; by the J.O. Stoll Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - minor wear; slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 376 - Used colored postcard #52 "The Enchanted Island, 'Century of Progress 1933' Chicago,
Ill." showing overhead view; description on reverse side; message about Fair, WF cancellation, green
1 cent Fort Dearborn postage stamp; by The J.O. Stoll Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent minimal wear.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 377 - Unused vertical color postcard "Havoline Thermometer Chicago 1933," showing scene at
night; description on reverse side; by Indian Refining Company Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very
good - uneven yellowing on reverse side.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1935 California Pacific International Exposition (378 to 384)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 378 - Postcard. Marked on back: "Natural Color Post Card", "Viewing the imposing California
Tower from the Alcazar Gardens", "America's Exposition - 1935", "May 29 - November 11". The
official seal of the fair is also on the back. Size: 3 7/16" wide x 5 7/16" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 379 - Postcard. Marked on back: "Natural Color Post Card", "The Palace of Photography one
of the show places of America's Exposition - 1935", "May 29 - November 11". The official seal of
the fair is also on the back. Size: 3 7/16" wide x 5 7/16" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 380 - Postcard. Marked on back: "Natural Color Post Card", "A Corner of the Patio, House of
Hospitality", "America's Exposition - 1935", "May 29 - November 11". The official seal of the fair is
also on the back. Size: 3 7/16" wide x 5 7/16" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 381 - Postcard. Marked on back: "Natural Color Post Card", "An Imposing Entrance, Doorway
of the Fine Arts Gallery", "America's Exposition - 1935", "May 29 - November 11". The official seal
of the fair is also on the back. Size: 5 7/16" wide x 3 1/2" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 382 - Postcard. Marked on back: "Natural Color Post Card", "On of the entrances of the Palace
of Food and Beverages", "America's Exposition - 1935", "May 29 - November 11". The official seal
of the fair is also on the back. Size: 3 1/2" wide x 5 1/2" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine, with soiling
on back and slight corner damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 383 - Postcard. Marked on back: "Natural Color Post Card", "California State Building",
"America's Exposition - 1935", "May 29 - November 11". The official seal of the fair is also on the
back. Size: 5 7/16" wide x 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 384 - Postcard. Marked on back: "Natural Color Post Card", "Entrance and right wing of the
Fine Arts Gallery", "America's Exposition - 1935", "May 29 - November 11". The official seal of the
fair is also on the back. Size: 3 7/16" wide x 5 7/16" tall. Condition: Fine, has a crease in upper left
corner.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1935 Brussels International Exposition (385 to 385)

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 385 - Handkerchief with "Souvenir de l'exposition de Bruxelles 1935" with picture of the fair
grounds and (I believe) the King and Queen. The overall color is light brown with red stripes around
the edge. The red is nice and bright indicating that the brown is not faded, just a light color. Size: 9
1/2" wide by 8 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Category: 1936 Texas Centennial (386 to 386)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 386 - 1936 Texas Centennial Luster Finish Cream Pitcher. Pictures an image of "The Alamo,
built 1718, San Antonio, Texas" on one side. Below the picture is "'Texas Centennial '1936. Marked
"Made in Japan" on the bottom. The overall color is an iridescent blue. The image is blue, beige,
green, brown and black. Size: 3 1/2" tall and 4 1/4" from spout to edge of handle. Condition:
Excellent, there are a couple of small flaws as made.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Category: 1937 Paris Exposition Internationale (387 to 387)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 387 - 2 piece round brass shell made to look like a medal that holds pictures of the exposition.
The cover has an embossed aerial view of the Palais du Trocadaro with the Eiffel Tower on the right
with "Exposition Internationale Paris 1937" underneath. The back pictures 2 columns which are the
Gate and Passages of the place Alma and has "Arts et Techniques" in between them. Inside are 9
black and white pictures of the fair. There should be 10 pictures, but one is missing. Size: 2 1/4"
diameter by 1/4" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine, with one missing picture.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Category: 1939-1940 New York World's Fair (388 to 498)
With the theme of 'World of Tomorrow', this fair was the first World's Fair to look into the future instead of just displaying man's
achievements up to the current time.

Picture

Description
Lot # 388 - Plaster Model of the "Italian Pavilion". This fabulous 3 dimensional replica of the
pavilion has the Globe in the background with "New York World's Fair", "Italian Pavilion" written in
the white band that runs through the globe. The representation of the pavilion includes both the
statue on the top and the statue in front of the building as well as the columns, steps, decorations on
the exterior walls and the roof lines. The figure is mostly white with green painted plants in the front
and blue and brown painting on the globe. On the bottom is written in the plaster is "#&169; Of. It.
Comm. N.Y.W.F. 1939" (Copyright Official Italian New York World's Fair 1939). This is a fabulous
piece and one that really makes you feel you are at the fair when you look at it. Size: 12 3/4" wide by
7 9/16" high by 3" deep. Condition: Extremely Fine because there are 2 chips on the front of the base
and it is a little soiled, otherwise it is truly superb.
Estimate: $ 750 - $ 1,250
Lot # 389 - Green Lenox China Cigarette box with a white Trylon and Perisphere and radiating lines
on the top. The sides have vertical lines with stars. The bottom is marked "Officially Approved
N.Y.W.F. Inc. Lic.", "1789", "1939", "Lenox made in U.S.A. Designed in Honor of New York
World's Fair Ovington's New York" Size: 4 15/16" wide by 3 1/2" deep by 2 1/16" tall. Condition:
Near Mint, it is stunningly beautiful.
Estimate: $ 400 - $ 600

Minimum
Bid

$ 250

$ 100

Lot # 390 - 6 1/4" Tall Lenox Vase in a pinkish orange color with white china embossing of the
Trylon and Perisphere. The bottom is marked "Officially Approved N.Y.W.F. Inc. Lic.", "1789",
"1939", "Lenox made in U.S.A. Designed in Honor of New York World's Fair Ovington's New
York" Size: 3 5/8" diameter at the top and 6 1/4" tall. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500

$ 100

Lot # 391 - 2 long stem glasses from the Federal Building Restaurant. The stem is shaped like a
rectangular column with 6 straight lines running up each side. The glass at the top is the size of a
jigger. These are very uncommon. Size: 7 7/8" tall by 2" diameter at the top and 2 5/8" diameter on
the base. Condition: One is excellent and the other has a repair to the neck, where the cup meets the
stem and a minor chip on lip.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 20

Lot # 392 - Red Plate made by Tiffany with Trylon and Perisphere in the center surrounded by
drawings of other fair buildings. Above is marked "New York World's Fair - 1939". Around the edge
of the plate is a deco design of buildings and scenes. On the back it is marked "Made Especially for
Tiffany & Co. New York World's Fair 1939" & "Adams Est. 1657 England". It is also marked
"License 1661" Size: 10 5/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with crazing lines and one very
small black spot under the glaze (as made).
Estimate: $ 70 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 393 - Red Plate with the image of "Broadway and the Bowling Green Circa 1826." The title of
the plate is marked on the back along with "Old New York" with a picture of Washington and
"Commemorating the inauguration of George Washington at Federal Hall New York April 30, 1789
and the New York World's Fair 1939." The plate was made by "Wedgewood Etruria, England." Size:
Each plate is 10 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, with crazing overall.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 394 - Paper Doll Toy. Boxed "Paper Dolls of All Nations" "New York World's Fair 1939"
"Officially Licensed". Published by "The Saalfeild Publishing Company" "Akron, Ohio" Pictures the
Trylon and Perishere along with children wearing the clothes featured inside the box. The doll's
clothes have mostly been neatly cut out, but there are still some partial sheets remaining. The set
contains 9 children figures with bases. The box makes a super display piece. Box Size: 11 inches
wide by 15 1/2 inches. Condition: There is some wear to the box with apron separated at one corner
and bottom of box has one apron completely separated (apron is in the box). The paper clothes are
clean and extremely neatly cut out.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300
Lot # 395 - Set of 100 Stereo Cards published by "Rogers & Rogers”, with viewer and original paper
flyer in original wooden box. Each card has real photographs attached to a cardboard background.
Under the picture is the description of the image. According to the flyer Rogers had "300
Stereoscopic Pictures of the 1939 New York World's Fair" which they sold in sets of 100 cards each.
The back of the flyer lists 100 cards that are in this set and the prices "$22.50 for Set of 100 Pictures
- Viewers $ 2.50 each". The bottom of each slide is stamped in blue "Free Public Library, Elizabeth,
N.J." Size: Cards: 5 1/8" wide by 2 3/4" high. Image: 4 11/16" wide by 2" high. Box: 6 1/2" wide by
7 3/4" deep by 3 7/8" high. Condition: The cards are Excellent with strong sharp images. The box is
Very Fine with some scratches that are normal wear. The flyer has tears. The viewer looks unused.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

$ 75

$ 100

Lot # 396 - Small blue vase with enamel image of the Italian Pavilion on it. Around the building are
flowers and leaves. There is a sticker on the bottom "Made in Italy" otherwise there is no writing on
the piece. Size: 4 3/8" tall by 2" diameter in the center. Condition: Extremely Fine or Excellent, any
damage in the enamel was probably in the making (if you don't agree its Extremely Fine, if you agree
its Excellent).
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 397 - Small George Washington Pitcher from "The American Potter" exhibit, "New York
Worlds Fair, 1940". This pitcher was made at the fair. Size: 2" high, 2 1/4 inches from nose to
handle, 2" wide at the top of his hat. Condition: Extremely Fine, bottom of the front is very slightly
rough to the touch.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 398 - Trylon & Perisphere SyrocoWood Coaster with T&P pictured in the center and marked
"Theme Center". Also marked "New York World's Fair" and "1939". Size: 4" diameter. Condition:
Fine with several darkened areas.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 399 - A round brass dish with white marbles held around the edge. Inside the center of the dish
says "New York World Fair 1939" with the Trylon and Perisphere. On the back is marked "Fisher
Jewel Tray". Size: 3 3/8" diameter. Condition: Fine with some black spots on the writing and the
edge (would probably clean up with polish).
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 400 - Round brass ashtray with raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere in the center; "New
York World's Fair 1940" around rim. This is much more common in the 1939 version. Size: 4 1/2"
diameter. Condition: Fine, with a some wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 401 - Round Brass ashtray. Inside the base is the "Trylon and Perisphere", "World's Fair New
York". Around the outer edge are some decorations. The glass insert is missing. Size: 3 3/4" diameter
by 1/2" tall. Condition: Very Good, there is wear and discoloration of the brass finish, the writing on
the logo in the center is worn with some corrosion and the glass insert is missing.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 402 - Set of 4 Coasters in the Original Box. The box top and each coaster has the same
multicolor image, the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939-40" written around
it. The box probably contained more coasters, 8 is my guess, because there is plenty of empty space
inside. The material seems to be a plastic that was shellacked. Marked "Made in Japan" on the
bottom of each coaster. Size: Box is 4 1/2" diameter by 2 1/2" tall. Each coaster is 3 15/16" diameter.
Condition: Overall it is Very Fine with a little paper loss to one coaster.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
Lot # 403 - Anchor shaped Cork Screw and bottle opener. The top comes out to expose the cork
screw. There is a tag wrapped around the anchor that pictures the Trylon and Perisphere and has
"New York World's Fair" written on it. The tag is not attached, but rather just wrapped around. Size:
3 7/8" high by 2 1/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine, has light wear overall.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 404 - Orange Bakelite Pen with a decal on the handle "New York World's Fair" with a small
picture of the Trylon & Perisphere in the center. Size: 6" long by 1/2 " wide. Condition: Very Fine,
slight damage to decal.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 405 - Glass Pen in the original glass sleeve that is marked "Souvenir New York World's Fair
1940 Corning Glass Works". The pen is clear glass with red white and blue strips. Size: The glass
sleeve is 6 1/8" long. Condition: Poor, the pen is broken at both ends.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 406 - Mechanical Pencil "Official Souvenir of the New York World's Fair 1939" with pictures
of the Trylon & Perisphere, U.S. Steel Building and the Administration Building. The printing is in
blue and orange. It was made by "Wearever". Size: 5 11/16" long. Condition: Excellent with light
age toning.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
Lot # 407 - Full Set of 6 paper plates. Each plate is the same with a building pictured in each corner
including the Trylon and Perisphere and along each edge is "World's Fair New York". There is a
small copyright on the edge. Part of the original wrapper with the full label is included. The label is
printed in blue and orange and pictures the Trylon & Perisphere and has "New York World's Fair
Party Plates", "for the Home as well as Outdoor Use" "You can purchase Napkins, Table Covers,
Cocktail Napkins, Cups and Coasters to Match". We sold the napkins in the last auction. Size: 8 3/4"
by 8 5/8" Condition: Plates are Extremely Fine with only a few brown spots on the top plate and
browning on the bottom of the bottom plate. The plastic cover with the label is only the bottom half.
The label is Very Fine, complete but has stains.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

Lot # 408 - Set of different colored Long Plastic Soda Fountain Spoons, each with a raised image of
the Trylon and Perisphere at the top end of the handle. The colors are blue, red, yellow and green.
Size: 8 7/16" long by 1 1/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine because there are white spots in the plastic
throughout from aging.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

Lot # 409 - Embossed Aluminum covered card (a ticket?) for "Frank Buck's Jungleland", "Rumah
Kechil", "New York World's Fair 1939", "Season Courtesy Extended to" (fill in the blank below).
"Bring 'en back alive" and 2 facsimiles of signatures, one being Frank Buck. There is also a bust of
Frank Buck in the center at the top. This was probably a season's pass to Jungleland. Size: 3 1/2"
wide by 1 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent with minor bends.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 410 - Deck of playing cards, unopened in the original box which pictures in pressed aluminum
the Trylon and Perisphere surrounded by fair buildings with "Souvenir Views" written at the top.
Around the edge of the box is "New York World's Fair" several times. The cards picture the inside of
the Perisphere, "The World of Tomorrow" on the back. Size: 4" high by 2 3/4" wide by 15/16" thick.
Condition: Cards are mint and unopened. Box is Excellent except there is a little foil missing from 2
bottom corners.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

$5

$7

$1

$ 15

$ 12

$ 15

$8

$ 10

Lot # 411 - Cardboard Advertising Standup for "RICHardson Liberty Root Beer". The Trylon and
Perisphere are pictured in the lower left corner. At the top is "Real Good", "World's Fair Selection",
"Chicago 1933-'34" and "NewYork 1939". The colors are brown and orange on a white background.
Size: 5 1/4" wide by 13 3/4" high. Condition: Very Good because it looks like something was
removed front the right side, there is a 1" by 1/2" piece missing and below rust spots that are stuck to
the cardboard.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 20

Lot # 412 - 6 white plastic buttons in the shape of various buildings at the Fair. One button is the
Trylon and Perisphere with "1939" on the Perisphere and "New York World's Fair" written below.
The Administration Building button has "New York World's Fair" written above. The card has
"Latest Style" written at the top. The card is not marked as being from the fair. Size: The card is 3
3/4" high by 2 1/2" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with a bend in the card and a little wear to the
writing.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 413 - Risqué Spinner with a dog on one side and a red colored hot dog on the other. When
spun the hot dog appears under the dog in front of his hind legs. On the hot dog side it is stamped
"World's Fair Hot Dog 1939". Size: 1 1/2" wide by 1 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 25

Lot # 414 - Coin Knife with 2 blades and a loop for hanging. Each side of the knife pictures the
Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair", "1939". One side also has the initials "DSW"
scratched into the Perisphere. One blade is nail file with "Colonial" written on the bottom of the
blade. It looks silver plate as there is a little tarnish on the coins. An uncommon item. Size: Closed: 1
9/16" diameter. Open to end of blade is 2 5/8" long. Condition: Extra Fine with a little tarnish.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 45

Lot # 415 - Pocket Knife with 2 blades. The sides are a plastic made to look like mother of pearl. The
shape is a wave curve on the edges. On one side pictures the Trylon & Perisphere and has "New
York World's Fair" printed on it in blue and orange. The large blade is marked at the bottom
"Colonial Prov. R.I.". Both blades open on the same side. Size: 3 1/8" long by 13/16" at the widest
(including the blade). Condition: Very Fine because the T&P image is bright and clean, but the
exposed edges of both blades are rusted and the rust is also on a small spot on the edge of the back.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 416 - Small knife with leather sheath. The Sheath has ""New York World's Fair 1939" printed
on it. The knife handle is plastic made to look like mother of pearl with the Trylon & Perisphere and
has "New York World's Fair 1939" printed on it in blue and orange. The other side is blank. At the
base of the blade is "Colonial Prov. R.I.". There is a strap with a snap to hold the knife in the sheath.
Size: Overall 4 1/4" long by 7/8" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little wear to the Perisphere
and to the strap with the snap.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 417 - Pocket Knife with 2 blades. The handles have plastic sides with metal at the top and
bottom. One side pictures the Trylon and Perisphere and "New York World's Fair 1939". At the
bottom of the large blade is "Hammer Brand". The bottom of the small blade has Patent information.
Size: 3 1/16" long by 7/8" wide (including the exposed blade edge). Condition: Fine, there is some
rust on the metal portions of the handles and on the exposed part of the blades. The picture on the
plastic is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$ 10

$ 10

$7

Lot # 418 - Automobile License Plate from 1940. The plate is marked in yellow on a black
background: "4P31-32" & along the bottom "New York World's Fair 1940". Size: 13 3/8" wide by 6
3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 419 - Pipe in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere. Pressed into the side of the stem is a
Trylon and Perisphere. On the side of the Pipe base is "New York World's Fair 1939", "Official
License No. 613". On the bottom of the pipe is "#&169; N.Y.W.F." Size: 5 1/4" long by 1 1/2" high
and the bowl is 1 3/8" diameter at the widest. Condition: Extremely Fine except that the stem had
been broken off so it has been glued back together.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 420 - Wooden Key shaped Thermometer. At the top is the Trylon and Perisphere and "New
York World's Fair 1939" pressed into the wood and some blue and orange coloring. At the bottom,
the teeth end are 2 red flowers with green leaves. In the center is the thermometer. There is an
original hole at the top to hang it on the wall. Size: 9 3/8" tall by 2 4/8" at the widest. Condition:
Very Fine, there is a stain at the bottom of the thermometer's paper backing and overall age toning of
the wood.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 421 - "Souvenir Key", "Guaranteed Thermometer" is written on the original card and it has a
brass colored key in it. The key has an orange and blue paper insert in the top with "New York
World's Fair" written around the edge and the Trylon and Perisphere pictured in the center. The
thermometer is missing. Size: The card is 5 13/16" by 1 7/8" wide. Condition: Good because the
Thermometer is Missing (otherwise Fine).
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 8
Lot # 422 - Enamel on brass Comb holder with comb. One side pictures 3 buildings "Railroad
Bldg.", "Communications" and Administration Building with blue enamel around the buildings. The
other side pictures the Trylon and Perisphere in the center with "New York World's Fair" above and
"1939" below. The T&P is surrounded by blue enamel. On the sides is orange enamel. Size: 4 1/2"
wide by 1 1/4". Condition: Very Good, the size with the 3 buildings has corrosion, the T&P side is
Very Fine with darkening from age.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 423 - Silver plated, commemorative spoon from the 1939 New York World's Fair. At the top
of the handle is an image of the Statue of Liberty and the words, "New York World's Fair" are
written on the handle and the spine of the spoon. On the spoon is a verticle image ... Size: 6" long by
1 1/4" wide. Condition: Very Good, Some surface scratches and wear. Some tarnish on the concave
side of the spoon
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 424 - Silver plated, commemorative spoon from the 1939 New York World's Fair. At the top
of the handle is an image of the Trylon and Perisphere and the words, "1939 New York World's Fair"
are written on the handle and the spine of the spoon. On the spoon is an image ... Size: 6" long by 1
1/4" wide. Condition: Very Good, Some surface scratches and wear. Some tarnish on both the front
and backside of the spoon and handle.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 425 - Souvenir bank made from metal Libby's juice can. Can has color label with three groups
of fruits and vegetable being juiced into glass on one side and a building "Libby's Treasure Ship" on
the other. In the background is the New York skyline and the trylon and perisphere. Printed around
the top "New York World's Fair 1939." On the top is a slot to put in money and printing
"Souvenir/Libby's/Treasure/Ship/Libby's Table Ready Foods/Save/Time and Effort/New York
World's Fair." 1939 New York World's Fair Condition: Very Good Some wear, mainly on the top
where there is one section of paint missing and on the bottom where there is a lot of scratching and
wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 426 - Single piece of molded plastic in the shape of the trylon and perisphere in white, set on a
black base. Both the trylon and perisphere have holes in them, one for dispensing salt and one for
pepper. Printed in gold on the base "New York World's Fair." On the bottom of the base are two
refill holes for the salt and pepper (one is open and the other has a cork piece in it) and embossed
printing "One Piece Salt & Pepper Shaker/Pat. Pend./Emeloid Co. Arlington, N.J." 1939 New York
World's Fair Condition: Very Good Minimal wear to the lettering. Hairline scratch or maybe crack in
the perisphere. Not original covering for the holes on the bottom, one is missing and the other is
plugged with cork.

$5

$1

$3

$2

$2

$2

$2

Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 427 - 1939 pin back badge top made of embossed (pressed) brass with "1939", "New York
World's Fair" and the Trylon & Perisphere embossed on it. There is a space for an insert (probably a
name) and for a ribbon to hang on the bottom. This piece was never used to make the badge. Size: 2"
wide by 1 1/4" at the tallest. Condition: Very Fine a little wear on the Perisphere and a few scratches.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 428 - Large Bronze Colored Medal. Obverse: Raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere with
"New York World's Fair" around the edge and "1939" to the left of the Trylon and a small "#&169;
NYWF". Reverse: Raised image in the center of the "Seal of the City of New York, N.Y." (written
around the edge). Size: 2 7/8" diameter by 3/16"+ thick. Condition: Extremely Fine because there are
a few rim nicks.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 429 - "Lucky Penny" with image of Indian in headdress on the Obverse. Reverse pictures the
"Trylon and Perisphere New York World's Fair New York". Under the Indian is written "Made in
Japan" Size: 2 7/8" diameter by 1/8"+ thick. Condition: Very Fine with some wear on the finish and
some sticker residue on the reverse (which will come off with Goo Gone).
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 430 - Bronze Token. Front has the Trylon and Perisphere in center and rays of light coming
from behind it and with "In 1939/New York/World's Fair" at the top. On the reverse side is printed
"Souvenir of the 150th Anniversary/George Washington's Inauguration" with a picture of the
inauguration. At the top center is a hole drilled in the coin to hang as a keychain or pendant. Size 1 1/
4" diamtere. Condition: Good, Dull finish. Some wear.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 431 - Drinking Glass with a picture of the "General Motors Building" in yellow at the top and
"New York World's Fair 1939" around the bottom in orange. Size: 4 3/4" tall by 2 5/8" diameter at
the top. Condition: Extremely Fine, extremely light wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 432 - A Pair of Drinking glasses, both with 2 sided decal.
• On the outside is pictured 2 women in short outfits, one in blue and one in orange with "Toast to 2
Fairs" written between them. Looking at the back of the decal from inside the glass you see the 2
women with no clothes on, only their boots with "From Coast to Coast" written above them. Size: 4
1/2" tall by 2 1/2" diameter at top. Condition: Fair, the decal is scratched off in areas and badly
crazed in the center.
• Second glass has only the left side, "New York", of the same decal as described for the first glass.
The writing is cut off. Size: 4 3/4" high by 2 5/8" diameter at the top. Condition: Extrremely Fine
because of a little wear on the left side.
Estimate: $ 7 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 433 - Tumbler picturing the "Marine Transportation" printed in blue. with "New York World's
Fair" around the bottom in dark blue. Made by Libbey. Size: 2 3/4" diameter at opening, 5 1/4" tall.
Condition: Very Good, has some scratches on the front of the building and light discoloring.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 434 - Blue Felt Hat with Orange Printing which is the same on both sides: "New York",
"1939", "World's Fair" with the Trylon and Perisphere in the center. Size: 11 3/8" long by 4 7/8"
high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 435 - Embroidered cloth patch, blue stitching on an orange background of the Trylon &
Perisphere with "1940" above. Size: 3" high by 2 15/16" at the widest. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 436 - Shield Shaped Embroidered cloth patch, orange stitching on a blue background of the
Trylon & Perisphere with "Happy Motoring 1939" & "New York World's Fair". An uncommon
patch. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 4 3/8" high. Condition: Fine with some fading and some fraying along
the edges.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 437 - Orange Felt Banner, suspended from wooden rod picturing the Trylon and Perisphere
with "1939", "New York World's Fair" written across it. "NY©WF" written below T&P. A blue and
orange string is attached to the wooden bar for hanging. There is blue fringe at the bottom. Size: 9
1/8" high by 10 1/8" (the width of the wooden bar). Condition: Excellent, the bottom fringe might be
a little faded.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 438 - Brass Bar with dark blue ribbon below. On the ribbon is "Consolidated Edison System
Day", "New York World's Fair Sept. 11th 1939". The brass bar is a frame where a name would be
inserted, this one is empty. Size: 1 7/8" wide by 4 3/16: high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 439 - Brass bar with disk hanging below. The brass bar has the Trylon & Perisphere on it along
with other non-descript buildings. The disk below pictures a woman, The back of the brass bar is
marked: "ROC A-1142". Size: 1 3/8" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good, the clasp for the
pin is broken in the back and the image of the woman has crazing and is not very clear.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 440 - Celluloid Pin back Button in blue, orange and white: "N.Y.W.F. Pre-Fair", "1049",
"Field Force". This is a rare piece . Size: 2 1/16" diameter. Condition: Fine, there is a 1/2" long crack
in the celluloid (top half of the '9') and the button is faded and has yellowed overall.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 441 - Pin back button, "New York World's Fair Year 1939". It is round and orange and blue
with the Trylon and Perisphere in white. In the flag at top is written "The Dawn of a New Day". Size:
1 11/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 442 - Pin back button, black printed on orange, "1939 Detroit Times Worlds Fair Tour".
Marked "St. Louis Button Co." on back. Size: 2 3/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent., with a couple
of minor surface bumps
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 443 - Face Shaped Broach with a Trylon and Perisphere Nose and blue stones for the top of the
head and eyes. On the forehead is written in raised letters is "Welcome to New York World's Fair
1939". The back is marked "Lic. A1122". This is a very rare pin. Size: 2 1/4" wide by 2 1/8" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 40

Lot # 444 - Pendant with Porcelain insert picturing a multicolor Trylon and Perisphere. The metal
holder has 5 arrow tails at the top and one arrowhead at the bottom. There are little blue and pink
stone decorating the metal edge. A real beauty. Size:2 1/2" high by 1 3/4" wide. Condition: Near
Mint.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Lot # 445 - Pin in the original box. The pin has a gold colored Maritime Building with 2 flags that
each have red and white enamel on them. The pin is on a card that has the Trylon & Perisphere and
"Souvenir Jewelry New York World's Fair", the license number and "Nemo Product" on it. The
outside of the box pictures in blue on orange the "Administration Building" and the Empire State
Building. Size: Pin is 2 3/8" wide. The box is 3" by 3 1/2" by 3/4". Condition: Pin is Mint. Card is
Near Mint. Box is Fine with some staining, one apron is separated at the 2 corners and some paper
loss to one apron.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50
Lot # 446 - Brass bracelet. There are seven circles picturing "Food & Sports Building",
"Administration Building", "Hall of Communication", the Fair Logo with Trylon and Perisphere,
"Federal Building", "Aviation Building" and "Railroad Exhibit Building". Size: 15/16" thick and 2
3/8" wide at widest. Condition: Very Fine, with a few spots of wear and corrosion.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20
Lot # 447 - Oval Brass Pin with Trylon and Perisphere and "New York World's Fair 1939" written
below. Around the base of the T&P is Orange Enamel. Size: 1 7/8" wide by 1 9/16" high. Condition:
Very Fine, there are light scratches on the pin and a little soiling on the enamel. (I am being very
conservative with this condition, it is quite attractive).
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 17

$ 15

$7

$8

Lot # 448 - Pin with 3 hanging enameled disks. The top section shows the Trylon and Perisphere and
is marked "New York World's Fair". Hanging down are 3 double sided enameled circular disks with
raised brass and colored background: 1) "Marine Building" purple background and "Communication
Bldg" with beige background. 2) Trylon and Perisphere on both sides, one background in blue, other
in orange. 3) "N. Y. State Bldg" with light blue background and "Administration Bldg" with a black
background. Size: 2 7/8" high, pin width 3/4", disks are each 13/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine,
there is light wear and age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 449 - Brass Tie Clip with figural Trylon and Perisphere. Marked on back "Swank Klip". Size:
2 3/8" wide by 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with very slight wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 450 - Tie Clip with an enamel disk in the center. The enamel disk has a Trylon & Perisphere
inside the blue enamel and "New York World's Fair" in red enamel with "1939". Size: Overall it is 2
1/2" wide by 3/4" high. The disk is 9/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, but with a loop you can
see small black spot all over the enamel.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 451 - Child's bracelet - Children playing is embossed around the bracelet. The front has the
Trylon and Perisphere with a sun rise behind it and "New York World's Fair" above and "1939"
below. Size: Bracelet is 2" diameter, the front oval is 7/8" high by 5/8" wide. Condition Very Fine
with a little wear to the bracelet.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 452 - Photo Album with 73 original small black and white photos and simulated brown leather
bound cover "photographs". The photos are of a trip by a couple to New York and the Fair. Inside are
31 photos (24 of the fair) size 3 3/4" wide by 2 7/8" high, 39 photos (33 of the fair) size 4 7/8" wide
by 3 1/8" high and 3 photos (all fair) size: 6" wide by 4" high. Size: The album is 12 1/2" wide by 8
1/8" high. Condition: The album is overall Very Fine, but the photos are faded. One photo has a stain
(something was spilled on it) which extends to the page and onto the inside of the back cover of
album.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$5

$7

$ 18

Lot # 453 - 10 black and white photos of statues and sculptures on the fair grounds. All the photos
have serrated edges. Size: Each photo is 3 1/2" by 5 7/8". Condition: All, except one are Excellent
with strong images. One is actually just a bad photo, where the sculpture blends into the sky.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 10

Lot # 454 - "The Architectural Forum" Magazine issue from June 1939 "World Fairs New York San
Francisco". This spiral bound book contains 100 pages of photos, floor plans and information about
the buildings, exhibits and amenities at both 1939 fairs. This is a fabulous reference book that
documents 2 important architectural events in the United States and it was written for architects. A
must have for any serious 1939 collector. There are also 122 pages of advertisements, many of which
feature products displayed at the fairs. Size: 12" high by 9" wide by 5/8" thick. Condition: Fine, there
is some separation of the cover from the metal spiral binding and the book has been read several
times, however overall it is in nice clean condition.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 25

Lot # 455 - Paperback Book "Horticultural Exposition Gardens on Parade", "at the New York
World's Fair 1939", "Souvenir Book.". This 100 page book describes the 5 1/2 Acres along the
Flushing River, with a map and descriptions of the 26 different gardens, a schedule of the special
events, the different clubs that make up the sponsor "Hortus, Inc.", their officers, lots of black and
white photos and more. An uncommon souvenir book that predicts the rise of one of America's most
popular hobbies, gardening. Size: 7 5/16" wide by 10 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a
little wear to the edges and corner of the cover.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 456 - Souvenir Book "Futurama", issued for "Paul Garrett's Party at the University Club,
Monday October 16, 1939". At the bottom of the title page is "This Book is Issued ub a Strictly
Limited Edition of 1,000 copies, of which this is Number 72" (the 72 is written in Pen). Inside are 23
pages in black and white. The first 20 pages are the Futurama ride itself. At the top of each page are
the people viewing the ride in the moving seats. Below that is the text of the actual oration that was
heard as you passed the exhibit of the future pictured on the bottom half of each page. Even though
the ride is gone, you can re-experience it by reading this book. An uncommon souvenir and a must
for anyone who wishes they could return to the fair once more. Size: 11" wide by 12 3/8" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine with age toning and a wear to the gold foil on the inside of the covers.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 457 - Paperback Guide Book written in Polish. Pictures the Trylon and Perisphere in color on
the cover. Inside there are 192 pages of black and write drawings and renderings of pavilions and
attractions described completely in Polish. The last few pages are the officers of the fair and
pavilions and a complete list of exhibitors. This book is rare. Size: 7 1/4" wide by 9 3/4" high.
Condition: Overall Fine, although the cover has a large rip down the middle through the Perisphere
and is taped on the back as a repair.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 458 - Souvenir ($2.00) hardcover guide book from the NYWF entitled, "Official Guide Book
New York World's Fair The World of Tomorrow 1939". Cover is bright orange with blue lettering
and an image of the Trylon and Perisphere on the front cover. Content includes information about the
New York World's Fair - ... Size: 7" wide by 9 15/16" high. Condition: Good, Some wear to the
edges, corners and binding. Cover is dirty and worn. Pages are yellowing.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 459 - Souvenir ($1.00) hardcover guide book from the NYWF entitled, "Official Guide Book
1939 New York World's Fair". Cover has a background of the American flag with an image of the
Trylon and Perisphere. Content includes information about the New York World's Fair Supplemented by black and white photographs and ... Size: 7" wide by 9 7/8" high. Condition: Good,
Cover has missing paper, image is faded and there are several spots where the image has been
completely worn off. Spine is dirty and discolored. First page, the map? is ripped out. Pages are
yellowing slightly
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 460 - Souvenir book entitled "New York World's Fair Views". Content includes many black
and white photographs of the fair accompanied by a short description. Front cover has an image of
the Trylon and Perisphere with a blue and orange border. 48 pages. Size: 9 1/2" wide by 12" high.
Condition: Very Good, Wear along the spine with some other minor wear throughout. Some
yellowing to the pages.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 461 - Souvenir paperback book entitled, "Masterpieces of Art Official Illustrated Catalog"
from the New York World's Fair of 1940. Content includes a textual history of the art at the fair,
supplemented by numerous black and white photographs. Size: 7" wide by 9" high. Condition: Good,
Wear to the cover; dirty from use. Spine is warped and bent from use. Edges and corners are worn.
Pages are yellowing slightly.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

Lot # 462 - "American Import Export Bulletin", "Foreign Participation", "New York World's Fair"
dated June 1939. The cover pictures an Ocean Liner and the Trylon and Perisphere. 68 pages inside
are devoted to the countries (in alphabetical order) and their exhibits with drawings of the buildings
in an article titled "Around the World in 1216 Acres", "Shrinking the Globe at the World's Fair".
There are a total of 112 pages in this magazine. Size: 6 3/16" wide by 9 1/16" high. Condition: Very
Fine, but since this came from a Library (there is a stamp on the top right of the cover), they put 2
holes all the way through so that the magazine could be put in a loose leaf notebook. The holes in the
pages do not cut into any writing or pictures.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 463 - "Book of Nations, New York World's Fair". This book contains 191 pages of countries
(in alphabetical order) that are exhibiting at the fair. The information includes general information
about the country, their exhibits at the fair with a photo of the pavilion and an outline of the countries
map. The book still has the original paper jacket on the cover. Published in 1939 by "Winkler &
Kelmans New York". Size: 8 1/8" wide by 10 3/ 4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine although the
paper jacket is frayed on the edges and a little faded.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 464 - Jumbo "Coloring Book". "New York World's Fair 1939 Officially Licensed". Published
by "The Saalfield Publishing Company" of "Akron. Ohio". This approximately 60 page book has the
outline of several buildings on the inside for children to color in. The cover pictures the Trylon and
Perisphere and a few surrounding buildings. Size: 11 inches wide by 15 1/4 inches high. Condition:
Fine. The binding is a little ripped. The pages are browned and brittle on the edges. Some of the
pictures have been colored in. Still very presentable."
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 465 - Menu from the "Loggia Soda Fountain, Norwegian exhibit, New York World's Fair
1939". This menu, printed on red stock lists Ice cream, Parfaits, cakes, coffee and even hamburgers,
all for 10center to 25 cents. The Trylon and Perisphere is printed on the back cover. Size: 5 7/16"
wide by 7" high. Condition: Fine with light soiling on the cover and on the back cover are paper and
glue residue form being removed from a scrapbook and slight paper loss in those locations.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 466 - Single sided card menu from the "Restaurant du Pavillion Belge" (Belgium Pavilion ).
This is the a fixed price lunch menu for Friday June 9, 1939. The price is $2. Size: 3 5/8" wide by 7
5/16" high. Condition: Fine with a fold in the center, a crack in the lower right corner and paper and
glue residue on the back from being removed from a scrapbook.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 467 - Single sides menu for a fixed price meal from the Switzerland restaurant. The menu
appears to be typed and is dated at the bottom "August 14, 1939". The top half that has perforations
for separating it from the bottom half is a postcard where you can fill in the information and send it
to a friend. The bottom of the message side has "New York World's Fair 1939 Swiss Pavilion
Restaurants" stamped in blue on it. Size: 5 3/4" wide by 9 3/8" high. Condition: Fine, with some of
the perforations are separated and on the back is some glue residue and very slight paper loss where
it was removed from a scrapbook.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 468 - Menu from "Hungarian Restaurant, World's Fair New-York, Hungarian Pavillion(sic)",
"Gundel's 1939". Inside are Hungarian delights priced from 15 cents to $ 1.70 and the date "Sunday,
October 8th" is printed in the upper left corner. On the back cover is information about an Hungarian
Bank and its American affiliates. Size: Closed: 5 15/16" wide by 7 3/4" high. Open: 11 3/ 4" wide by
7 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine with some creases (one across the center) and slight edge damage
and a little soiling on the back.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 469 - "Y.M.C.A. New York World's Fair 1939 Menu" with a picture of the restaurant and the
Trylon and Perisphere on the cover. Inside lists the food with prices from 10 cents to 55 cents.
Someone hand wrote "April 30, 1939" on the bottom on the inside. On the back cover are drawings
of the 10 Y.M.C.A. buildings in New York and their addresses along with a drawing of the "YMCA
Building New York World's Fair" with the words "Good Rooms, Good Meals and a Friendly,
Christian Atmosphere". Size: Closed: 6 7/8" wide by 10 1/8" high. Open: 13 3/4" wide by 10 1/8"
high. Condition: Fine because there is slight paper loss and paper and glue residue where it was
removed from a scrapbook. There are also a couple of light spots on the front.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 470 - "Bagdad Restaurant" Menu. The restaurant was located in the "Bagdad Bazaar, (Hall of
Nations), New York World's Fair". The cover pictures 3 Arabs, a camel and a palm tree. Inside lists
Middle Eastern foods and the prices from 20 cents to $ 1.75. At the bottom they suggest that you also
"Visit the Garden of Eden Café at the Iraq Pavilion". The back has a distance chart of Bagdad from
major capitols like London and Paris, and a mailer so you can send this menu to a friend. Size:
Closed: 6 7/8" wide by 9 1/2" high. Open: 12 5/8" wide by 9 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, because
there is a lot of paper residue on the back where it was removed from a scrapbook (it might come off,
but there will still be glue residue on the paper).
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

$4

Lot # 471 - Menu from the "Schaefer Center, New York World's Fair" with its beautifully decorated
multicolored cover (marked inside) "design by Andre Durenceau" was from "Thursday July 6,
1939". It features a full menu with prices from 30 cents to $ 2.25 where several "Dishes have been
prepared with Shaffer Beer as an ingredient". Size: Closed: 9 1/4" wide by 12 3/4" high. Open: 18
1/2" wide by 12 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine with light corner creases and age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 472 - Menu from the Belgium Pavilion, marked inside "Restaurant Du Pavillon Belge" and
"Exposition de New York 1940". The prices on the menu are from 40 cents to $ 2.50 (dishes for
more than 1 person go all the way up to $10). Size: Closed: 7 7/8" wide by 10 1/4" high. Open: 15
3/4" wide, Condition: Fine with paper and glue residue from being removed from a scrapbook on the
back cover.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 473 - Menu from "Gas Industries Buildings and Court of Flame Restaurant", "New York
World's Fair 1939" with a multicolor picture of the Gas Industries Building on the cover. Inside is
food from 15 cents to $ 1.35. Size: Closed: 8 7/8" wide by 11 3/16" high. Open: 17 3/4" wide.
Condition: Fine with scratches to the cover picture, brown spots on the cover, heavy soiling on the
back cover and a small piece of paper missing from the back (not all the way through.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 474 - Menu from "Borden's Dairy World Restaurant". The cover pictures a postcard with "I'm
one of the main attractions at the New York World's Fair", signed with her picture and the Trylon
and Perisphere "Elsie the Cow". Inside are food from 20 to 75 cents. Size: Closed: 8 1/2" wide by
11" high. Open: 17" wide by 11" high. Condition: Fine with a couple of edge tears, overall soiling
and glue residue on the back where it was removed from a scrapbook.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 475 - Menu from "Children's World Restaurant". The cover features children in a doorway
greeting children from all over the world. Inside the sides are decorated with animals and toys and
lists the food from 10 cents to $ 1.25 with special reference to the fact that many brand name food
are served including "Fruited Jello (Jack Benny's Favorite)", "Borden's", "Star Ham", "Aunt Jemima"
and more. There is also a list of mouth watering Banana deserts. Size: Closed: 8" wide by 13: high.
Open: 16" wide by 13" high. Condition: Very Fine with damage to the upper right corner of cover,
hand written "World's Fair -1939" at top and one area and one small area of paper residue on the
back where it was removed from a scrapbook.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 476 - Chocolate Advertising give away with a multicolor picture of George Washington
printed on heavy paper. It has the quote "I wished always to Poland well and that with all my Heart"
under Washington and above the Flag Shield. Under the picture is "Souvenir of New York World's
Fair 1939". In the bottom right corner is "With Compliments of E. Wedel Chocolate &
Confectionary Manufactured Warsaw, Poland". The back is marked with the printer name. An
uncommon piece, obviously given away in the Poland Pavilion. Size: 6 7/16" wide by 9 3/8" high.
Condition: Fine, has strong color, but many wrinkles and a few small spots on the back.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$6

Lot # 477 - Place Mat from "The British Buttery", "The British Pavilion", "New York World's Fair".
This placemat is made of layers of tissue paper, with brown printing stamped into it. Size: 12 1/8"
wide by 9 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good because it is still mounted to a brown paper (that is
larger than the place mat) and there are glue spots in 2 corners and some damage to the edges and
surface.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 478 - "Intourist Map of the Soviet Union" with Trylon and Perisphere pictured in the bottom
left corner of the cover. Open this folder up and there is a map and around it are black and white
pictures of Russian people and sites. On the other side are 25 different tours that you can take and the
prices. Size: Closed: 4 1/8" wide by 8 13/16" high. Open: 24" by 17 5/8". Condition: Fair, there is a
hole 2" by 1" (bottom 2nd picture from left) and paper residue on the back from where it was
mounted in a scrapbook and ripped out.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 479 - "The Japanese Pavilion", "New York World's Fair 1939" booklet pictures the Trylon and
Perisphere behind a Japanese entrance on the cover. Inside are 5 pages of information about their
pavilion including a picture of the building. Size: 4 1/2" wide by 6" high. Condition: Fine with
brown aging along the right side of the cover and paper and glue residue on the back where it was
removed from a scrapbook.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 480 - "First Day of Issue" postmarked cover with 1939 NY World's Fair Stamp decorated with
a blue and orange picture of Statue of Liberty "The New York World's Fair 1939" Postmark date is
Apr. 1, 1939 Size: 6 1/2" by 3 5/8". Condition: Very Fine with bent corners and light age browning.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10
Lot # 481 - Envelope "William Sloane House Y.M. C. A. 356 West 34th Street, New York" with
picture of Trylon & Perisphere and "© N.Y.W.F." Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Very
Fine with one small brown spot above Trylon.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$3

$1

$2

$3

$1

Lot # 482 - Booklet for "Oven Melodies using Maca the new fast dry Yeast". This 16 page booklet
contains recipes and black and white pictures of many baked goods that one can make with this
product. The photo above shows the booklet open (both front and back cover). Size: Closed is 3 1/2"
wide by 6 1/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with some light staining on the edges and light soiling.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 483 - 3 page Folder for the "Sensational New Divided Center Top Ranges.", "See this Range in
house no. 8 Town of Tomorrow New York World's Fair" with Trylon and Perisphere pictured at the
bottom of the cover. Size: Closed: 4 1/8" wide by 6 1/4" high. Open: 12 5/16" wide by 6 1/4" high.
Condition: Good, because there are 5 large spots of paper loss from the center section in the back
because it was glued into a scrapbook and pulled out.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 484 - Folder, paper, "Hearing Test using Musical Tones" "Bell Telephone Exhibit" "New York
World's Fair 1940". Inside are instructions on how to take the test and the test was taken by someone
in pencil. Size: 8 3/4 inches high by 4 1/8 inches wide (open 8 1/4 inches wide). Condition: Very
Fine with light creases at the top corners and pencil writing inside (filling in the hearing test).
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 485 - Ticket Stub: "New York World's Fair 1939 Incorporated Souvenir of the World of
Tomorrow", "April 30 to October 31", with facsimile signature of the President and Treasurer and
the number "No. 242185" printed at the bottom. The colors are turquoise, dark blue, yellow, orange
and purple. The stub has been separated on the right side. Size: 4 5/8" by 2 7/16" Condition: Very
Fine with bend in the upper left corner and a small dent in the middle top. It has nice bright color.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 486 - Cardboard disk Ticket: "The New York World's Fair Motorcade & Preview", "Admit
One", "April 30, 1938", "World's Fair Site, World's Fair, N.Y." with the Trylon and Perisphere in the
center. On the reverse "Bloomingdate's Lexington at 59th Street", "At the Gateway to the World's
Fair". With a picture of a building in front of a bridge. It has a hole as made for a string so you could
hang this item. This appears to have been a ticket to a preview event held one year before the fair
opened. Size: 3 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Fine because it has 2 creases.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 487 - Cardboard Coaster with printed in blue "Visit Heineken's on the Zuiderzee New York
World's Fair 1939" with the Trylon and Perisphere. There is a Danish village pictured with a
windmill. On the back printed in Red is "Heineken's Imported Holland Beer". Size: 4 1/4" diameter
and over an 1/8" thick. Condition" Excellent with slight edge wear.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8
Lot # 488 - Photo Postcard of "Pavilion and Outdoor Garden Restaurant", "Switzerland at the New
York World's Fair 1940" picturing the front of the pavilion. "Post Card" "Stadler Photographing Co.
Inc., New York N.Y." An uncommon postcard. Size: 5 9/16" by 3 1/2" Condition: Very Fine with
slight corner damage, some surface scratches and the image getting a little brown over time.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 489 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Consolidated Edison's 'City of Light' " and on
the bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-61 "Officially Licensed by New York World's Fair",
"Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition:
Fine because there is a light red stain in the center of the top and a little corner damage.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

$5

$2

$1

$1

Lot # 490 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Trylon and Perisphere and 'Four Victories of
Peace' " and on the bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-43". This card is unused. The back is
marked "Officially Licensed by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co.,
N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good with a crack near the upper left
corner, ink on the word "World's", corner damage and a couple of small spots in the field.
Estimate: $ 1 - $ 2

$1

Lot # 491 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Night View of Perisphere" "New York World's
Fair" and "A-42". "Officially Licensed by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell
Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Fine, with light edge damage on left side and
some corner damage and a couple of ink marks on the back and light age toning.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 492 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Parachute Jump" and on the bottom "New
York World's Fair" and "A-28". This card is unused. The back is marked "Officially Licensed by
New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3
1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, very slight corner damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 493 - Used Postcard with color image of the "American Telephone and Telegraph Company
Exhibit Building" and on the bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-7". Cancelled "World's Fair
Station". The back is marked "Officially Licensed by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made
by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 494 - Used Postcard with color image of the "Hall of Metals" and on the bottom "New York
World's Fair" and "A-26". This card is used and written in pencil. The back is marked "Officially
Licensed by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5
1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with slight damage to the lower right corner.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 495 - Unused Postcard with color image of "212: A Vision in the World of Tomorrow" with a
night scene of the Trylon and Perisphere. Around the edge is a blue border featuring the Trylon and
Perisphere with "Greetings from New York World's Fair" at the top. The back is marked "Officially
Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc, Brooklyn N.Y.". Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5
1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with very slight damage on one corner.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 496 - Used Black and White Postcard of the Statue "Time and the Fates of Man" with "New
York World's Fair" and "F2051" written on the bottom. This card was (marked on back) "Officially
Licensed" and "Published by Quality Art Novelty Co., Inc., Long Island City, N. Y." Size: 5 7/16"
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine with several bends in the upper left corner.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4
Lot # 497 - Unused Postcard picturing the "R.C.A. Exhibit Building, New York World's Fair" and
has the number "8A-H1620" on the bottom. On the back is written "Officially Licensed" and "C.T.
Art Colortone. Reg U.S. Pat. Off. Made by Curt Teich & Co., Chicago". Size: 5 11/16" wide by 3
5/8" high. Condition: Fine with slight staining on the left side and crease near lower left corner.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4
Lot # 498 - Unused Postcard picturing "The Du Pont Chemistry Building at the Exposition "New
York World's Fair" and the number "8A-H943" on the bottom. On the back is written "Officially
Licensed" and "C.T. Art Colortone. Reg U.S. Pat. Off. Made by Curt Teich & Co., Chicago". Size: 5
11/16" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, little bumps on left side and slight age toning.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1939-1940 Golden Gate International Exposition (499 to 502)
Held in San Francisco, California. Also known as Treasure Island.

Picture

Description
Lot # 499 - Brass colored bracelet in the design of a belt with a clasp in the front. The sides have a
flower design. In the center of the buckle is a brass disk with "Golden Gate International Exposition"
written around the edge and "1940" in the center with what looks like a totem pole with "San
Francisco Bay" written underneath. The disk is brass with dark blue enamel paint. Size: The bracelet
is about 2 1/2" diameter by 1" wide. The disk is 5/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine because
there is a little wear on the inside of the bracelet, the outside is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 500 - "Hot Dish Mat" with raised images pictured on it. In the center is a bird's eye view of the
fair grounds. Around the edge from the top clockwise: "San Francisco Oakland Bay Bridge", "Tower
of the Sun", "Entrance Towers", Fair Logo, "Court of Pacifica" and "Pan American Group". The
images are colored in orange. It is still in its original plastic wrapper. Size: 10 1/16" wide by 7 1/16"
high. Condition: Very Fine, with many dark spots on surface, even though it is in the original
wrapper and has never been used.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 501 - 8 mm Black & White Castle Film of the Fair. It uses up 4 1/4" diameter on a 5 inch reel.
I have not watched this movie so I can't give any information except to say it appears to be in good
viewable condition.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 502 - "Pennsylvania Railroad" pamphlet from "San Francisco World's Fair 1939". This
pamphlet contains 24 pages of information mostly about "Treasure Island" and the wonderful
exhibits at the fair. A couple of pages talk about other sites that you can see by traveling by train to
the fair. Size: Folded Closed: 4 1/8" wide by 9" high. Open: 8" wide by 9" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with slight edge wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

Minimum
Bid

$8

$4

$5

$4

Category: 1958 Brussels International Exposition (503 to 503)
The first major World's Fair to be held after World War II. This fair celebrated the return of Europe to its pre-war stature.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 503 - Envelope from the United Nations advertising and supporting the 1958 Expo. The stamp
is cancelled "United Nations", "New York", "Apr 17, 1958", & "Visit U.N. Pavilion Brussels Fair
1958". The cachet is printed in black and pictures "The Atomium symbol of our Atomic Age" at top
with "Brussels Universal and International Exposition 1958" in the center and a picture of the
"Crystal and Gold Untied States Building". The stamp is a U.N. 3 cent stamp. The back flap is folded
in and the envelope has no address and was never mailed. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1962 Seattle World's Fair (504 to 509)
Also known as Century 21

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 504 - Candy Dish pictures the Space Needle and Monorail with flowers around the edge and
writing "World's Fair Seattle 1962" all in silver color on clear glass. The dish stands on 3 glass legs.
The edges of the dish are serrated. Size: 7 1/2 inches diameter and stands 2 inches high. Condition:
Excellent with a small spot on the top right of space needle..
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 505 - Map, 4 page folder "Century 21 Exposition", "Seattle World's Fair 1962", "The map of
the Fair Grounds is another public service by Standard Oil Company of California" (with the
Chevron logo). Open it up and there is a map on 3 pages and a list of numbers that are on the map
and their pavilion names. The other side has a 2 page street map of Seattle and one page of
information about attending the fair. Size: Closed: 3 5/8" wide by 8 1/2" high. Open: 14 1/2" wide by
8 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with some normal creasing.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 506 - Record Postcard. The front of this oversized postcard has a pre-punched hole in the
center (which has not been removed) for playing it on a turntable ("at 33 1/3 RPM"). The grooves are
clear and underneath is pictured the (marked on back) "Information Booth and Space Needle". On
the back is "Greeting from the Seattle World's Fair" and logo along with a place to put the address
and a stamp. This is a very unusual postcard. Size: 7 7/8" wide by 5 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely
Fine with some light discoloration along the right side.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$1

Lot # 507 - Postcard with color photo-image of (marked on back) "The Eye of the Needle" picturing
the Space Needle. On front it is marked "Seattle World's Fair". Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition:
Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 508 - Postcard with color photo-image of (marked on back) "Boulevards of the World",
"Seattle World's Fair" pictures a row of buildings. On back it is marked "Seattle World's Fair" with
logo. Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 509 - Postcard with color photo-image of night scene of aerial view of fair grounds with Space
Needle. "Seattle World's Fair" printed on front. On back is printed the Seattle World's Fair logo.
Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Category: 1964-65 New York World's Fair (510 to 558)
With the theme "Peace Through Understanding" the fair was intended to promote Peace.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 510 - Black Lacquer bowl with image of the "Santa Maria" in the center. "New York World's
Fair 1964-1965" is written at top. The writing is in gold, the picture is in white, blue, green, brown
and gold. The bottom is marked "© 1963 N.Y.W.F." and has a small sticker "made in Japan". Size: 7
11/16" diameter. Condition: Fine with the lacquer missing from the edge (about an 3/4" long) and
some wear to the image and writing and surface scuff marks.
Estimate: $ 7 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 511 - Plastic Ribbon from "Borden's" Exhibit: "See you at the Fair", "Better Living Building",
"New York World's Fair 1964-65" with copyright Borden's and 5 pictures of Elsie in a daisy. The
ribbon is called a "Band-Dandies, a © Milt Story Creation". This is an uncommon souvenir. Size: 29
1/4" wide by 1 9/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, it has folds from being stored for 45 years.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 512 - Plastic Dinosaur. This gold colored Tyrannosaurus Rex was extruded in a machine at the
Sinclair Exhibit at the fair. For 25 cents (I think), you could select which dinosaur you wanted and it
would be made for you. One side of the base is marked "New York World's Fair 1964-65" and the
other side is marked ""Sinclair Dinoland". Size: 5 3/8" high by 6" wide by 1 3/4" deep. Condition:
Very Fine, there is a hole above his mouth (as made) as seen in the photo.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 513 - Glass with gold and black lettering "New York World's Fair 1964-65". Size: 5 1/8" tale
by 3 1/ 2" diameter. Condition: Fine with wear to the gold stripe at top.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 514 - Pieta Statue made of plaster on a wooden base. Around the base, written in the plaster is
"Vatican Pavilion", "Pieta", "N.Y. World's Fair 1964-65". Size: 6" tall by 4 1/2" wide by 3" deep.
Condition: Fine because there is chip off the end of Mary's Foot and a few minor chips on Mary's
head and near the bottom of the left side and light soiling.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 515 - Milk Glass plate with multicolor pictures of pavilions in center and a gold rim around the
edge. Center has "New York World's Fair 1964 1965" at top with "Unisphere in center and "Rocket
Thrower", "Santa Maria", "Monorail", "New York State", "Sudan" and Swiss Sky Ride" pictured
around it. At the bottom of the pictures is written "Peace Through Understanding". The plate has the
original Unisphere sticker on the back. Size: 7 5/16" diameter. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 516 - Swizzle Stick from "Caribbean Pavilion New York World's Fair 1964-1965" on one side
of stick with "Blue Beard's Castle, St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands" on the other. There is a
sunflower at the top. Size: 6" long by 1 1/8" wide at top. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 517 - Blue Apron with pictures of fountain in front of Unisphere, New York State building,
New Jersey, Greyhound and Festival of Gas. "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" printed along
bottom. In original plastic bag "Official New York World's Fair 1964-1965 Hostess Apron Hand
Painted 100% Cotton Completely Washable Fast Colors Made in U.S.A". Apron about 24 inches
wide, ties about 52 inches long. Condition: Apron Near Mint, bag is fine, opened at bottom.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 518 - "Nursery Squeeze Playball" football shaped toy with "New York World's Fair" printed
on the side. This toy is in the original plastic bag with paper tag at the top. The tag pictures the
Unisphere with a copyright. Also marked "Official World's Fair", "New York 1964 1965". Made by
"Sun Toys". Size: Ball is apx. 5 3/4" long. The bag is 7 1/2" long. The label is 4" wide by 2 1/4"
high. Condition: Ball is Mint. Bag and label is Extremely fine with age toning and a light spot on the
back.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 519 - Large Round Multicolored Lithographed Tray with the picture of the "Unisphere" in the
center. Around the edge is "New York World's Fair", "Peace Through Understanding". On the back
is information about the Unisphere. Size: 11 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, the picture in the
center has no damage, but the gold on the edge (and the edge of the center picture) is worn. There is
also a lot of wear to the gold background on the back.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 520 - Small orange and blue World's Fair flag with white Unisphere logo in the center. There is
a World's Fair copyright on the edge. The flag is mounted on a small pole. Size: Flag: 5 1/2"wide by
3 7/8" high. pole is 10 5/8" tall. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 521 - 14 Milk Bottle Caps each with a picture of a Pavilion from the Fair. The group contains:
4 "Unisphere"
5 "Vatican Pavilion"
2 "Press Building"
1 "Westinghouse Time Capsule"
1 American-Israel Pavilion"
1 RCA"
Size: Each cap is 1 5/16" diameter. Condition: Fine to Very Fine, some have spotting and rust around
the staple and all have bent edges because that's how they fit into the milk bottles.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 522 - Fold down tab button for "UNICEF", "New York World's Fair 1964-65" with the
UNICEF logo in the center. Printed in blue on a white background. Size: 1 13/16" long by 1 1/8"
wide. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 523 - Plastic badge from the Ford pavilion with "Ford" logo at top, an embossed image of the
pavilion in the center and "Mississippi" at the bottom. These badges were given away after riding the
Skyway ride in the pavilion. You would tell them where you were from and they would give you a
badge with that state or country name. Size: 2 1/4" wide by 1 5/8" high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 524 - Discount Coupon booklet issued by "Grand Way". Visit the New York World's Fair",
"This booklet is worth $ 15.50 discount in Amusement Coupons at the World's Fair and other N.Y.
Attractions". Discounts include "Aerial Tower Ride", "Les Poupees de Paris", "Santa Maria",
"Monorail", "Log Flume Ride" and more. There is even a coupon for a discount at "Freedomland",
the amusement park in the Bronx that was put into bankruptcy by the fair. Size: 4 3/8" wide by 2"
high by 5/16" thick. Condition: Very Fine, it is complete but the cover is a bit worn and faded.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 525 - "Central Foundry Products at the World's Fair" Booklet. There is an orange and blue
Unisphere logo on the cover and inside are 34 pages of architectural renderings of 32 pavilions along
with the names of the architect, engineer, (plumbing) contractor, and wholesaler (of the Central
Foundry products). In the centerfold is a drawing of their factory. The pictured pavilions include:
IBM, DuPont, Ford, GM, 7 Up, AT&T, Coke, Pepsi, Scott Paper, S. C. Johnson, N.Y. State,
Greyhound and many more. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear on
the cover, also there is "1964" written on the cover in pen and the back cover has a "Received Oct
16, 1964, Taggart" stamped on the back (Taggart was one of the contractors).
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

$2

$5

Lot # 526 - "The World's Fair" Insert from the "Herald Tribune", "April 19, 1964". The cover, drawn
by Walt Kelly (of Pogo fame), pictures a carnival barker in a frame with a line of people entering a
key hole entry that has the Unisphere and a pavilion behind the key hole. This insert is 36 pages with
an article about Robert Moses and Walt Disney and the fair. It has other articles about the fair and is
loaded with ads for the fair and New York. It also has an ad with Bob Hopes Picture. An excellent
reference. Size: 13" tall by 10 7/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine, with a little age browning and a
couple of small edge tears.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 527 - Certificate from the "Commonwealth of Pennsylvania", "This certifies that " fill in the
blank "has sounded the Liberty Bell Replica..." with 3 replica signatures including the "Chairman,
Pennsylvania Exhibit, New York World's Fair". This certificate is yellow with a blue image of the
Liberty Bell in the background. Size: 8 1/2" by 10 11/16" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 528 - 4 Page document "Mailing List of Exhibitors and Concessionaires", "May 1965
Revision". The exhibitor list is divided into "Industrial Exhibitors", "Transportaion", "Operations Special Exhibitions", "Federal and State", "International" and "Concessionaires". Each exhibit is
listed in alphabetical order and has their official mailing address. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" long.
Condition: Near Mint with the original folds from when it was mailed in a business envelope.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 529 - 2 sided page "Daily Program of Events", "Monday, August 23, 1965", with "New York
World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation" and the Unisphere logo across the top. This page lists all the
times of events, the event and the location of the event for the day. This page is a copy (but I am not
sure what method, maybe a photocopy), made at the time, and so the logo is a poor reproduction.
Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 530 - Folder for "Le Beau's Vacations in New York and the World's Fair featuring Broadway
'Hit Shows' and 'Night Clubs'. "Eastern Airlines Happy Holidays". Cover features a picture of the
Empire State Building and the New York skyline. Inside are choices of tours, a list of Broadway
plays and pictures of 5 Pavilions. On the back are air fares to different cities. Size: Closed: 9" high
by 4" wide. Open: 11" high by 12" wide. Condition: Very Good because the top has folds, tears and
stains, the rest of it is quite nice.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 531 - 1965 Greyhound Bus Map of Fairgrounds. "How to see the New York World's Fair
Quickly Comfortably Completely 1965". As stated on the back cover, this folder shows "Routes
Transportation and tours within the fair grounds" "Go Greyhound...and leave the driving to us" with
Unisphere on back cover. Inside pictures 6 maps of the different bus routes and a list of all the
exhibits. Size closed: 3 3/4 inches wide by 6 3/4 inches tall. Size open: 14 1/2 inches wide by 19 7/8
inches high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

$1

Lot # 532 - Folder for "The Equitable at the New York World's Fair". Cover pictures the Equitable
pavilion, open the folder and there is a full color drawing of an aerial view of the fair grounds. Size:
unopened: 9" high by 4 3/16" wide, Opened: 16 7/8" wide. Condition Near Mint. .
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 533 - Folder for "How to Come to the Fair". Printed in Black and White, the cover pictures
Unisphere and several fair buildings. Opens to show 2 maps and a blow up indicating how to get to
the fair. Back page discusses "Subway", "Railroad", "Bus Lines", "Private Cars" and "Pleasure Boats
to World's Fair Marina". Size: Closed: 3 11/16" wide by 8 1/2" high. Open: 10 15/16" wide by 8 1/2"
high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 534 - Map of the "New York World's Fair 1964-1965", given away by "The Chase Manhattan
Bank". Open it up and there is a map with the pavilion locations on one side and a list of the
pavilions on the other side. Around the edge on both sides are black on white drawings of many fair
buildings. Size: Closed: 3 5/16" wide by 4 3/4" high. Open: 9 3/8" wide by 16 1/ 2" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine because there is a small separation on a seam, otherwise it would be Mint.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 535 - Map, "Mobil", "New York World's Fair, Greater New York and Thruways, 2 Maps in
One", "Let Mobil be your Travel Guide". There's a map of the fair on one side and of the Greater NY
area, showing you how to get to the fair on the other side. Size: Closed: 3 7/8" wide by 9 1/16" high.
Open: 15 1/4" by 18" Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 536 - "World's Fair Subway Map". Unfold one side and it shows the "Follow the Blue Arrow
to the World's Fair" that was on the signs on the Subway. Fully opened, one side shows the complete
map of the New York Subways, with the Unisphere showing where the fair is located. The other side
shows a map of mid-town Manhattan and a map of the Fair grounds. Size: Closed: 3 13/16" wide by
5 1/4" high. Opened: 15 1/2" by 18 13/16" Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 537 - Computer print out from "NCR", "New York World's Fair: 1964 - 1965". This was
printed on "May 9, 64" and is information about "an Atom Smasher" and is from "Scientific
American". The print out is on paper with perforations on both edges so that it can be used in a pin
feed printer. Size: 6" wide by 8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 538 - Advertising card given away at the "Philco" exhibit inside the "Ford Motor Company"
pavilion. "New York World's Fair Exhibition". Printed in blue on postcard thickness stock, it pictures
the pavilion and lists all the products Philco makes. The back lists towns and the phone numbers of
the Philco dealers (Honolulu, Hawaii lists a 5 digit phone number). Size: 5 9/16" by 3 9/16".
Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 539 - "Hertz Strollers and Wheelchairs Building Locations" card. This business sized yellow
card lists the 4 places on the fair grounds where you can rent a stroller. The other side reminds you
that you must have your receipt to get back your deposit. Size: 4 1/8" wide by 2 1/4" high.
Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 540 - IBM headline request card. You fill in the date, they fed the card into the computer that
then scans the date and prints out the headline from the New York Times from that date on a new
card. This card is filled in with 10/17/1943. Size: 7 3/8" long by 3 1/4" Condition: Excellent with
slight aging and of course a date was written in (my handwriting).
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 541 - Discount ticket for "To the Moon and Beyond" in the "Transportation & Travel
Pavilion". This coupon, printed in blue on a white background gives a 10 cent discount to an adult or
a child. It was "Valid September 6, 1965 Only" Size: 3 1/2" by 3 1/2" Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 542 - "Dynamic Maturity Pavilion Preferential Entry Ticket to New York State Pavilion" dated
by hand "5/15". This ticket was issued at the Dynamic Maturity Pavilion to persons over the age of
65 so that they would not have to wait in line at other pavilions. These tickets are hard to find in this
condition. Size: 4" wide by 2" high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 543 - Ticket for "Official Dedication Ceremonies" in the "Reserved Section", "Sec. D 368
Entrance 5". The front of the ticket pictures the "Unisphere" in blue and orange along with "New
York World's Fair", "April 22, 1964", "11 AM", "Admit one to Singer Bowl". The back of the ticket
is blank. We sold the ticket to the seat next to this one in the last auction. Size: 5 7/8" long by 2 3/16"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine, light creasing, one light scratch and minor corner damage.

$1

$1

$2

$1

$4

$5

Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 544 - Ticket, Free "Daily Pass" for "Opening Day April 22, 1964". The ticket is numbered
"14502" The ticket gives free admission to the fair. The ticket has the Unisphere in the upper left
corner and is blue and orange on a white background. The back pictures orange Unispheres. Size: 3
7/8" wide by 2 7/16". Condition: Fine, there is scotch tape along the top and the bottom and the
bottom is torn (lower left corner) but there is no paper missing.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8
Lot # 545 - "Vehicle Identification" card. In the upper right corner is a silver sticker with the blue
and orange Unisphere along with "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" printed on it. On the card is
also printed "New York World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation. There is a line for "Contractor
(Exhibitor)" that is filled in with the name "Werner Jensen Korst". Below is a line for "Site" with
"Denmark" filled in. At the bottom are lines for "(Official Signature)", "(Title)" and "Valid Date". I
can't read the signature or title, but the date is "4/12/64". Size: 8" wide by 5" high. Condition: Very
Good, it is soiled, the names at the bottom are smudged, the sides had been taped which has been
removed and slightly damaged the sides.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 546 - "Vehicle Permit", "Display on Windshield or Sun Visor while on Fair Grounds", "New
York World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation", "Expires April 20th serial no." the in red "No. 216".
There is a space for vehicle information and company "Denmark Pavilion". Size: 8" wide by 5 1/4"
high. Condition: Excellent with slight corner damage.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 547 - First Day Cover with official 1964 World's Fair stamp and "First Day of Issue"
Cancellation with multicolor picture of the Unisphere and Rocket Thrower statue with fountains and
trees and "Commemorating New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Peace Through Understanding",
"Official First Day Cover". The cover was designed (and signed) by "Fleetwood". There is a
copyright statement along the left edge. Inside is a letter from the "Masonic Stamp Club" inviting the
recipient to attend a dinner. There is no reference to the fair except that the letter is dated April 22,
1964, the date of the cancellation. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with slight
bends in 2 corners.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10
Lot # 548 - Large Sized color photo postcard picturing (marked on back) "Unisphere", "New York
World's Fair 1964-1965". Marked on the back is "Official World's Fair Post Cards by Dexter, West
Nyack, N.Y." On the back is also the number "DT-87183-B" Size: 9" wide by 6" high. Condition:
Very Fine with some corner damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 549 - Large Sized color photo postcard picturing "Unisphere" (marked on back), "New York
World's Fair 1964-1965". Marked on the back is "Official World's Fair Post Cards by Dexter, West
Nyack, N.Y." On the back is also the number "DT-87425-B" Size: 9" wide by 6" high. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 550 - Postcard of "A Hassidic Dance", "Scene of the American-Israel Pavilion" (marked on
back), "New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Published by American-Israel World's Fair Corp.".
This card was "made by Dexter Press" and is numbered "88295-B". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Fine, Unused with a little corner damage to upper right corner.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4
Lot # 551 - Postcard of "The Craftsmen", "Scene of the American-Israel Pavilion" (marked on back),
"New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Published by American-Israel World's Fair Corp.". This card
was "made by Dexter Press" and is numbered "88298-B". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Fine, Unused with a little corner damage to all the corners.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4
Lot # 552 - Postcard of "In Ancient Babylon", "Scene of the American-Israel Pavilion" (marked on
back), "New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Published by American-Israel World's Fair Corp.".
This card was "made by Dexter Press" and is numbered "88299-B". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Fine, Unused with corner damage (slight rounding) to all the corners and brown staining
on the top of the back of the card.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$2

$3

$5

$3

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 553 - Postcard "Looking North from Kennedy Circle At the World's Fair, N.Y.C." (marked on
back). Published by "Plastichrome" it is marked "An Unofficial Reproduction" and is numbered
"WF410". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with damage to all the corners
and Unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 554 - Postcard "Ford Motor Company New York World's Fair" (marked on back). This card
shows an architectural rendering of the pavilion. It was published by "Plastichrome" it is marked
"Production Authorized by Ford Motor Company for sale outside the Fair Grounds" and is numbered
"P58331". This card is Unused. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Fine because it has a
tiny piece of picture missing from the top 5/8" from the right.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 555 - Postcard of with a picture of the model of the "General Electric Progressland" (marked
on back), "New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Genuine Natural Color Made by Dexter Press Inc.,
West Nyack, N.Y." and is numbered "74195-B" and has the Unisphere logo on the back. Size: 5 1/2"
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, Unused with a slight crease at top near the center.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4
Lot # 556 - Postcard "Inside the Pavilion Theater" (marked on back), "New York World's Fair 19641965", It has a World's Fair copyright statement and is numbered "88275-B". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3
1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine & Unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 557 - Unused Postcard of the Kodak Pavilion. "Visit the Kodak World's Fair Pavilion and
explore the exciting world of photography" with 4 features of the pavilion listed. "Pub. By Fascolor
Inc., Box 86, Rochester 1, New York." "Made by Dexter", World's Fair copyright and "96384-B".
Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with extremely slight corner damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 558 - Postcard of "The AMF Monorail" "New York World's Fair 1964-1965". Architectural
rendering of the Monorails as they look in action with fireworks in the background. On the back is
the Unisphere logo. "Official World's Fair Post Cards by Dexter Press Inc., West Nyack, N.Y."
"83734-B". Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Used & Fine with corner damage in upper corners.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Category: Expo 67 - Montreal (559 to 561)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 559 - Colorful folder for "CMHC at expo67", This 3 page folder is printed in English on one
side and French on the other. The cover boasts "alert, alive, absorbing...". The inside explains that
their animation, "Urbanissimo" was created by Norman McLaren and John Hubley. CMHC stands
for "Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation". Size: Closed 3 11/16" wide by 8 1/ 2" high.
Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 560 - "Expo Journal", Official Newspaper of the fair during construction. This is the
"November 1965 - Vol. 2 No. 10". This 12 page publication has many stories about the expo. The
lead story is the opening of the bridge. There is also a story about the Israel Pavilion and Atlantic
Provinces Pavilion. There is also a small write up on the temporary observation tower and other
items of interest. This issue is completely written in English. Size: 15 1/2" high by 11 1/2" wide.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 561 - Plastic Ashtray. Blue with white writing: "Expo 67", "Montreal", "Canada". Bottom
marked "ORNAMOLD" "Made in Canada" Size: 4 1/4" diameter, 7/8" high. Condition: Very Fine
(this is a cheaply made souvenir with some flaws in the blue plastic side - I believe as made).
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1982 World's Fair Knoxville (562 to 563)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 562 - "The 1982 World's Fair Game". Includes the box, game board, play money, 20 'Venture'
cards, an 'audit record' pad, a 'business ownership and expansion record' pad, 4 playing pieces, 2 dice
and a pamphlet with the rules. The inside cover of the box contains information about the fair, the
Management committee, the raising of funds and more. The game is similar to Monopoly in that you
buy properties (Countries, States and Companies), and if you own all of the ones of a color set, the
rents are doubled. With real companies being featured on the game board and the Venture cards Size:
The box is 18 1/2" by 9 1/2" Condition: Very Fine, has been played with. The box has some
separations on one corner's seams, a tear on one apron and tape on another. The contents are clean,
but the pads are not complete
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 563 - Child's Tee Shirt with Sunsphere and rainbow on the front and the words "The 1982
World's Fair Knoxville, Tennessee. The shirt is a child's medium size and is in the unopened original
plastic package. Size: Shirt: Child's Medium, Package: 10 1/2 inches high by 8 1/2 inches wide.
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1984 Louisiana World Exposition (564 to 564)
Picture

Description
Lot # 564 - "Wonder Wall", "Louisiana World Exposition" Coffee Mug with a picture on the front.
Colors are purple, blue, red, burgundy and green. In small letters is "© LWE, Inc. '83". Size: 4 1/2"
wide to edge of handle and 3 3/4" tall. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

Minimum
Bid

$1

Category: Expo'85 Tsukuba Japan (565 to 566)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 565 - "Expo'85 Architecture" Book. 211 pages of stunning color photos of the fair grounds.
The book is written in both English and Japanese. Along with the pictures are floor plans of many of
the pavilions. The book has its original dust jacket. The book is Copyright the "Architectural Institute
of Japan, 1985". Size: 10 15/16" high by 9 1/4" wide by 7/8" thick. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 350 - $ 500

$ 50

Lot # 566 - Silver Colored Medal in the original plastic holder and the original cardboard slipcover
(not pictured). Obverse: Pictures 5 heads, a tent type building and Japanese writing. Reverse:
Pictures 3 arches, a space creature and "Tsukuba Expo '85" and the dates "'85.3.17-9.15" along with
some Japanese writing. Size: Case: 3 1/4" by 3 1/4". Medal: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5
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